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Studies of quantum reactive scattering systems using the time-dependent wave

packet approach provides an opportunity to understand the underlying picture

of the reaction dynamics. The objective of this work is to carry out a molecular

level analysis of the reaction dynamics of three different systems: one tri-atomic

ion-molecule system, the He + H+He and two different tetra-atomic systems, the

H2 + OH and H2 + CN. The quantum dynamics has been studied by propagat

ing wave packets using the MCTDH algorithm. The importance of inclusion of

Coriolis coupling on the reaction attributes for both the tri-atomic ion-molecule

and the tetra-atomic reaction systems is investigated. This being the first quan

tum dynamical study for the reaction probabilities and cross sections on the He +

H+He system, standard wave packet propagation studies using the split operator

methodology have also been performed for the same to estimate the accuracy of

the MCTDH approach. The H2 + OH sj^stem has been studied on three different

potential energy surfaces with this being the first quantum dynamical study on

the WSLFH surface. The aim of this comprehensive study is to determine the

dependence of the reaction dynamics of the system on the surface characteristics

and topology. The H2 + ON system has been studied with the aim of determining

the accuracy of the TSH3 potential energy surface and the exact nature of the

C-N bond, which has an ambiguous spectator bond nature, unlike the O-H bond

in the H2 + OH reaction system.

Chapter 1 provides an introduction to the field of quantum reactive scattering.

Chapter 2 presents the MCTDH methodology and the derivation of the working

equations. Various features of the MCTDH algorithm like mode combination and
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the product representation of the Hamiltonian, which improve the performance of

this method, have been discussed.

Chapter 3 discusses the Hamiltonian operator for the tri- and tetra-atomic

molecules in the appropriate coordinate system. This is followed by a discussion

on the preparation of initial wave packets for both tri- and tetra-atomic reaction

systems and the formulation of the reaction cross sections and rate constants for

the reaction systems.

Chapter 4 consists of the results derived from the study of the He -1- H He

system. Both centrifugal sudden and coupled channel studies have been performed

using the MCTDH methodology, while the studies performed using the split oper

ator method have been carried out under centrifugal sudden approximation. The

centrifugal sudden results obtained from both the MCTDH and the split operator

methodologies have been eompared to establish the accuracy of the calculations.
The coupled channel results show a distinct difference from the centrifugal sudden

results. The observed differences for this system have been analyzed and explained

in this study. The importance of inclusion of Coriolis coupling for the reaction i
its ro-vibrational excited states have been determined. The importance of th

,  fViwavs of approach
tial orientation of the reagents and the presence of preferred parnw j

in the reaction dynamics of this system has been discussed.

Chapter 5 presents the dynamics of the H2 + OH reaction on three
potential energy surfaces. The MCTDH reaction probabilities and cross sections

on the WDSE and YZCL2 surfaces are compared with the literatme lesults to

determine the accuracy of the MCTDH algorithm in studying the tetia-atomic

reactive systems. The quantum dynamical reaction probabilities and cross sections

on the Y'SLFH surface are reported for the first time. The significant differences

observed in the cross sections on the different surfaces have been analyzed on the

basis of differences in the surface characteristics and the transition state structure

on the three surfaces. Vibrationally excited cross sections on the YZCL2 surface

are reported for the first time, while previous studies on the WSLFH surface have

involved quasi-classical trajectory studies. The study of the reaction cross sections

and rate constants for the ro-vibrational excited states of the diatoms reveals a

significant dependence of the reaction attributes on the properties of the surfaces

considered, along with the pathways of approach and the initial orientation of the

reactants.

Chapter 6 reports the results of the application of the MCTDH algorithm to

study the H2 + CN reaction. Reaction probabilities and cross sections are obtained

for the ground and vibrational excited states of H2 and CN. The effect of using an

exact form of the Hamiltonian on the reaction dynamics has been analyzed. The

exact nature of the CN bond in the reactive system has been ambiguous till date.

This study aims to determine the validity of labelling the CN bond as a spectator

bond. The accuracy of the TSH3 potential energy surface, on which the reaction

dynamics is studied, has also been investigated.

Chapter 7 presents a summary of the work done along with the conclusions

derived from our studies on the different systems.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Accurate prediction of the outcome of a chemical reaction has been the ultimate

goal of theoretical chemists since the inception of quantum mechanics in 1920s.

Experimental studies using high precision instruments can provide accurate in

formation for various reaction attributes in the measurable range. The focus of

theoretical studies is to predict and explain the experimental results along with

providing answers to how and why a chemical reaction occurs at a molecular level.

A chemical reaction generally results from collisions between molecules, also re

ferred to as scattering. The process in which collision results in breaking of bonds

and formation of new molecules is known as a reactive scattering process. A

rigorous description of reactions is possible through accurate quantum scattering

calculations. In this thesis, the reaction dynamics of a tri- and two tctra-atomic

reactive scattering systems in ro-vibrational ground and excited states have been

duly investigated.

For accurate studies of a quantum dynamical system, the primary step is to de-
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Introduction

termine a potential energy surface(PES) for the reaction system. This is usually

achieved by applying the Born-Oppenheimer[l, 2] approximation which allows the

separation of nuclear and electronic motions. A potential energy surface is first

computed through solving the time-independent Schrodinger equation(TISE) for

the electrons, with the atoms held in fixed positions. But it is impossible to ob

tain an exact solution of the Schrodinger equation for systems with more than one

electron. In view of this, the field of electronic structure theory has progressed

with the objective of development of various numerical and approximate method

ologies to solve the TISE[3]. Once a potential energy surface is obtained, the dy

namical studies are performed by solving either the TISE or the time-dependent

Schrodinger equation(TDSE).

Initial theoretical investigations of reactive scattering systems started with the

simplest atom-diatom system possible, i.e. the H + H2 system on which the first

classical trajectory studies were reported by Hirschfelder et al.[4] in the late 1930s.

The earliest study to include quantum effects was by Hulburt and Hirschfelder in

the early 1940s[5] to compute the transmission coefficients on a number of empiri

cal potential energy surfaces. Even with the advent of computers in the 1960s, the

computation of accurate potential energy surfaces and reaction dynamics simula
tions remained a cumbersome task. The path-breaking molecular beam studies
performed by Lee et al.[6] on the F + D2 system provided a boost to the the
oretical studies of atom-diatom systems. An outline of the quantum mechani

cal reactive scattering theory for planar atom+diatom systems was presented by

Kuppermann et al.[7-9] in the early 1970s, while a review by Connors[10] gives an

extensive overview of the initial advancements in the field of reactive scattering.

Studies of higher dimensional systems was initiated in the 1980s and the early

1990s, when various reduced dimensionality methodologies were developed to suc

cessfully tackle bigger systems at affordable computational costs. The evolution

of the time-dependent methodologies over the years and its applications to various

systems have been reviewed in various studies.[11-18]

Quantum dynamical studies of a reactive scattering system can be carried out

by solving either the time-independent(TI) or time-dependent (TD) Schrodinger

equation. A time-dependent Hamiltonian merits the use of the time-dependent

version of the Schrodinger equation. For time-independent Hamiltonians, however,

time-dependent and time-independent approaches are equivalent, but their effec

tiveness depends on the system under study. Both the methodologies have their

inherent advantages and disadvantages. The TI methods require diagonalization

of large matrices to solve the eigenvalue value problem and the computation has

to be repeated over different energies. This makes it a computationally expen

sive methodology for large systems. In contrast, the TD wave packet propagation

yields a single column of the S-matrix over a continuous range of energies. In

the TD methods, an initial wave packet can be prepared, evolved in time and the

quantities of interest extracted after the propagation is complete. In addition,

the entire reaction dynamics can be pictorially observed and analyzed at various

stages of propagation of the wave packet. This presents an excellent opportunity

to unravel the complicated dynamics involved in the scattering process. The effec

tiveness of the TD approach is however limited in reaction systems which feature

long-lived resonances. The propagation of the wave packets have to be carried

out for long times to enable decay of the resonance states to the products. An

cxhausth^c review by Hu and Schatz[16] covers the development of both TI and

TD methodologies, along with their application to atom-diatom, ion-molcculc and
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by solving either the time-independent(TI) or time-dependent (TD) Schrodinger

equation. A time-dependent Hamiltonian merits the use of the time-dependent

version of the Schrodinger equation. For time-independent Hamiltonians, however,
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tiveness depends on the system under study. Both the methodologies have their
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of large matrices to solve the eigenvalue value problem and the computation has
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to unravel the complicated dynamics involved in the scattering process. The effec

tiveness of the TD approach is however limited in reaction systems which feature

long-lived resonances. The propagation of the wave packets have to be carried
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exhaustive review by Hu and Schatz[16] covers the development of both TI and

TD methodologies, along with their application to atom-diatom, ion-inolcculc and
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diatom-diatom systems.

The first time-dependent wave packet treatment (TDWP) of reactive scattering

was reported by Mazur and Rubin in 1959[19], while it was McCuIIough and

Wyatt who reported the first full quantum djmamics simulation in 1969[20, 21].

In the mid 1980s there were two important developments in the field of reactive

scattering. The introduction of grid-based Fourier transform method by Feit et

al.[22, 23]. Kosloff and Kosloff[24] and the discrete variable representation (DVR)

by Light and co-workers [25, 26] enabled the rapid computation of the action of the

Hamiltonian operator on the wave packet. The time-evolution of the wave packet

became highly efficient with the introduction of the split-operator methods[22,

23] and the Chebyshev expansion[27-29]. A common drawback of the TDWP

calculations is the artificial reflection of wave packets from the numerical grid end.

The reflected wave packets interact with the wave packets still under propagation,

and distort those leading to erroneous results. Using a large enough grid minimizes

the reflection but subsequently makes the computation numerically expensive.

This problem is overcome by employing an absorbing potential to absorb the

wave functions as they reach the grid end[30-35]. The evolution of the TDWP
methodology, different modifications and its applications have been the focal point
of various reviews in the last two decades[36-42].

One of the major aims of developing new methodologies in t^e TI and TD do
mains was to improve the numerical scaling factor. This would help in extending

the quantum reactive scattering studies to systems with more than three atoms.

The standard TI methods scale as ̂ ^[37] with N being the number of basis func
tions. This results in prohibitively high computational costs for systems with more

than 3 degrees of freedom as the number of basis sets required grows geometrically

with the spatial dimensionality of the system. The introduction of finite differ

ence scheme[20. 21] reduced the scaling to which was improved to N with

the introduction of the second order differencing scheme[43]. With the advent of

Fourier method[22, 23] the scaling was further improved to /VlogyV. In spite of

the marked improvements in the scaling factors, rigorous dynamical treatment for

systems with four or more atoms using the TDWP methodology still remained a

cumbersome affair. This made it essential to search for approximate methods to

obtain results with acceptable accuracy with minimized usage of resources.

The time-dependent Hartree (TDK) approach[27, 44-46], is one such approx

imate method. A multidimensional time-dependent wave function is approxi

mated by a product of one-dimensional functions. This reduces the /-dimensional

Schrodinger equation to / variationally optimized, coupled one-dimensional dif

ferential equations. Each time-dependent wave function is time evolved under the

influence of a mean-field potential determined by the instantaneous dynamics of

other modes. This method results in significant savings in computational efforts

thus making quantum mechanical treatment of larger systems feasible. However

the main drawback of this method is the ignorance of spatial correlations be

tween different degrees of freedom, which is essential for any dynamical calcu

lation. The TDK method was subsequently improved upon by the introduction

of the time-dependent rotated Hartree[47] method and the multiconfigurational

self consistent field method(MC-TDSCF)[27. 48-50]. A more efficient formalism,

the multiconfiguration time-dependent Hartree method (MCTDH). applicable for

both an arbitrary number of configurations and degrees of freedom, was pro

posed by Meyer and co-workcrs[51-56]. The wave packet is expressed in terms

of products of configuration coefficients and one-dimensional (ID) wave functions
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which are optimized using the Dirac-Frenkel variational method leading to a set

of coupled ID TDSEs. A minimal number of optimal configurations which result

automatically from the equations of motions is used to describe the total state.

In the MCTDH algorithm, both the expansion coefficients and the basis func

tions, called single-particle functions (SPFs), are time dependent. This enables

the use of an optimal number of basis functions to describe the wave function,

resulting in an improvement in scaling factors. Inclusion of the maximum num

ber of SPFs leads to a numerically exact calculation while use of a single SPF

results in the time-dependent Hartree method. The memory requirements of an

MCTDH application can be further reduced by utilizing the idea of mode combi

nation where more than one degrees of freedom can be combined to represent a

single mode. The multi-dimensional SPFs thus describe a set of degrees of free

dom rather than just one, leading to a significant reduction in the size of the

coefficient vector. Over the last two decades, the efficiency and accuracy of the

MCTDH methodology in studying wave packet propagation studies have been es

tablished in various fields. The MCTDH method has been successfully applied to

a wide range of problems including scattering[57-65], photo-dissociation[52, 66
68], proton transfer reactions[69—71], infrared spectroscopv[72, 73], vib

coupled systems[74-76] and intra-molecular vibrational energy redistributi [
79]. While the MCTDH algorithm has been used to study systems with p
degrees of freedom, various new forms of the algorithm like the S-hf6lTDH[8 ] and
the multi-layer MCTDH (ML-MCTDH)[81-83] have been developed to treat even

larger systems. The MCTDHB[84] and MCTDHF[8.5] codes have been developed
to enable studying bosonic and fermionic systems.

In this thesis, the MCTDH algorithm has been employed to study the reaction

dynamics of a tri-atomic and two tetra-atomic systems. While there have been

different studies on the protonated Xe2H+ (X = rare gas) clusters[86-90]. not

much has been reported on the reaction dynamics of the He + H+He HeH"'"

+ He system. Given the importance of Helium in atmospheric chemistry and

the absence of any experimental data on this ion-molecule combination, accurate

theoretical predictions of the reaction dynamics and the reactivity of the rare gas

atoms is of high practical interest. The system has been studied by both standard

methodology using the split-operator method and the MCTDH algorithm. While

the standard methodology has been applied under the centrifugal sudden (OS)

approximation, an accurate Hamiltonian has been used for the MCTDH studies.

This would test the accuracy of the MCTDH algorithm to study an ion-molecule

reactive scattering system along with determining the importance of inclusion of

Coriolis coupling in calculations for this system.

The study has been subsequently extended to the H2 T OH and the H2 + CN

systems. The study on the H2 + OH system has been performed over three dif

ferent potential energy surfaces, i.e. WDSE[91, 92], WSLFH[93] and YZCL2[94],

to understand the significance of the topology of the surfaces on the reaction dv-

namics. In the absence of any quantum dynamical studies on the WSLFH surface,

the accuracy of the surface has not been properly determined till date. Recently

reported experimental data using latest methodologies[95] on vibrational excita

tion of H2 show a big variance with erstwhile experimental results[96, 97], which

served as a standard for previous theoretical investigations. This motivates accu

rate theoretical studies on all three surfaces, for ro-vibrational excitation of the

reagents. Comparison with experimental results will determine the accuracy of

the surface in question. Since the only reported theoretical results on \fibrational
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excitation of reagents are on the WDSE surface using the CS approximation, the

present studies would show the accuracy of the later surfaces and also underline

the importance of the inclusion of the Coriolis coupling in the calculations for all

the surfaces. For the H2 + CN system, the exact role played by the CN bond in

the reaction dynamics has been debated over the last two decades. An accurate

quantum dynamical study of the effect of vibrational excitation of the reagents

and subsequent comparison with experimental values, would strongly establish the

exact nature of the bond. Similar to the H2 + OH system, finding out the extent

to which the inclusion of Coriolis coupling affects the reaction dynamics is again of

primary importance in this study. Moreover, the accuracy of the TSH3 potential

energy surface[98], including the barrier height would be rigorously tested in the

study of vibrationally excited states.

Chapter 2

Theory of the MCTDH Method

2.1 Standard propagation method and MCTDH

Quantum dynamical studies are performed in the time-dependent frame by solving

the time-dependent Schrodinger equation(TDSE),

..dvhl.T.f)

The TDSE is generally solved bj^ expanding the system wave function in a time-

independent product basis set as

/Vi Nf f

(2.2)
ii=i jf = 'i K=i

Here represents the one-dimensional time-independent basis set for each de

gree of freedom k. Usually, the basis functions are represented in a discrete variable
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representation(DVR)[25, 26], / specifies the number of degrees of freedom. qi ,

.  . . , q/ are nuclear coordinates, Cj^...jj denote the time-dependent expan

sion coefficients, and is the number of basis functions used. A set of coupled

linear first-order differential equations results by using Dirac-Frenkel variational

principle[99, 100], = q. The principal drawback of this exact

time-dependent methodology is the strong exponential scaling where the compu

tational time increases as and the memory requirements as N-^. This limits

the method to smaller systems.

In the MCTDH scheme[51-56], the scaling factor is improved by the introduction

of a smaller but time-dependent basis of so-called single-particle functions(SPFs).

The MCTDH wave function is written as

ni /

ii=i J/=i

=  (2 3)
J

where n,^ is considerably smaller than IV,^. The Hartree product is i

dimensional product of SPFs. J = (ji---jf) is a composite index while the A ve

represented by Aj = denote the MCTDH expansion coefficients. The
(k)

represented as a linear combinations of the primitive basis

(2.4)

The MCTDH methodology contains the time-dependent Hartree(TDH)[27, 44-46]

and the exact methods as limiting cases. In the TDH approach, a multidimensional

time-dependent wave function is written as a product of one-dimensional functions

2.2 MCTDH equations of motion H

and this is achieved by having 7?,^=! in Equation 2.3. Increase in leads to more

correlation and by having the MCTDH wave function converges to the

exact one.

2.2 MCTDH equations of motion

As both the coefficients and the SPFs in Equation 2.3 are time-dependent, the

wave function representation is not unique. Imposition of additional constraints

on the SPFs[52-56] are required to obtain uniquely defined equations of motion.

The constraints are

= a,,,

(A'WiTF)) =

where denotes a hermitian operator acting on K-th DOE. The choice of con

straints ensures the orthonormality of the SPFs at all times. The choice of the

constraint operator determines the equations of motion, as will be discussed

below.

To write down the equation of motion for the SPFs and the coefficients, the

single-hole functions Tf are introduced

J  V^K
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{d"'(o)lT'(o)> =
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IT =
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where Ji denotes a composite index J with the K,th entry set at /. and YHj denotes

the sum over the indices for all degrees of freedom excluding the ̂ th. Next, the

mean field is defined as

(2.8)

and density matrices as

.7'^

The mean-field matrix elements in Equation 2.8 arc obtained by applying the

operators on the «:th DOF. Finally, the MCTDH projector is defined as

(2.10)

The Hamiltonian can be split into separable and correlated terms

(2.11)

where acts only on the Kth DOF and residual part, includes

correlations between the DOFs.

The MCTDH equations of motion arc derived by applyi^o Diiac Frcnkel
variational principle[99, 100] to the ansatz in Equation 2.3. The resultant equa-

2.2 MCTDH equations of motion

tions are[54]

/

K=1 1 = 1

and

(1 _ p(-))

Here a vector notation is used for the SPFs with

(2.14)

pC) represents the density matrix while represents the matrix of mean field

operators, 1„,^ denotes the ttN) x nC) unit matrix, and are the matrix

elements of and with respect to the SPFs.

The simplest choice for the constraint operator is to set pC)=o which yields

/  nn

iAj = (2.15)
K=1 1=1

j^(-) = (l-P('^))[h(^)l^^ + (p('^))(-d(JT^C))]^(K). (2.16)

Setting Hn = H (neglecting the partitioning of the Hamiltonian). the equations

of motion are written as

iAj =

C) _

E('l>j|ff|4't).4t,
L

(1 - PT))(p(K))(-i)(HC))(^(C^
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where denotes a composite index J with the Kdh entry set at /. and ̂  j denotes

the sum over the indices for all degrees of freedom excluding the itth. Next, the

mean field is defined as

and density matrices as

pW = (2^9)
.7«

The mean-field matrix elements in Equation 2.8 arc obtained by applying the

operators on the Kth DOF. Finally, the MCTDH projector is defined as

(2.10)

The Hamiltonian can be split into separable and correlated terms

II = + (2.ii;

where acts only on the nth DOF and residual part, TTr, includes all the
correlations between the DOFs.

The MCTDH equations of motion are derived by applying Diiac Fienkcl

variational principle[99, 100] to the ansatz in Equation 2.3. The resultant equa-

2.2 MCTDH equations of motion

tions are[54]

iA j —

K=1 1=1

+ (1 _ pM)

Here a vector notation is used for the SPFs with

;2.14)

pM represents the density matrix while represents the matrix of mean field

operators, denotes the x unit matrix, and are the matrix

elements of and with respect to the SPFs.

The simplest choice for the constraint operator is to set g^^^—Q which juelds

iAj =
f

(2.18)
K=1 1 = 1

=  (1 - (2-16)

Setting Hr = H (neglecting the partitioning of the Hamiltonian). the equations

of motion arc written as

iAj =

L

(1 - (2.18)
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Choosing 5^)^/7, it yields a different set of equations of motion

L

+ (1 _ p(-))(pC))(-i)(H(«))](<^('^))

(2.19)

(2.20)

Although the choice of constraints will affect the propagation of the two parts

of the equation of motion, the propagation of the total wave packet is however

not affected. This is because the different sets of SPFs arising out of the different

choice of constraints are connected by unitary transformations. Thus the accuracy

of the overall calculation is independent of the choice of constraints.

The MCTDH equations conserve the norm and, for time-independent Hamilto-

nianS; the total energy. This follows directly from the variational principle[53].

The equations of motions are a set of non-linear coupled differential equations.

While A depends on ip through the matrix elements of H and p depends on A

through the mean fields.

2.3 The constant mean-field integrator

For a fast and efficient application of the MCTDH algorithm a special dedic
integration scheme, the constant mean field (CMF) integration scheme[53, 55. 101]
is applied to solve the equations. The matrix elements (d)j\If\^L) and the piocluct
of the inverse density with the mean field matrices, generally change

much slower in time than the MCTDH coefficients and the SPFs. This enables

holding the Hamiltonian matrix elements, the density matrices and the mean-

2.4 Mode combmation and numerical scaling 15

field matrices constant for some time r during the integration of the equations of

motion, hence the name CMF integrator. The details about the CMF scheme can

be found elsewhere[53, 55].

2.4 Mode combination and numerical scaling

In spite of a drastic improvement in the scaling factor the method remains cumber

some for dealing with sj^stems having higher degrees of freedom. MCTDH allows

for a further reduction in the scaling by introducing an algorithm called mode

combination[b?>, 55. 56]. By combining d degrees of freedom to form a set oi p =

J/d particles the wave function can now be written in terms of multi-dimensional

SPFs as

ni Tip

Jl—1 jp = l K = 1

where Qk are the combined coordinates defined as — {Qi,K,---Qd^,K

(2.21)

The equations of motion remain unchanged except for replacing the number of

DOF, / , with the number of particles, p. The operators now operate on the

particles (combined modes) rather than on DOF.

Assuming that all DOF have same grid length N and numbers of SPFs ?i, a wave

function in the standard method format takes data points, and an MCTDH

wave function takes f nN (for the SPFs) + (for the A-vectors) data points. WTth

mode combination the later equation turns into pnN'^ + n^, where b represents
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(2.20)
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through the mean fields.

2.3 The constant mean-field integrator

For a fast and efficient application of the MCTDH algorithm a special dedicated
integration scheme, the constant mean field (CMF) integration scheme[53, 55. 101]
is applied to solve the equations. The matrix elements (T'jI f/^|d>L) and the product
of the inverse density with the mean field matrices, ^ generally change
much slower in time than the MCTDH coefficients and the SPFs. This enables
holding the Hamiltonian matrix elements, the density matrices and the mcan-

2.4 Mode combination and numerical scaling

field matrices constant for some time r during the integration of the equations of

motion, hence the name CMF integrator. The details about the CMF scheme can

be found elsewhere[53, 55].

2.4 Mode combination and numerical scaling

In spite of a drastic improvement in the scaling factor the method remains cumber

some for dealing with systems having higher degrees of freedom. MCTDH allows

for a further reduction in the scaling by introducing an algorithm called mode

combinationl53, 55. 56]. By combining d degrees of freedom to form a set of p =

f /d particles the wave function can now be written in terms of multi-dimensional

SPFs as

ni Up

jl 1 jp — 1 K-=l

(2.2i;

where Q,^ are the combined coordinates defined as = (^i,«,...(

The equations of motion remain unchanged except for replacing the number of

DOF, / , with the number of particles, p. The operators /C now operate on the

particles (combined modes) rather than on DOF.

Assuming that all DOF have same grid length N and numbers of SPFs n, a wave

function in the standard method format takes N-f data points, and an MCTDH

wave function takes f nN (for the SPFs) -|- n-I (for the vd-vectors) data points. With

mode combination the later equation turns into pnN'^ + n^, where it represents
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16 Theory of the MCTDH Method

the number of multi-mode functions needed to represent the particles.

It is clear that the degrees of freedom with a strong coupling between them

should be combined to produce a particle. In this way, the correlation is treated

on the SPF level and does not appear in the configuration interaction part leading

to fewer SPFs and hence to a shorter /l-vector.

2.5 Product representation of the Hamiltonian

To solve the differential equations, multidimensional integrals,

{H)j^ = have to be evaluated at each step. Evaluation of these

multidimensional integrals can be avoided if the residual Hamiltonian Hr is writ

ten as a linear combination of products of single particle operators

Hr = E<=>'fld"
r=l K=1

(2.22)

(k) ion coefficientsHere hr' operates only on the Kth degree of freedom and the expansi

TTsinS this equationare written as and .s denotes the number of expansion terms. ^

the matrix elements can be written[53, 55, 56] as

K=1 r=l K = 1

where and represent the single particle operators which make up the

separable and the residual part of the Hamiltonian, respectively. The mean-field

2.5 Product representation of the Hamiltonian

operator can now be written as

(2.24)

where the elements of the mean-field matrix are written as

E Efdl'lT'ld"... (2.25)

The kinetic energy operators are normally in the desired product form. The

potential energy operator, however, is often not of product form. In the follow

ing section a method called POTFIT[53, 102, 103] is described which allows to

transform a general PES to a product form.

2.5.1 Product representation of potential energy surface

The available potential surfaces on which the wave packet propagation studies are

to be carried out may be present in the form of a grid of ab initio points or an ana

lytical fit of the ab initio points. By representing the multidimensional surfaces as

a linear combination of products of one dimensional functions, the computational

effort required for the evaluation of complex integrals can be substantially reduced

as discussed in the previous section. The POTFIT scheme[53, 55, 56, 102, 103]

has been incorporated in the MCTDH algorithm for an efficient transformation of

a multidimensional surface to a linear product form.

The potential energy surface can be transformed to the product form by ex-
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The kinetic energy operators are normally in the desired product form. The

potential energy operator, however, is often not of product form. In the follow

ing section a method called POTFIT[53, 102, 103] is described which allows to

transform a general PES to a product form.

2.5.1 Product representation of potential energy surface

The available potential surfaces on which the wave packet propagation studies are

to be carried out may be present in the form of a grid of ab initio points or an ana

lytical fit of the ab initio points. By representing the multidimensional surfaces as

a linear combination of products of one dimensional functions, the computational

effort required for the evaluation of complex integrals can be substantially reduced

as discussed in the previous section. The POTFIT scheme[53, 55, 56, 102, 103]

has been incorporated in the MCTDH algorithm for an efficient transformation of

a multidimensional surface to a linear product form.

The potential energy surface can be transformed to the product form bv ex-
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panding it in a product basis. The given potential is approximated as

mi mp

;2.26)

ji=i ip=i

where p denotes the number of particlcs(combincd modes) and denotes the

coordinate of the Kth degree of freedom. The basis functions arc called singlc-

particle potentials (SPP). An optimization of both the expansion coefficients and

the expansion orders ensures an efficient and accurate expansion of the PES.

The full potential is written as

(2.27;

where q- ^ denotes the coordinate for the ith grid point of the Acth grid. The
approximate potential is written as

mi TMp

ct, = E-Ec':... nji" ipjp'

(2.28)

Jl = l 3p=P

with v'^j - v^{qf). The SPPs are assumed to be orthonormal on the grid,

— 6ji. The indices i and k are used to label grid points while j and I are us

label the SPPs,

A 2The optimal coefficients and the SPPs arc determined by calculating A as

Ni Np

i 1 — 1 ip — 1

[2.29)

2.5 Product representation of the Hamiltonian 19

and then minimizing it. Here I denotes a composite index which runs over all grid

points. Minimizing by varying only the coefficients yields

Ni Np

(2..30)
n=i ip=i

i.e. the coefficients are given by overlap of the SPPs with the potential. Within

POTFIT, the SPPs are defined as eigenvector-vectors of the potential density

matrices

^ ̂ — 1 ...ip T^i
7-2

= EujUj. (2.31)

where similar to above denotes a composite index which contains all grid indices

except the /tth one, and in 7^ the «;th entry is replaced by k. The eigenvectors

are ordered according to their eigenvalues with the largest eigenvalue coming first.

For the two dimensional cases, this approach is known to provide an optimal

approximation. For the general /-dimensional case (/ > 2), POTFIT is not

optimal but provides SPPs which arc close enough to optimal ones to be useful.

A. Contraction over one degree of freedom

The numerical effort required to evaluate the product form of the potential,

as given in Equation 2.28, depends upon the number of expansion terms, s =

n{=i/nK present in the equation. The number of expansion terms can be reduced

by one expansion order , where u denotes the DOF over which a contraction
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panding it in a product basis. The given potential is approximated as

mi iii-p

(2.26)

ii=i jp=i

where p denotes the number of particIes(combincd modes) and denotes the

coordinate of the Kth degree of freedom. The basis functions arc called single-

particle potentials (SPP). An optimization of both the expansion coefficients and

the expansion orders ensures an efficient and accurate expansion of the PES.

The full potential is written as

V, ■ = (2.27)

where q- denotes the coordinate for the ith grid point of the Kth grid. The

approximate potential is written as

mi mp

ijji" ipjp-
(2.28)

ji=i jp=p

with v^j — Vj(q'^). The SPPs are assumed to be orthonormal on the grid, ii

= Sji. The indices i and k are used to label grid points while j and I are us

label the SPPs.

A 2

The optimal coefficients and the SPPs are determined by calculating

Ni Np

= E-E(rM,..,~v;-tX
i 1 — 1 ip — 1

;2.29)

2.5 Product representation of the Hamiltonian 19

and then minimizing it. Here I denotes a composite index which runs over all grid

points. Minimizing by varying only the coefficients yields

Ni Np

(2.30)
11=1 in=l

i.e. the coefficients are given by overlap of the SPPs with the potential. Within

POTFIT, the SPPs are defined as eigenvector-vectors of the potential density

matrices

^kk' ^ y •••Ik —il^i/c+1 ■■■ip ^1 ...ifc — l/i'ifc+l ...ip
/"

= E^'fA-,. (2.31)

where similar to above denotes a composite index which contains all grid indices

except the ^th one, and in the Aoth entry is replaced by k. The eigenvectors
are ordered according to their eigenvalues with the largest eigenvalue coming first.
For the two dimensional cases, this approach is known to provide an optimal
approximation. For the general /-dimensional case (/ > 2), POTFIT is not

optimal but provides SPPs which arc close enough to optimal ones to be useful.

A. Contraction over one degree of freedom

The numerical effort required to evaluate the product form of the potential,

as given in Equation 2.28, depends upon the number of expansion terms, s =

n{=] /nK present in the equation. The number of expansion terms can be reduced
by one expansion order ^ , where denotes the DOE over which a contraction
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is performed. The contracted expansion coefficients are defined as

D"- ■ ■ ■
1/

jp
[2.32]

Since the expansion order will not be considered for the evaluation of :

the upper summation limit can be set equal to which will allow the full

set of SPPs for this particular DOF. The accuracy of the potential approximation

can thus be increased without an increase in the number of expansion coefficients.

The approximate potential is now defined as

mi mjy_i TTitz+i rup

yapp ^ V V V D" ■ •

Jl=l ji^+l=l j/ = l

X  „(-+') .
'i'U—lJu—l ^pjp

(2.33)

A substantial reduction in the numerical effort for fitting the potential is achieved

by contraction over the Hh DOF without affecting the accuracy of the evaluation.

To maximize the gain, the contraction should be carried for that DOF which

requires the largest expansion order.

B. Including weight functions

T? -XT not cillror a wave packet propagation study on a potential energy

regions of the surface are equally relevant for the study. The potentia gy
surface is thus modified by inclusion of non-separable weights- An ,/ dimensional
function u) is incorporated in the potential assigning the weight 1 to the physically
relevant regions and a weight of 0 to irrelevant points. The relevant region is

usually defined by an energy criterion as the region where the potential is lowci

2.6 Flux analysis

than some suitably chosen energy threshold. Restrictions on coordinates can also

be set to define a relevant region.

The exact potential V is expanded in the product basis of natural potentials

to generate given as in Equation 2.26. Then a modified reference potential

^ which is a linear combination of the exact potential V and the potential fit

yapp -g introduced

(2.34)

At points where ca = 1, the modified reference potential equals the exact

potential, while it matches the fitted potential for ca = 0. The definition of

the reference potential depends on V"-pp which in turn depends on the reference

potential. First V is potfitted to generate the reference potential. The reference

potential is subsequently potfitted with a new V"-pp to generate a new reference

potential. The iteration is continued until some break-off criterion is reached.

2.6 Flux analysis

A complete solution of a quantum-mechanical molecular dynamics problem results

from a proper analysis of the inherent information in the A-matrix, obtained after a

successful propagation of the initial wave packet. Of the various methods available

for determining the reaction attributes from the 5-matrix elements, the utilization

of the flux operator to determine the reaction probabilities has become a standard

procedure in the held of time-dependent reactive scattering. In the MCTDH

methodology, reaction probabilities arc calculated by using the flux operator in
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is performed. The contracted expansion coefficients are defined as

D" ■ ■ ■
■•■3p jp

(2.32)

Since the expansion order will not be considered for the evaluation of .

the upper summation limit my can be set equal to Ny which will allow the full

set of SPPs for this particular DOF. The accuracy of the potential approximation

can thus be increased without an increase in the number of expansion coefficients.

The approximate potential is now defined as

mi rriy+i mp

yapp ^ V V Dt -

ii=i ii/-i=i>+i=i i/=i

— l ^p3p'
(2.33)

A substantial reduction in the numerical effort for fitting the potential is achieved
by contraction over the uth DOF without affecting the accuracy of the evaluation.
To maximize the gain, the contraction should be carried for that DOF which
requires the largest expansion order.

B. Including weight functions

surface, not allFor a wave packet propagation study on a potential energy
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surface is thus modified by inclusion of non-separable weights- An j dimensional
function u is incorporated in the potential assigning the weiglTt 1 to the physically
relevant regions and a weight of 0 to irrelevant points. The relevant legion is
usually defined by an energy criterion as the region where the potential is lower

2.6 Flux analysis

than some suitably chosen energy threshold. Restrictions on coordinates can also

be set to define a relevant region.

The exact potential V is expanded in the product basis of natural potentials

to generate V"pp given as in Equation 2.26. Then a modified reference potential

which is a linear combination of the exact potential V and the potential fit

is introduced

(2.34)

At points where cj = 1, the modified reference potential equals the exact

potential, while it matches the fitted potential for uj = 0. The definition of

the reference potential depends on E°pp which in turn depends on the reference

potential. First V is potfitted to generate the reference potential. The reference

potential is subsequently potfitted with a new 1/"pp to generate a new reference

potential. The iteration is continued until some break-off criterion is reached.

2.6 Flux analysis

A complete solution of a quantum-mcchanical molecular dynamics problem results

from a proper analysis of the inherent information in the A-matrix, obtained after a

successful propagation of the initial wave packet. Of the various methods available

for determining the reaction attributes from the F-matrix elements, the utilization

of the flux operator to determine the reaction probabilities has become a standard

procedure in the field of time-dependent reactive scattering. In the AICTDH

methodology, reaction probabilities arc calculated by using the flux operator in
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combination with complex absorbing potentials(CAPs). This approach requires

only solving Fourier integrals over matrix elements in comparison to the {E — t)-

Fourier transform of the wave packet at every grid point on the dividing surface

in case of standard methods.

CAPs are usually used to absorb the wave function reflected from the end of a fi

nite grid[29, 35, 104], This enables the use of shorter grids, where the relevant part

of the wave function is not affected by the reflected part and the accuracy in re

sults is maintained. In the field of scattering, Neuhauser et al.[32, 105] showed the

importance of CAPs by enabling the use of the reactant coordinate set throughout

the calculation. The utilization of CAPs in determining the reaction probabili

ties for an MCTDH wave packet propagation underlines its immense significance.

The derivation of an effective approach of applying the CAP to obtain reaction

probabilities is given below.

In the MCTDH calculations, monomial CAPs[53] of the form

-iW{q) = -iri{q - qcfO{q - qc),
(2.35)

Ttial operatorshave been employed, where W(q) represent real, non-negative potent

which are non-zero only in the asymptotic region. For efficient per for
f tliG CAPCAPs have to be sufficiently weak and long[53, 106-109]. The order o

is usually set as 6 = 3. The symbol 9{x) denotes Hcavisidc s step funct'
qc is the point where the CAP is switched on, i.e. qc

determine the length of the CAP. The CAP strength t; and the CAP length are
chosen according to the requirement of the system under study.

Initial state selected reaction probabilities are determined by analyzing the le-

2.6 Flux analysis

active flux into the product arrangement channel 7[61] as

PAR) = (2.36)

Here S denotes the S-matrix, the index u collectively accounts for all initial

quantum numbers, including the total angular momentum J, a denotes the ini-

tial(reactant) arrangement channel, 7 represents the product arrangement channel,

and is the exact time-dependent scattering solution with outgoing bounding

conditions. The flux operator is denoted by F^.

For the MCTDH method, the most efficient way to calculate the reaction proba

bilities is to incorporate the CAP in the system Hamiltonian. H. The Hamiltonian

H is replaced by the non-Hermitian operator H

H ̂  II ~ iW. (2.37)

The initial wave packet is propagated bv H

(2.38)

Equation 2.36 may now be written as

r*00 FOQ

= 2^^^ J J (2.39)

where A(E') denotes the energy distribution of the initial wave packet[110].

which is located in the reagent arrangement channel a but outside the CAP. As

the propagated wave packet can reach the product arrangement channel a 7^ o
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active flux into the product arrangement channel 7 [61] as

P.(E) = / a) (2.36)

Here S denotes the S-matrix, the index u collectively accounts for all initial

quantum numbers, including the total angular momentum J. a denotes the ini-

tial(reactant) arrangement channel, 7 represents the product arrangement channel,

and exact time-dependent scattering solution with outgoing bounding

conditions. The flux operator is denoted by F^.

For the MCTDH method, the most efficient way to calculate the reaction proba

bilities is to incorporate the CAP in the system Hamiltonian. H. The Hamiltonian

77 is replaced by the non-Hermitian operator H

H = H - iW. (2.37)

The initial wave packet Tj] is propagated by 77

T^(7) = (2.38)

Equation 2.36 may now be written as

PAE) =
27r jAAP

dt 7F X (2.39)

where A(7I') denotes the energy distribution of the initial wave packet[110].

which is located in the reagent arrangement channel a but outside the C.A.P. ./\s

the propagated wave packet can reach the product arrangement channel a ^ o
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only for positive times, the two lower integral limits can be replaced by zero. The

flux operator is written as[53, 111]

R, = = i[H, Q^] = 2W^ + i(H^ - E)Q^ - - E). (2.40)

Thus

^oo poc

R =
2ti \AE\

dt / dt'
./o Jo

2.41)

Using Equation 2.38, the last term in the above equation is evaluated as,

raW^'Jo
(2.42)

Finally, some transformations are performed to obtain suitable working q

tions as deflned below

Cir) = Ri^iRW-ylRit + r)) dt
(2.43)

9^R) = -RRT-t)\QR,{T)).

and finally the reaction probabilities arc evaluated as

(2.44)

^"(0 +<1^(0)1 C-r/r (2.45)

Chapter 3

Atom-Diatom and

Diatom-Diatom Scatterring

Systems

The MCTDH algorithm has been applied to study the reaction dynamics for

ground and ro-vibrational excited states of the He + H+He, H2 + OH and Ha

+ CN systems on the available potential surfaces for the respective systems. The

specific nature of the Hamiltonian considered for the calculations and the prepara

tion of the intitial wave packets for the MCTDH propagations have been discussed

in this chapter. The chapter ends with a mention of the formulations for deriving

the cross sections from the reaction probabilities and a subsequent derivation of

the rate constants.
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Atom-Diatom and Diatom-Diatom Scatterring Systems

Figure 3.1: Reactant jacobi coordinates for He + HeH'^ reaction.

3.1 Hamiltonian

A. Tri-atomic system

The Hamiltonian operator for a triatomic system described in the reactant Ja

cobi coordinates (J?, r and 0) is written as,

H = —-— j)! , j j^y(Rre). (3-1)

Here is the reduced mass along the R coordinate, the coordinate joining
1  /->rl nrass of theHe atom to the center of mass of HeH+ diatom, and /i,. is the reduccu

1 - 1 1 o n p'u.lciji' momcn~
diatom. J and j are the total angular momentum and rotational &

. • 1 J- . fnr the tri-atomicturn operators, respectively. The reactant Jacobi coordinates lu^

He + H+He are shown in Figure 3.1. To solve the time-dependent Schiodinger
equation, the time-dependent wave function is expanded in terms of translational
basis for R, the vibrational basis for r, and the body-fixed (BF) total angular

basis The BF z-axis is chosen to be along R. In terms of the above time-

dependent wave function the triatomic Hamiltonian is written as a tridiagonal

3.1 Hamiltonian

matrix as[9, 112, 113]

H = — : .y'O' + 1)
I  2//,r<9/?2 2fir dr'^ 2fi.rr'^

J( J + 1) -

2fLRR''

^2

where A is defined as

= s/J(J+l)-K(K±l).

In Eq. 3.2, K denotes the projection of J onto R. The last two off-diagonal

terms in the above equation couple different K states and their neglection gives

rise to the CS approximation. Hence K is a conserved quantity under the CS

approximation. It is worth noting here that in the BF-frame, initial K is the

initial magnetic rotational quantum number of the diatom.

As has been mentioned in the previous chapter, the sj^stem Hamiltonian must

be written in a product form for efficient implementation of the MCTDH algo

rithm. The kinetic energy operrator is in the required product form. The Panda-

Satyamurthy potential energy surface[114] used for the calculations on the Hc^H^

system is not in the desired product form. An accurate fit to the potential V

was thus generated using the POTFIT algorithm. The potential then assumes the

form (see Chapter 2)

'=1 j=i
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Figure 3.1; Reactant jacobi coordinates for He + HeH^ reaction.

3.1 Hamilt onian

A. Tri-atomic system

The Hamiltonian operator for a triatomic system described in the reactant Ja

cobi coordinates (7?, r and 0) is written as,

1  5^ 1^H = -  - jr , J , r 6). (3.1)

oiniug the
Here fiR is the reduced mass along the R coordinate, the coordinate j

,  d naass of the
He atom to the center of mass of HeH+ diatom, and /i,- is the reduce

dil iTionicn-
diatom. J and j are the total angular momentum and rotationa &

' for the tri-atomic
turn operators, respectively. The reactant Jacobi coordinates

He + H+He are shown in Figure 3.1. To solve the time-dependent Schrodinj,er
equation, the time-dependent wave function is expanded in terms of tianslati

basis for /?, the vibrational basis for r, and the body-fixed (BF) total angular

basis Tim [112]. The BF z-axis is chosen to be along R. In terms of the above time-

dependent wave function the triatomic Hamiltonian is written as a tridiagonal

3.1 Hamiltonian

matrix as[9, 112, 113]

H =
j(^i) j(j +1) _

IilrSR? 2//,. 2//rC^

+ V[R,r,6)\dj,y

2fiRR^ V 1 + hA-oh/v'+pA-'

K^jK V 1 + ̂K1 h/P- 1,/P',

where A is defined as

= \/J(J+ 1) - K{K±1).

In Eq. 3.2, K denotes the projection of J onto R. The last two off-diagonal

terms in the above equation couple different K states and their neglection gives

rise to the CS approximation. Hence K is a conserved quantity under the CS

approximation. It is worth noting here that in the BF-frame, initial K is the

initial magnetic rotational quantum number of the diatom.

As has been mentioned in the previous chapter, the system Hamiltonian must

be written in a product form for efficient implementation of the MCTDH algo

rithm. The kinetic energy operrator is in the required product form. The Panda-

Satyamurthy potential energy surfacc[114] used for the calculations on the Hc2H^

system is not in the desired product form. An accurate fit to the potential V

was thus generated using the POTFIT algorithm. The potential then assumes the

form (see Chapter 2)

m,. mo

l/(R.r,e)=53^D„(R)„f(r)„fV)-
1=1 j = l
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Figure 3.2: Jacobi coordinates for tetra-atomic reactive scattering system

B. Tetra-atomic system

For a diatom+diatom system, the Hamiltonian in reactant Jacobi coordinates

is written as

H = +JL

+ V{Rl, R2, R3,0i,02,Lp).
2/12

(J - jl -3-2)

(3.4)

Here Ri and R2 are the two diatomic bond distances and R3 is the distance between
the centers of mass of the diatoms, /ri, and /J3 are the reduced masses along /?,.
R2 and R3 respectively. J is the total angular momentum operator. ji and arc
the rotational angular momentum operators along R^ and R2 respectively. 0^, O2
are the polar angles, while (p is the out-of-plane torsional angle. The coordinates

are depicted in Figure 3.2

To express the kinetic energy operator in a form suitable for MCTDH calcula

3.1 Hamiltonian

^SF V

Y
^BF ^SF

Figure 3.3: Definitions of the body-fixed frame and the E2 frames, a, /3 and 7
are the three Euler angles. SF denotes the space-fixed frame. Starting from the
SF frame, rotation through a results in the Ex frame. A second rotation through
d residts in the E2 frame. The third rotation through 7 results in the body-fixed
frame.

tions, it is convenient to express the body-fixed coordinates in the E2 frame[115-

120], The E2 frame, as shown in Figure 3.3, is a coordinate system in which only

the first two Euler rotations, through the angles a and /?, are considered. The

body-fixed frame results from the third rotation over the angle 7. Representation

of the tetra-atomic system in the E2 frame results in a set of seven Jacobi co

ordinates (/?!. R2- R3, ̂1, ̂2, Pi-P2), where 0i,02 and pi,p2 denote the polar and

azimuthal angles which orient the vectors Ri and R2 with respect to the E2 frame.

The dihedral angle p = P1-P2 denotes the angle between the planes (R3.R1) and

(R3,R2). The coordinates are shown in Figure 3.4. The angular basis set for the

system in the E2 coordinate is given as[118, 119]
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Figure 3.2; Jacobi coordinates for tetra-atomic reactive scattering system

B. Tetra-atomic system

For a diatom+diatom system, the Hamiltonian in reactant Jacobi coordinates

is written as

id- 2,,.aRf'+2,,,.R;
+ y{Ri,R2-,R-i-,0i,02,Lp).

2/12 2g-sRl
(3.4)

Here Ri and R2 are the two diatomic bond distances and is the distance between

the centers of mass of the diatoms, /ij, and /13 are the reduced masses along R,.
R2 and R3 respectively. J is the total angular momentum operator. ji and arc
the rotational angular momentum operators along Rj and R2 respectively. 0^, Oj
are the polar angles, while p is the out-of-plane torsional angle. The coordinates

are depicted in Figure 3.2

To express the kinetic energy operator in a form suitable for MCTDH calcula-

3.1 Hamiltonian

Zpp=Zp

1  Y
'BF ^SF

Figure 3.3: Definitions of the body-fixed frame and the E2 frames, a., fi and 7
are the three Enter angles. SF denotes the space-fixed frame. Starting from the
SF frame, rotation through a results in the Ei frame. A second rotation through
P resxdts in the E2 frame. The third rotation through 7 results in the body-fixed
frame.

tions, it is convenient to express the body-fixed coordinates in the E2 frame[115-

120]. The E2 frame, as shown in Figure 3.3, is a coordinate system in which only

the first two Euler rotations, through the angles a and /3, are considered. The

body-fixed frame results from the third rotation over the angle 7. Representation

of the tetra-atomic system in the E2 frame results in a set of seven Jacobi co

ordinates (Ri. R2. R3, ̂iT2., Pi. P2), where ̂ 1,^2 and pi,p2 denote the polar and

azimuthal angles which orient the vectors Ri and R2 with respect to the E2 frame.

The dihedral angle p = pi-p2 denotes the angle between the planes (R3.R1) and

(R3,R2). The coordinates are shown in Figure 3.4. The angular basis set for the

system in the R2 coordinate is given as[118, 119]
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wherB ki and kq Hft the quantum iiumbBtB witU the DP ptojt't'tioii of

the partial angular momenta ji and jq. K is the BF projection of the total angular

momentum J and is defined as /F = /cj + kq, /3 is the second Euler angle. Using

this basis set, the kinetic operator after integration over /3, becomes[118]

2t =
1  1

1  d . .RF d 1■y '^}T}f) —!—
sinOf^ ^ dOf^ sin?

_ ( ^ ^ \ \ ^ —sind^^^-
1  ■r-.O I -r-vO I . D IP ^ D IP t / 6L/0l^sRlJ sin02^ 862^ ^ 802 ^

1  / 52

+ —^ ( - \- irofO?^ - ^ X f —— + icotd^^
1  r / 8

+  eRikil \ 86^
-  E2 f 8 . .nBF "

X 6^"^^ I "h lCOtU2 '),„E2\8e^^ ^^^2
1  [r/T ^ 8 / 8 8

UEth UfU a + j
L-..? ^

.  E2 / c ,nBF__Z—
+ /CO^tt2 ^ E2

C-jJ.K) +
. . n2 ^ 1 0/1RF ' lCUiU2I' 86f^sR-l

(3.6)

where C±(./, iF) = ^yj{J + 1) - K{K±l).

Since ki and kq are actually the conjugate momenta to

3.1 Hamiltonian

ZE.=z^''

Figure 3.4: Coordinates for the tetra-atomic reactive scattering system described
in Eq coordinates.

J{ = ki + kq. the above equation can be rewritten to the following form:

- ^ E (-gal)
X  j^—2/c^ + jg+j2,-

C\{J,K) (.

1  1 \ .-2 / 1 1 \ .2 1

4" di,-j2,+ + 8 +1) — Ikqki — 2kt

1- 4 ^ \

where

a 2 1_ 8 . 8 ^ kf
sin0f^80f^ ' dW^ ^ sirEOP^

dr± = ~ kicotef^.ki ^ ki ±l.

The expression in Equation 3.7 is in a proper format to be implemented in

MCTDH. Dropping the last two terms in Equation 3.7 leads to the CS approxi-
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where ki and k2 are the quantum numbers associated with the BF projection of

the partial angular momenta and 72- kC is the BF projection of the total angular

momentum J and is defined as /F = /ci + /i:2, /3 is the second Euler angle. Using

this basis set, the kinetic operator after integration over /3, becomes[118]

2f = Y:
1 1  1

1  d ■ .RF d 1

(  ̂ 1 \ 1 a . a 1 a'^
V^2^ sinO^^ ^ ao^^ ̂

a  , . . .aBF ^ .
— ^ + ic(yto2 E2dQBF 5(^2

}— ( ̂  + icotef^ ^
3RI a^f^L  V a^-'j

1  \ ̂ . T . a f a a

■  E2 a . ,/)BF

UWF UfF a ^ a
F3^3 , v^6'f a^^

I  \ . B2 f O

^  Uf
.qBF_J^

+ / Q .£2

C-{IK) [ . E2

F3A^ L

5  np a
5-^ + ICOtB^ pr-

/^3«^
/ _ icot02^

where C±(J, K) = v/J(.7 + 1) - K{K ± 1).

Since R and ^2 are actually the conjugate momenta to and ̂ 2

3.1 Hamiltonian

Z^==z'

Figure 3.4: Coordinates for the tetra-atomic reactive scattering system described
in E2 coordinates.

K = ki + k2. the above equation can be rewritten to the following form:

tiiRf gsR-l ^i2Rl /isRi

X  —2ki + ji,+j2,- + ji-j2,+ + 7(.7 + 1) — 2k2ki — 2kl

C\{J.. K)

kiRl,
3l,+ + J2,+

o~UR)
rsRI

Jl,- + 32,- ) ,

F3/?i

where

1  a ■ aBF ^ , kf
' sinOf^ aor ' FP

a

R.± = ~ kiCotef^. k, ki ± 1.

The expression in Eciuatioii 3.7 is in a proper format to be implemented in

MCTDH. Dropping the last two terms in Equation 3.7 leads to the CS approxi-
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mation.

As the potentials used for the H2 + OH and H2 + CN calculations don't conform

to the the requirements of an efficient MCTDH application, they have to be recast

into a sum of products of one-dimensional potentials. The potential energy surface

initially expressed in the BF coordinates depends on six internal coordinates given

H=\/(i?i,A2,A3,di,02,0^^). (3.10)

To express it in coordinates, a Fourier transformation of the potential is per

formed as

Vn(Ri, R2: R,-Oi, »2, n> = (27r)-'. [ ' flj, flj, ft, ft- d4>(3.U)

Hence,

H(Ai,/?2, ̂3, ̂1, ̂2, Vq{Ri^ Oi, O2)
(3.12)

Since the above equation can be written as

^ Vn{RuR2,R3,0ue2) = ^n(^i, ̂2, A3, ^^2)
B2 ^iO,4>2

iQ.4>i e .(3.13)

Hence the action of the potential operator on the wave function is given by

(HT)(/?.i,R2, A3,/?i,A:i,d2,fc2) = 52 Ho(Ax,/?,2,

X T(Ax,A2, A3,dx,fci -n,d2.fc2 + ̂)(-^-14)

3.2 Initial wave packet 33

Now Vh term is refitted by using POTFIT[53, 55, 102, 103] to arrive at a linear

combination of products format.

3.2 Initial wave packet

A. Tri-atomic system

The initial wave function is defined as a single Hartree product of a Gaussian

wave packet in R, a vibrational cigenfunction function in r, and a rotational

cigcnfunction function in 6\ i.e.

(3.15)

(pS^^(A,f = 0) = Xo(A) = {V^dR) ~ (^-^voiR-Ro)^

— 0) = Rjovo{r) — vibrational ei gen function. (3-17)

(3.18)

where jo, iRo- ̂ 0 are the initial ro-vibrational quantum numbers of the free diatom.

Pp denotes the associated Legendre function, and 8 is the Kronecker symbol. The

momentum po and width dr determine the energy distribution A .A of the initial

wave packet.
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mation.

As the potentials used for the H2 + OH and H2 + CN calculations don't conform

to the the requirements of an efficient MCTDH application, they have to be recast

into a sum of products of one-dimensional potentials. The potential energy surface

initially expressed in the BF coordinates depends on six internal coordinates given

(3.10)

To express it in E2 coordinates, a Fourier transformation of the potential is per

formed as

VniRl: R3: Ol; O2, V {R,, /?2, /?3, ̂ 1, ̂2- 0®^) ̂̂ <^(3-11)

Hence,

B B

v{RuR2.R3.o^,02A'''') = Y. MRuR2,R^.0r.,02) ■
(3.12)

Since above equation can be written as

Vq{RuR2.R3,0u02) = Y Vn{Ri.R2,R3,0i,02)

Hence the action of the potential operator on the wave function
is given by

{V^){Rl,R2,R3,0j,h,02,k2) = ̂  l/n(/?i,R2,/?3,^l-^2)

X T(Ai,/?.2, - n,d2. A:2 + f^)(3.14)

3.2 Initial wave packet

Now Vh term is refitted by using POTFIT[53, 55, 102, 103] to arrive at a linear

combination of products format.

3.2 Initial wave packet

A. Tri-atomic system

The initial wave function is defined as a single Hartree product of a Gaussian

wave packet in R, a vibrational eigcnfunction function in r, and a rotational

eigenfunction function in 6; i.e.

(3.15)

Y\R,t = 0) = XoiR) = {^/^dn) ̂ Rexp - (.-ipo{R-Ro)^

— 0) = ̂' jouoir) — vibrational eigenfunction. (3-17)

(3.18)

where Jq, mo, no are the initial ro-vibrational quantum numbers of the free diatom.

Pp denotes the associated Legendre function, and 6 is the Kronecker symbol. The

momentum po and width dr determine the energy distribution AH of the initial

wave packet.
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B. Tetra-atomic system

The initial wave packet, is constructed by taking a direct product of an

eigenstate -ipi (with quantum numbers i = (ii, uii, ui; ̂2, ̂'^2,'^>2)) of internal

Hamiltonian and an incoming Gaussian function y along the collision coordinate.

^3, 01. A:i, 02,^2) =^.(01, ^2,^2,^2)

For the collision coordinate, the Gaussian takes the form

y(/?3) = ' cxp - RJpo{Ft.3 — Ro) (3.20)

with i?o, Po and d denoting its center in coordinate and momentum space and
its width, respectively. ipi{9i,ki, Ri, 02, h, R2) is taken as a direct product of two
internal functions which define the initial ro-vibrational states of the two

These are defined

c- ie- k R)^ + {cos (3.21)

•  1 A rlnnntCS tihc f-tll
Here P^^{cos9) is the associated Legendre Polynomial and
vibrational eigcnfunction of the diatomic molecule in rotational c g

f  rn numbers, respectively
rrii and denote the initial and final magnetic quan u

iniTi variable on which thewhereas R denotes the corresponding angular momen

wave function depends.

3.3 Cross sections

3.3 Cross sections

The reaction cross sections are calculated from probabilities as

^fO'2jli2 (ff) (2ji + 1)(2j2 + 1)

J2 ^max

E E E
7i = -jl m2 = -i2 J=|mi+rri2|

' viV2jij2mim2J \

where

(3.22)

^viV2jij2mim2j{R) y(j,2 f) R'>-'iV2jij2\mi\\m2\j{R') ■ (3.23)

The momentum k is defined as

k = \/'2pr{R - Rriji Rv2J2 J , (3.24)

where i is the ro-vibrational energy of the diatom.

3.4 Rate constants

The initial state specific reaction rate constant is given in terms of the total integral

cross section

K„„,rAT) = dEtEtexp{-Et/kBT)a„^r2jij2{Et). (3.25)

where Et is the translational energy and ke is the Boltzmann constant. The rate

constant defined in the above equation involves only Boltzmann averaging over

translational energy but not rotational energy. The thermal rate constant mea

sured in the experiment involves a Boltzmann averaging over initial ro-vibrational
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B. Tetra-atomic system

The initial wave packet, 5'°, is constructed by taking a direct product of an

eigenstate -ipi (with quantum numbers i = (ji,/ui, ui;,72,'"'-21 '^^2)) of internal

Hamiltonian and an incoming Gaussian function x along the collision coordinate.

T°(7?1, ^.3, 01; A:i, 02, ̂ 2) = ^1) ^2,-^2) ^

For the collision coordinate, the Gaussian takes the form

27Tdj exp - (—
XpoiRs — Ro) (3.20)

with Rq. Po and d denoting its center in coordinate and momentum sp

its width, respectively. ipi{Oi,h: Ri-. (^2, h, ̂2) is taken as a direct produ
, . 1 of afps of the two diatoms,

internal functions which define the initial ro-vibrationai

These are defined as

•  1 ci-nd denotes the e-thHere Fr(cos0) is the associated Lcgendre Polynomial an
.  , 0,1cm rotational eigenstate j. Here

vibrational eigenfunction of the diatomic moicc
nntum numbers, respectively,

rn.i and m.'j denote the initial and final magnetic qu
turn variable on which the

whereas h denotes the corresponding angular momen

wave function depends.

3.3 Cross sections

3.3 Cross sections

The reaction cross sections are calculated from probabilities as

ii i2 J„-'i j.^ ^max

= (2i. + l)(2ic + 1)
m2 = -j2 7=17711+

'v-iV2jij2'm,\m2J\

77121

where

^viV2jij2m\m2ji^) fA'ii'2 ji j2 |77ii ||m217 (

(3.22)

(3.23)

The momentum k is defined as

k = j2fiR{FJ - (3.24)

where Ey j- is the ro-vibrational energy of the diatom.

3.4 Rate constants

The initial state specific reaction rate constant is given in terms of the total integral

cross section

dEtEtexp{-Et/kBT)(Ty^r2jij2{Ei), (3.25)

where Et is the translational energy and /cg is the Boltzmann constant. The rate

constant defined in the above equation involves only Boltzmann averaging over

translational energy but not rotational energy. The thermal rate constant mea

sured in the experiment involves a Boltzmann averaging over initial ro-\dbrational
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Chapter 4

He + H+He HeH+ + He : A

Comparative Study of MCTDH

And Split-operator Methodology

Wave Packet Propagation

4.1 Introduction

Ion molecule reactions are important processes that occur in many interesting situ

ations such as plasma's, electric discharges, ionosphere and interstellar clouds[121].

Numerous experimental and theoretical works have been carried out in this field

over the last few decades. The rare gas dimers are generally known to be weakly

bound species[122-125] held together by van der Waals interaction. With a binding-

energy of only 0.957 meV[123] the helium dimer is known to be the weakest among
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Chapter 4

He + H+He ̂  HeH+ + He : A

Comparative Study of MCTDH

And Split-operator Methodology

Wave Packet Propagation

4.1 Introduction

Ion molecule reactions are important processes that occur in many interesting situ

ations such as plasma's, electric discharges, ionosphere and interstellar clouds[121].

Numerous experimental and theoretical works have been carried out in this field

over the last few decades. The rare gas dimers are generally known to be weakly

bound species[122-125] held together by van der Waals interaction. With a binding

energy of only 0.957 meV[123] the helium dimer is known to be the weakest among
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Dynamics of He + H^He Reaction

the rare gas clusters. The subsequent stabilization of X2H"'"(X=rare gas atom), re

sulting from the insertion of a proton between basically two non-attractive atoms

have presented researchers with an intriguing phenomenon over the years.

The initial experimental observation of an X2H'^(X = He, No, Ar) ion was re

ported nearly three decades ago, in observations by two different groups[l-6, 127],

This has been followed by various experimental studies for X-H X(X

Xe) and X-H-X'(X7^X')[86-90] ionic clusters. Earliest theoretical studies on the
structure and stability of X2H"'"(X = Ar, Kr, Xe) were performed by Lundell et
using core potential[128] and DFT approaches[l29]. While linear centrosy

ric [X-H-X]"*" structures, were predicted for Kr and Xc clusters, some amb'g
existed about the bond lengths for the Ar cluster[129. 130]. Subsequent the
cal and experimental studies confirmed the linear centrosymmetric structures

the Ar[89, 131] and Ne[132] cluster. Studies on the Xnld"^ were extended up
n=7[130, 133] for Ar systems, wherein the effect of consecutive addition of A g
atoms on dissociation energy were investigated. Extensive ab initio studies
performed by Kim and Lee[132] using second and fourth order Moller-Pless P

turbation theories to determine the potential energy surface for the NC2H
1  r.«o 11

A global potential energy surface for Ar2H+ developed by Qu ct '

nn the structuremolecular dynamics simulations paved the way for further studies ui

and stability of the protonated rare gas clusters[134, 135].

Our interest has been to study the dynamics of such protonated rare gas clusters
by quantum mechanical methods. He2H+ is the smallest of such clustcis and

presents an ideal system to study the dynamics at molecular level. The reaction

He + H+He —> HeH"*" + He in which a proton is transferred from one lieaAW

atom (helium) to another (helium) presents an interesting scenario on which not

4.1 Introduction 39

much has been reported till date. In the present chapter the proton transfer

dynamics of the mentioned process has been studied using the MCTDH algorithm.

A literature survey on the theoretical work reported on the system is given in the

next section. This is followed by the numerical details of the calculations and a

detailed discussion on the results obtained. The chapter ends with a summary of

the results obtained and the inferences derived from this studv.

4.1.1 Computational studies

Theoretical studies on the He2H+ system have mostly involved ab initio calcu

lations on the ionic cluster to determine physical parameters of the most stable

structure of the ion-molecule cluster resulting from the insertion of a proton in

the He2 molecule. With the development of more accurate methodologies over the

years, important parameters like equilibrium bond length (r^) and dissociation

energy(De) have been studied exhaustively, to determine the accurate structure

of the cluster at its equilibrium state.

The earliest ab initio studies on the He2H+ system involved valence bond cal

culations by Poshusta ct al.[136] to determine the equilibrium geometries and

binding energy of the ion-molecule system. The initial calculations determined

a linear symmetric structure for He2H+ with H-He bond length of 1.70 oq and a

dissociation energy of 0.96 eV. Subsequent valence bond configuration interaction

calculations by Poshusta and Siems[137] reported a linear symmetrical structure

with values of 1.74 uq and 0.456 eV, for re and Dg. Milleur et al.[138] computed the

ground state energies using the linear combination of atomic orbitals-molecular or

bital methodology for several geometries for HC2H+ and reported the most stable
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the rare gas clusters. The subsequent stabilization of X2H"^(X=rare gas atom), re

sulting from the insertion of a proton between basically two non-attractive atoms
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Our interest has been to study the dynamics of such protonated rare gas clusters
by quantum mechanical methods. He2H+ is the smallest of such clusteis and

presents an ideal system to study the dynamics at molecular level. The reaction

He + H"'"He —> HeH^ -1- He in which a proton is transferred from one hea\\

atom (helium) to another (helium) presents an interesting scenario on which not

4.1 Introduction 39

much has been reported till date. In the present chapter the proton transfer

dynamics of the mentioned process has been studied using the MCTDH algorithm.

A literature survey on the theoretical work reported on the system is given in the

next section. This is followed by the numerical details of the calculations and a

detailed discussion on the results obtained. The chapter ends with a summary of

the results obtained and the inferences derived from this study.

4.1.1 Computational studies

Theoretical studies on the He2H"'" system have mostly involved ab initio calcu

lations on the ionic cluster to determine physical parameters of the most stable

structure of the ion-molecule cluster resulting from the insertion of a proton in

the He2 molecule. With the development of more accurate methodologies over the

years, important parameters like equilibrium bond length (r^) and dissociation

energy(Z:'e) have been studied exhaustively, to determine the accurate structure

of the cluster at its equilibrium state.

The earliest ab initio studies on the He2H"^ system involved valence bond cal

culations by Poshusta ct al.[136] to determine the equilibrium geometries and

binding cncrg}^ of the ion-molecule system. The initial calculations determined

a linear symmetric structure for He2H"'" with H-He bond length of 1.70 uq and a

dissociation energy of 0.96 eV. Subsequent valence bond configuration interaction

calculations by Poshusta and Siems[137] reported a linear symmetrical structure

with values of 1.74 uq and 0.456 eV, for and Dg. Milleur et al.[138] computed the

ground state energies using the linear combination of atomic orbitals-molecular or

bital methodology for several geometries for HC2H+ and reported the most stable
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geometry corresponding to a linear symmetric configuration with Ug = 1.75 aa and

a potential well of 0.5757 eV. They also reported a potential energy surface for

He2H'^ for collinear and non-linear configurations. The linear symmetric structure

was confirmed by studies performed by Dykstra[139], who obtained rg = 1.746 ao

and De = 0.571 eV with self-consistent electron pair calculations. A value of

= 1.747 and De = 0.5757 eV were obtained in the same study for calculations

involving substituted coupled cluster methodology. An analytical functional fit to

the values computed by Dykstra et al.[139] was subsequently reported by Lee and

Secrest[140]. But the potential fit by Lee and Secrest was accurate only near the

minimum as the ab imtio calculations didn't consider a wide range of geometries.

The insertion of a proton into a helium cluster and the subsequent stabilization

of the resultant ion-molecule systems resulting from both linear and non-linear

approaches of the ion was studied by Baccarelli et al.[141] employing multiref-
erence single and double excitations with configuration interaction calculations.
The symmetric insertion of the ionic core at the center of the two helium atoms
was found to result in the most stable structure, with = 1.75 a„ and D, = 0.52
eV The linear asymmetric arrangement, m which the proton is located outside
the d.mer, was found to be very weakly bound cluster which can drssocratc cas.ly

TT+ HpH+ + He. A study of the PES over a broad
into either He + He + H or i ndii f n-

nerformed by Baccarelli et ah [141] for collinear
range of nuclear geometries was p - . r itj u u i +

lHe-H-He]+ and [He-He-H|+ geometries and for Cju geometne
the equilibrium geometry of HecW they reported the lowes. lying excited state to

1  X t- c-mThfrtBr fragments and about 19 eVbe about 11.5 eV above the ground state asymptotic g

above the Franck Condon region of the symmetric ionic cluster. In a sciics of sub
sequent studies, Gianturco et al.[130, 142, 143] investigated the gi.ov.t .^H

4.1 Introduction

cluster(n = 3-13) aronnd the tri-atomic He2H+ ionic core and their structural and

dynamical behavior.

An ah initio study of the He2H''" cluster was performed by Kim and Lee[132],

nsing second and fourth order Moller-Plesset perturbation theories and coupled

cluster with single and double excitations approach with various basis sets, which

obtained Ve 1.748 ao and De = 0.5741 eV. They reported that due to the presence of

charge polarized dipole attraction, electron delocalization was observed resulting

in a chemical bond. The studies were also extended to include geometries away

from the equilibrium and to higher energy regions on the PES to investigate the

existence of the asymmetric species. In a study by Lundell et al.[128] on heavy

rare gas dimer-hydrogen atom complexes, it was spccnlated that there may exist

another minimum corresponding to linear X-XH~'"(X = Ar, Kr. Xe) geometry on

the PES in addition to the global minimum.

There have been few studies on the determination of bound states for the He2H+

cluster have been very few in the last three decades. Lee and Secrest[140] stud

ied the rotation-vibration energy levels for total angular momentum J = 0, 1, 2

and reported five bound states for the system. The calculations were performed

using the variation method on the PES reported by Dykstra[139]. Panda and

Satyamurthy[114] performed quantum dynamical calculations on a new PES ob

tained using coupled cluster single and double excitations with perturbative triple

excitations[CCSD(T)] with d-aug-cc-PVTZ basis set and calculated bound states

of the He2H+ system for total angular momentum J = 0. In contrast to the five

bound states reported by Lee and Sccrest[140]. the study by Panda and Satya-

murtliy reported seven bound states for the ion-molecule system. An equilibrium

bond length of 1.75 uo and De = 0.578 eV was determined in this studv.
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40 Dynamics of He + H'^He Reaction

geometry corresponding to a linear symmetric configuration with = 1.75 an and

a potential well of 0.5757 eV. They also reported a potential energy surface for

He2H'^ for collinear and non-linear configurations. The linear symmetric structure

was confirmed by studies performed by Dykstra[139], who obtained — 1.746 uq

and = 0.571 eV with self-consistent electron pair calculations. A value of r,

= 1.747 and D. = 0.5757 eV were obtained in the same study for calculations
involving substituted coupled cluster methodology. An analytical functional fit to
the values computed by Dykstra et al.[1391 was subsequently reported by Lee and
SecrestlUOl. But the potential fit by Lee and Secrest was accurate only near the
minimum as the ah trutio calculations didnd consider a wide range of geometries.

The insertion of a proton into a helium cluster and the subsequent stabilization
of the resultant ion-molecule systems resulting from both linear and non-linear
approaches of the H+ ion was studied by Baccarelli et al.[141| employing multiref-
erence single and double excitations with conhguration interaction calculations.
The symmetric insertion of the ionic core at the center of the two helium atoms
was found to result in the most stable structure, with r. = 1.75 a„ and £>. = 0.52

f V dirrflTiffcmcnt. in which the proton is located outside
eV. The linear asymmetric arrangcn

1 4 K tkarv weakly bound cluster whieh can dissociate easily
the dimer, was found to be very

-h nroT4+ + He. A study of the PES over a broad
into either He + He + H or i ri/iii f ir

.rfnrmed by Baccarelli et al.[l41] for collinear
range of nuelear geometries was p
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the equilibrium geometry of He-iH they repor
1  4 4 Tvrrai-ntip fragnieiits and about 19 eVbe about 11.5 eV above the ground state as^mptoti

above the Franck Condon region of the symmetric ionic cluster.

sequent studies. Gianturco et al.[130. 142, 14.3] investigated the fpiow n

4.1 Introduction

cluster(n = 3-13) around the tri-atomic He2H"'" ionic core and their structural and

dynamical behavior.

An ah initio study of the He2H+ cluster was performed by Kim and Lee[132],

using second and fourth order Moller-Plesset perturbation theories and coupled

cluster with single and double excitations approach with various basis sets, which

obtained iq 1.748 ao and = 0.5741 eV. They reported that due to the presence of

charge polarized dipole attraction, electron deloealization was observed resulting

in a chemical bond. The studies were also extended to include geometries away

from the equilibrium and to higher energy regions on the PES to investigate the

existence of the asymmetric species. In a study b}^ Lundell et al.[128] on heavy

rare gas dimcr-hydrogen atom complexes, it was speculated that there may exist

another minimum corresponding to linear X-XH"'"(X = Ar, Kr, Xe) geometry on

the PES in addition to the global minimum.

There have been few studies on the determination of bound states for the He2H+

cluster have been very few in the last three decades. Lee and Secrest[140] stud

ied the rotation-vibration energy levels for total angular momentum J = 0, 1, 2

and reported five bound states for the system. The calculations were performed

using the variation method on the PES reported by Dykstra[139]. Panda and

Satyamurthy[114] performed quantum dynamical calculations on a new PES ob

tained using coupled cluster single and double excitations with perturbative triple

excitations[CCSD(T)] with d-aug-cc-PVTZ basis set and calculated bound states

of the He2H+ system for total angular momentum J = 0. In contrast to the five

bound states reported by Lee and Sccrest[140]. the study by Panda and Satya-

niurthy reported seven bound states for the ion-molecule system. An equilibrium

bond length of 1.75 uo and = 0.578 eV was determined in this study.
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Dynamics of He + H"'^He Reaction

Although ion-molecule clusters involving rare gas atoms have been studied exten

sively in the last two decades, not much has been reported on the dynamics of the

He + H+He reaction. Also most of the studies on these type of clusters have con

centrated on examining the equilibrium structures and on quantifying the number

of bound states. In this chapter, a detailed study of the reaction dynamics for both

ro-vibrational ground and excited states of the reactant is presented. Owing to the

presence of the deep well along the minimum energy path, it is anticipated that

the above proton transfer process may be rich in dynamical resonances. Hence, it

would be interesting to investigate if the energy dependence of the reaction prob

ability shows signature of reactive resonances and if those resonances survive the

/-averaging. Calculations have been performed using the MCTDH algorithm with

an exact form of the Hamiltonian on the Panda-Satyamurthy PES[114]. A sepa

rate study for the He + H+He reaction has been performed using the split-operator

method under the centrifugal sudden approximation[144j. The accuracy of the CS

approximation has been investigated for many ion-molecule reactions[l45-l49].

Generally, the agreement between the CS and the CC results becomes poorer

with increase in J. This can result in large differences in the reaction cross sec
f Hg +tions, particularly in the high energy region, as has been shown in case o

Hj [145] and Ne -h Hj [146] reactions. The importance of inclusion of Conolis
coupling for the He + HJ reaction system has been analyzed in this chaptci.

4.2 Results and discussion

No. of grid points Nn/Nr/Ne 80/60/30
Grid points for ki,k2 hmin 1 hjnax -3/3
Extension of R grid Rminl Rmax 1.0/12.5
Extension of r grid 0.5/8.5

CAP order ^r/Pr 3

CAP strength Vr/Vt 0.032/0.08
Starting point of CAP Rcfrc 8.0/5.50

CAP length LrJ Lr 4.0/3.0
Center of xo Ro 7.5

Width of xo du 0.22

Initial momentum of xo Po -6.3

Propagation time T 1000

Table 4.1; Numerical parameters of the MCTDH calculations for the He
systemfin atomic units if not otherwise stated).

HeH+

4.2 Results and discussion

4.2.1 Numerical details

Table 4.1 displays the relevant parameters used in MCTDH calculation for the He

+ H"'"He reaction. The R and r coordinates are represented by sin-DVR grids.

The grids for R and ?■ extend from 1 to 12.5 and 0.5 to 8.5 oq, respectively. A

sine DVR of 80 and 60 points is used for R and r respectively. For the angle, a

two-dimensional "hxtended Legendre DVR" [150] has been employed.

The CAP used to absorb the wave packet beyond the analysis point starts at 8.0

oq and 5.50 oq along R and r respectively. The strengths and orders of the CAPs

are (0.032,3) and (0.008,3), along R and r respectively. Calculations have been

carried out to obtain reaction attributes upto a translational energy of 0.5 eV. The

initial Gaussian is centered at /? = 7.5 oq while the width of the Gaussian wave

function is dn = 0.22 oq. The momentum(po) of the initial wave packet is -7.5
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Dynamics of He + H+He Reaction

Although ion-molecule clusters involving rare gas atoms have been studied exten

sively in the last two decades, not much has been reported on the dynamics of the

He + H+He reaction. Also most of the studies on these type of clusters have con

centrated on examining the equilibrium structures and on quantifying the number

of bound states. In this chapter, a detailed study of the reaction dynamics for both

ro-vibrational ground and excited states of the reactant is presented. Owing to the

presence of the deep well along the minimum energy path, it is anticipated that

the above proton transfer process may be rich in dynamical resonances. Hence, it

would be interesting to investigate if the energy dependence of the reaction prob

ability shows signature of reactive resonances and if those resonances survive the

/-averaging. Calculations have been performed using the MCTDH algorithm with

an exact form of the Hamiltonian on the Panda-Satyamurthy PES[114]. A sepa

rate study for the He + H'^He reaction has been performed using the split-opcratoi

method under the centrifugal sudden approximation[144]. The accuracy of the CS

approximation has been investigated for many ion-molecule reactions[l45-l49]-

Generally, the agreement between the CS and the CC results becomes poorer

with increase in J. This can result in large differences in the reaction cross sec

tions, particularly in the high energy region, as has been shown in case of He +

Hj [145] and Ne + Hj [146] reactions. The importance of inclusion of Coriolis
coupling for the He + Hj reaction system has been analyzed in this chapter-

4.2 Results and discussion

No. of grid points Nr/K/No 80/60/30
Grid points for ki,k2 l^min / hmax -3/3
Extension of R grid dRtiinf Rmax 1.0/12.5
Extension of r grid ri . /r^

^mzn! J-mai
0.5/8.5

CAP order ^r/ 3

CAP strength mhir 0.032/0.08
Starting point of CAP Rcj ̂ c 8.0/5.50

CAP length Lr! Lr 4.0/3.0
Center of xo Rq 7.5

Width of xo dR 0.22

Initial momentum of xo Po -6.3

Propagation time T 1000

Table 4.1; Numerical parameters of the MCTDH calculations for the He + HeH'^
system(in atomic units if not otherwise stated).

4.2 Results and discussion

4.2.1 Numerical details

Table 4.1 displays the relevant parameters used in MCTDH calculation for the He

+ H'^^He reaction. The R and r coordinates are represented by sin-DVR grids.

The grids for R and r extend from 1 to 12.5 and 0.5 to 8.5 qq, respectively. A

sine DVR of 80 and 60 points is used for R and r respectively. For the angle, a

two-dimensional "extended Legendre DVR" [150] has been employed.

The CAP used to absorb the wave packet beyond the analysis point starts at 8.0

Uo and 5.50 ao along R and r respectively. The strengths and orders of the CAPs

are (0.032,3) and (0.008,3), along R and r respectively. Calculations have been

carried out to obtain reaction attributes upto a translational energy of 0.5 eV. The

initial Gaussian is centered at /? = 7,5 aq while the width of the Gaussian wave

function is du = 0.22 aq. The momentum(po) of the initial wave packet is -7.5
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Dynamics of He + H+He Reaction

Mode Primitive Basis No. of SPFs

Type Size

R  sin 80 23

(r) sin 60 17
(g,/c)|KLeg| 210 22

Table 4.2: Parameters for the primitive basis sets employed for each degree of
freedom. KLeg is a two-dimensional extended Legendre DVR [150].

The number of SPFs used to define the primitive basis sets for the differentLL{j '

degrees of freedom are shown in Table 4.2. While a total of 23 SPFs were used to
describe the R mode, 17 SPFs were used along r. For the combination of {0, k),

22 SPFs were used in the calculations. The potential was fitted to the product
form required for the MCTDH propagation using the POTFIT algorithm. While
applying POTFIT, we have restricted the algorithm to the following space of the
surface: R < 6-54 Uo and r < 1..98 uo and < 0.5 eV. The number of natural
potentials used along r and 6 are 22 and 9 respectively. A total of 10 iterations
was used to get an accurate fit.

4.2.2 Reaction probabilities

■tip- both the cen-
In Figure 4.1, the MCTDH reaction probabilities obtained usi

u Urvln'^ics are shown fortrifugal sudden approximation and coupled channel methoaoiut,
rrn, 1 '+h « studv pciTormcd

four different -J values. The results have been compared wu

using the split-operator method under the centrifugal sudden appioximation[144] .
As can be seen, the probability for lower .7s have no threshold for upto 7-10.

This is an expected behavior of a reaction without any barrier in its reaction path.
The main feature of the curves for 7 = 10 is its dense oscillatory structuic with

4.2 Results and discussion , 45

a significant number of high intensity peaks in the low energy region. At higher

energies, the peaks are of lower intensity. It can also be seen from the figure

that the higher values of 7s exhibit resonance structures of lesser density. This

oscillatory behavior can be related to the potential well of depth 0.578 eV [114]

J=10MCTDH(CC)
4  MCTDH(CS)

!  SO(CS)

Ml - /^iii
\;L': it wf? V, ruo

J=40

, MVWy WM - ^ ' Ai fyvA... /'
0  —I—1—^—I——I y - 1

0  0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
Collision Energy (eV) Collision Energy (eV)

Figure 4.1: Reaction probabilities obtained by MCTDH (CC), MCTDH (OS) and
CS results obtained by split-operator (SO) method[lf4] for the He + H^ He (v =
0. 4 = Oj —>• HeH^ -h He reaction. The results are plotted for four different 7
values.

which is expected to trap wave packets. The properties of resonance states can
vary widely from those that are continuum scattering states to those that behave

almost like a bound state depending on their relative lifetimes. The eigenvalue
spectrum of FleaH"'" for 7 = 0 has been reported to support seven bound states

[114]. It is also clear from figure that the threshold energy shifts to higher energy
with an increase in 7. This is due to the the increase in .7 dependent centrifugal
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44 Dynamics of He + H+He Reaction

Mode Primitive Basis No. of SPFs

Type Size
R  sin 80 23

(r) sin 60 17
{0, k) KLeg 210 22

Table 4-2: Parameters for the primitive basis sets employed for each degree of
freedom. KLeg is a two-dimensional extended Legendre DVR [150].

a  The number of SPFs used to define the primitive basis sets for the different
degrees of freedom are shown in Table 4.2. While a total of 23 SPFs were used to
describe the R mode, 17 SPFs were used along r. For the combination of [6, A,-),
22 SPFs were used in the calculations. The potential was fitted to the product

Ured for the MCTDH propagation using the POTFIT algorithm. Whileform requireu

,  - POTFIT we have restricted the algorithm to the following space of theapplying ,

c. rd A ^ 1 OQ orrU T/ 0 5 eV. The number of natural
surface- R < ^ ^ < u.o c

r  1 1 ^ oo d Q roccnertivelv. A total of 10 iterationspotentials used along r and 9 are 22 and 9 respective „

was used to get an accurate fit.

4 2 2 Reaction probabilities

both the cen-
T  Fi-ure 4.1, the MCTDH reaction probabilities obtained using

Vr dolomcs are shown for
T ifntral sudden approximation and coupled channel metbo ^

j  rith a study performed
four different .J values. The results have been compared
using the split-operator method under the centrifugal sudden appioxiniatioii[ ].
As can be seen, the probability for lower Js have no threshold for upto J - lih

This is an expected behavior of a reaction without any barrier in its reaction path.
The main feature of the curves for ,7 = 10 is its dense oscillatory structure with

4.2 Results and discussion 45

a significant number of high intensity peaks in the low energy region. At higher

energies, the peaks are of lower intensity. It can also be seen from the figure

that the higher values of Js exhibit resonance structures of lesser density. This

oscillatory behavior can be related to the potential well of depth 0.578 eV [114]

j=10MCTDH(CC)
J  MCTDH(CS)
1  SO(CS)

k  ' i M

J=20

J=40

"  . lilWk VMi y ^
Q  L 1_!—I ^ ""i
0  0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

Collision Energy (eV) Collision Energy (eV)

Figure 4.1: Reaction probabilities obtained by MCTDH(CC), MCTDH(CS) and
CS results obtained by split-operator (SO) method[lf4] for the He + He (v =
Q  _ Qj HeH'^ + He reaction. The results are plotted for four different J
values.

which is expected to trap wave packets. The properties of resonance states can

vary widely from those that are continuum scattering states to those that behave

almost like a bound state depending on their relative lifetimes. The eigenvalue

spectrum of HesH""" for J = 0 has been reported to support seven bound states

[114]. It is also clear from figure that the threshold energy shifts to higher energy

with an increase in J. This is due to the the increase in .7 dependent centrifugal
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Dynamics of He + H"'"He Reaction

barrier for the intrinsically barrier-less reaction. The probability peaks for J =

20 resemble those of J = 10, albeit with a shift in the threshold. For J = 40, the

number of sharp oscillations is smaller and in fact broad structures can be seen

above 0.3 eV.

The CS results obtained from both the MCTDH and the split-operator method-

oloo-y show an excellent agreement with each other for all J values considered,

over the entire energy range. From here onwards, the CS results would refer to the
calculations performed by the split-operator method. The CC calculations show a
difference in the structure of peaks compared to the CS results. While sharp res-
natin°' structures are observed over the entire energy range for CS calculations,

those are not visible for the CC results. This results from the significant influence
of Coriolis coupling on resonance intermediates. Coriolis coupling provides an

decay mechanism to the resonance complex[151-153] which results in

ificantly lower number of oscillations being observed for the CC results. In the
nnroximation, /^-Iprojection of J and j) remains unchanged during the reac-

Inclusion of Coriolis coupling allows the coupling of K states with K+l and

tatcs The significance of /('-coupling increases with the value of T, leading
e pronounced difference between the CS and CC results. For higher Js,

threshold for the CC results are of significantly higher intensity than
the P®®' 1 HT 4-Pp threshold for the CC results for

ved for the CS results. Moreover, the tnresthoso O J , ,1 ■ m comparison to the CS results.
T  are observed at smaller energies m comphigher ds ar

, 1 -t 1 ^rtprp-v of the reactant on the reaction
The effect of increasing the vibrational energy ui
obabilities for different J values arc shown in Figuics h- and 4.3 icspectivch.

While ealcnlations have been carried out till v = 2 using the CS approximation,
same has been carried out till v = 1 using CC calculations. As observed in

4.2 Results and discussion
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Figure 4.2: Total reaction probabilities obtained by split-operator method for v =
0, 1 and 2 using CS approximation. The probabilities are plotted for four different
J values as indicated in the figure.

Figure 4.2, the reaction probability values for J = 0 are almost unaffected by

increase in vibrational energy up to u = 2. But the sharp oscillations seen in

case of V = 0, disappear with increase in v and smaller (and broader) peaks are

observed, particularly at higher energies. For J = 20 and 30, the probabilities for

V = 1 and 2 are in the same range. But the values arc certainly higher than the

ones for u = 0. Vibrational excitation does not seem to have much effect on the

probability for J = 40. Also, a clear decrease in threshold energies for the reaction

with increase in vibrational energy is visible for J ~ 40. In case of .7 = 20 and 30,

the thresholds for v = I and 2 are almost the same.

The inclusion of Coriolis coupling in vibrationally excited state calculations dis-
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Dynamics of He + H+He Reaction

barrier for the intrinsically barrier-less reaction. The probability peaks for J =

20 resemble those of J = 10, albeit with a shift in the threshold. For J = 40, the

number of sharp oscillations is smaller and in fact broad structures can be seen

above 0.3 eV.

The CS results obtained from both the MCTDH and the split-operator method

ology, show an excellent agreement with each other for all J values considered,
over the entire energy range. From here onwards, the CS results would refer to the
calculations performed by the split-operator method. The CC calculations show a

difference in the structure of peaks compared to the OS results. While sharp res

onating structures are observed over the entire energy range for CS calculations,
those are not visible for the CC results. This results from the significant influence
of Coriolis coupling on resonance intermediates. Coriolis coupling provides an
important decay mechanism to the resonance complex[151-153] which results in
significantly lower number of oscillations being observed for the CC results. In the
CS approximation, /^(projection of J and 3) remains unchanged during the reac
tion Inclusion of Coriolis coupling allows the coupling of K states with K+1 and
K-l states. The significance of A'-coupling increases with the value of J. leading
t  a more pronouneod difference between the CS and CC results. For higher Js,
le peaks at threshold for the CC results are of sign.ficantly h.gher intensrty than
J Observed for the CS results. Moreover, the threshold for the CC results for
higher ds are observed at sntaller energ.es .n eo.npar.son to the CS results.

■1 h- oi roncrffv of the rcactant on the reactionThe effect of increasing the vibrational cncrgt 01
,  m Fio'urcs 4.2 and 4.3 respcctivclv.probabilities for different J values are shown in f t.

While calculations have been carried out till e = 2 using the CS approximation,
the same has been carried out till v = 1 using CC calculations. As obseived in

4.2 Results and discussion
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Figure 4 2: Total reaction probabilities obtained by split-operator method for v =
0 1 and 2 using CS approximation. The probabilities are plotted for four different
J values as indicated in the figure.

Figure 4.2, the reaction probability values for J = 0 are almost unaffected by

increase in vibrational energy up to n = 2. But the sharp oscillations seen in

case of V = 0, disappear with increase in v and smaller (and broader) peaks are

observed, particularly at higher energies. For J = 20 and 30, the probabilities for

V = 1 and 2 are in the same range. But the values are certainly higher than the

ones for a = 0. Vibrational excitation does not seem to have much effect on the

probability for J = 40. Also, a clear decrease in threshold energies for the reaction

with increase in vibrational energy is visible for J = 40. In case of J = 20 and 30,

the thresholds for v = 1 and 2 are almost the same.

The inclusion of Coriolis coupling in vibrationalty excited state calculations dis-
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Dynamics of He + H"'"He Reaction
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Figure 4.3; Total reaction probabilities obtained by MCTDH(CC) calculations for
V = 0, and 1. The probabilities are plotted for four different J values as indicated
in the figure.

plays the same trends as observed tor the ground state results as seen in Figure
4^3, The resonance peaks for v = 1(CC) are diminished in comparison to u =
1(CS) results. The difference in the reaction probabilities between the results for
u = 1 and n = 0 is smaller in case of CC results than the CS results, for J = 20
and 30 The shift in the threshold energy, in this case, is similar to that observed
m case of the CS results but the probabilities for J ̂  30 and 40 show significantly

,  TJ TT -r. rticra nh'^PTved thut tlic reaction probabilitieshigher peaks at the threshold. It is also

for J = 40 show an enhancement in reactivity upon vibrational excitation.

Figure 4.4 and 4.5 show the effect of additional reactant rotational energ\ on the
reaction probability for the CS and CC results, respectively. For all the J \alucs

4.2 Results and discussion
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Figure 4.4: Total reaction probabilities obtained by a split-operator method for j
= 0, 1, 2 and 3 using the CS approximation. The probabilities are plotted for four
different .J values as indicated in the figure.

in case of CS the reaction probabilities for the rotational excited states show

lesser number of high intensity peaks compared to the ground state probabilities,

over the entire energy range. Also the peaks become broader with increase in j.

The CS and CC results show a significant difference for j =F While a visible

dip in the probability values is observed while going from j = 0 to j = 1 for

all the J values in the CS results, the same is not observed in the case of CC.

The reaction probabilities for j — I in the CC results show almost no significant

variance from the j = 0 results. A similar effect was also observed for F1 + Ds

direct reaction[150], where the CC results predicted a slight increase in reactivity

on rotational excitation. In contrary, the CS results[154] predicted a decrease
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Dynamics of He + H'^He Reaction
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Figure 4.3: Total reaction probabilities obtained bp MCTDH(CC) calculations for
v = 0, and 1. The probabilities are plotted for four different J values as indicated
in the figure.

plays the same trends as observed for the ground state results as seen in Figure
4.3. The resonance peaks for v = 1(CC) are diminished in comparison to v =
1(CS) results. The difference in the reaction probabilities between the results for
n = 1 and n = 0 is smaller in case of CC results than the CS results, for J = 20
and 30 The shift in the threshold energy, in this case, is similar to that observed
m ease of the CS results but the probabilities for ./ ̂  30 and 40 show sigmfieantlv

t  .4. V, 1 1 Tf ic, olsn observed that the reaction probabilitieshigher peaks at the threshold. It is atso ooscive

for .J =. 40 show an enhancement in reactivity upon vibrational excitation.

Figure 4.4 and 4.5 show the effect of additional reactant rotational eneig\ on the
reaction probability for the CS and CC results, respectively. For all the \alucs

4.2 Results and discussion
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0  0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4

Collision Energy (eV) Collision Energy (eV)

Figure 4.4; Total reaction probabilities obtained by a split-operator method for ;j
= 0, 1, 2 and 3 using the CS approximation. The probabilities are plotted for four
different .J values as indicated in the figure.

in case of CS the reaction probabilities for the rotational excited states show

lesser number of high intensity peaks compared to the ground state probabilities,

over the entire energy range. Also the peaks become broader with increase in g.

The CS and CC results show a significant difference for j =1. While a visible

dip in the probability values is observed while going from j = 0 to j = 1 for

all the J values in the CS results, the same is not observed in the case of CC.

The reaction probabilities for j = 1 in the CC results show almost no significant

variance from the j = 0 results. A similar effect was also observed for H + D2

direct reaction[150], where the CC results predicted a slight increase in reactivity

on rotational excitation. In contrary, the CS rcsults[154] predicted a decrease
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Figure 4.5; Total reaction probabilities obtained by MCTDH(CC) calculations for j
= 0, 1, and 2. The probabilities are plotted for four different J values as indicated
in the figure.

in reactivity. It is clear that the CS approximation is unable to account for the

effect of initial rotational excitation of reagents, due to the neglection of the K-

coupling[150]. No significant enhancement in reactivity is observed for excitation

to higher rotational states. The reaction probabilities for higher Js in the CC

calculations show a much smoother structure in comparison to the CS results and

a generally good agreement with the peaks observed for j = 0.

The variations in reaction probabilities with m(the initial magnetic rotational

quantum number of the diatom), for two different rotational levels (j = 1 and 2),

are shown in Figure 4.6. For a given j. m=0 represents the planar approach of

He towards HcH"'' while in =- j represents the situation where the orbital motion

4.2 Results and discussion
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of total reaction probabilities between different values of
m for two different initial rotational states, at J = 5 and 50. The results have
been obtained by MCTDH(CC) calculations.

of He with respect to HeH+ is perpendicular to the plane of rotation of HeH+. It

is clear from the figure that for J = 5, m = 0 and m = 1 have equal contribution

to reaction probabilities while for J = 50, m = 0 has a greater contribution,

especially near the threshold. This signifies a preference for a collinear reaction

pathway at higher J values, while at lower J's other pathways of approach are

equally probable. This is contrary to conclusion on the dynamics of approach

of the reactants derived for a similar comparison in the CS results[144]. This is

expected in view of the difference in reactivities observed between CS and CC

calculations as mentioned earlier. The picture becomes somewhat complicated in

case of j = 2 for which there arc three different values of ni. The dominance of in
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in reactivity. It is clear that the CS approximation is unable to account for the

effect of initial rotational excitation of reagents, due to the neglection of the K-

coupling[150]. No significant enhancement in reactivity is observed for excitation

to higher rotational states. The reaction probabilities for higher Js in the CC

calculations show a much smoother structure in comparison to the CS results and

a generally good agreement with the peaks observed for j = 0.

The variations in reaction probabilities with ?7?(the initial magnetic rotational

quantum number of the diatom), for two different rotational levels (j = 1 and 2).

are shown in Figure 4.6. For a given j. m=i) represents the planar approach of

He towards HcH+ while in = ,y represents the situation where the orbital motion

4.2 Results and discussion
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of He with respect to HeH+ is perpendicular to the plane of rotation of HeH+. It

is clear from the figure that for J = 5, m = 0 and m = 1 have equal contribution

to reaction probabilities while for J = 50, ni = 0 has a greater contribution,

especially near the threshold. This signifies a preference for a collinear reaction

pathway at higher J values, while at lower J's other pathways of approach are

equally probable. This is contrary to conclusion on the dynamics of approach

of the reactants derived for a similar comparison in the CS results[144j. This is

expected in view of the difference in reactivities observed between CS and CC

calculations as mentioned earlier. The picture becomes somewhat complicated in

case of ,y = 2 for which there arc three different values of m. The dominance of in
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of integral cross sections obtained by MCTDH(CC)j and
the CS results obtained by split-operator (SO) method for v — 0, j = 0.

= 2 over m = 0 and 1, in the entire energy range shows a clear preference for a

perpendicular approach of reagents at lower Js for the j = 2 state of the system.

For J = 50, variation in m docs not have any significant effect on the probability

values. It is clear that rotational excitation of the reactant affects the dynamics

of this proton transfer process. This is further discussed in the next section where

the picture becomes clearer for the integral reaction cross sections.

4.2.3 Integral cross sections

To obtain converged integral reaction cross section, the reaction probabilities were

calculated for all the J values in the range 0< J < Jmax-. where Jmax was between

60-70. depending on the initial vibrational state of the reagent. The integral cross

4.2 Results and discussion

sections obtained from the MCTDH calculations are plotted in Figure 4.7 along

with the CS cross sections. The cross sections show no threshold and are very large

at low collision energies with conspicuous kink structures in the low energy region.

The resonance structures seen in the probability plots are not totally washed out

but their number and intensity decrease with increase in energy. In this regard,

the dynamics of the present reaction is similar to other reactions with deep well

along the reaction path[146, 155, 156].

It is observed that inclusion of Coriolis coupling in the calculations resulted in

larger integral cross sections at lower energies with more oscillatory structure. The

effect of CS approximation on ion-molecule reactions has been recently reviewed

by Chu and Han[145] and E. L. Wu[157] by studying He + Hj, D+ + H2. D" +

H2 and the H" + D2 systems. For the He + H+ and the D+ + H2 systems, the CC

cross sections are larger than the CS results at lower energies, while the difference

becomes significantly smaller at higher energies. For D" + H2, while the CS and

CC results show a good agreement at lower energies, the CS approximation clearly

overestimates the cross sections at higher energies. The study on H"~ -g D2 reaction

reveals that the CC results are significantly smaller than the CS cross sections over

the entire energy range considered. The effect of inclusion of Coriolis coupling on

cross sections for the He 4- H'^He reaction system is similar to that observed for the

He -f Rf and the D+ + H2 systems[145]. For ion-molecule reactions, the reaction

dynamics at low energies is dominated by a complex formation mechanism. The

collisions are not sudden in nature and subsequent breakdown of the resonance

complexes is favored by the orientational changes of the molecule involved. The

CS approximation artificially hinders the collision induced orientational changes

in the angular momentum vectors[158] and thus significantly underestimates the
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of integral cross sections obtained by MCTDH(CC), and
the CS results obtained by split-operator (SO) method for v — 0, j — 0.

= 2 over m = 0 and 1, in the entire energy range shows a clear preference for a

perpendicular approach of reagents at lower Js for the j = 2 state of the system.

Por J — 50, variation in m does not have any significant effect on the probability

values. It is clear that rotational excitation of the reactant affects the dynamics

of this proton transfer process. This is further discussed in the next section where

the picture becomes clearer for the integral reaction cross sections.

4.2,3 Integral cross sections

To obtain converged integral reaction cross section, the reaction probabilities were

calculated for all the J values in the range 0< J < Jmax- where Jynax was between

60-70. depending on the initial vibrational state of the reagent. The integral cross

4.2 Results and discussion

sections obtained from the MCTDH calculations are plotted in Figure 4.7 along

with the CS cross sections. The cross sections show no threshold and are very large

at low collision energies with conspicuous kink structures in the low energy region.

The resonance structures seen in the probability plots are not totally washed out

but their number and intensity decrease with increase in energy. In this regard,

the dynamics of the present reaction is similar to other reactions with deep well

along the reaction path[146, 155, 156].

It is observed that inclusion of Coriolis coupling in the calculations resulted in

larger integral cross sections at lower energies with more oscillatory structure. The

effect of CS approximation on ion-molecule reactions has been recently reviewed

by Chu and Han[145] and E. L. Wu[157] by studying He -7 H.J. D+ + H2. D" +

H2 and the H" + D2 systems. For the He + H+ and the D+ + H2 systems, the CC

cross sections are larger than the CS results at lower energies, while the difference

becomes significantly smaller at higher energies. For D" + H2, while the CS and

CC results show a good agreement at lower energies, the CS approximation clearly

overestimates the cross sections at higher energies. The study on H~ -7 D2 reaction

reveals that the CC results are significantly smaller than the CS cross sections over

the entire energy range considered. The effect of inclusion of Coriolis coupling on

cross sections for the He + H+He reaction system is similar to that observed for the

He -7 Hj and the D+ + H2 systems[145]. For ion-molecule reactions, the reaction

dynamics at low energies is dominated by a complex formation mechanism. The

collisions are not sudden in nature and subsequent breakdown of the resonance

complexes is favored by the orientational changes of the molecule involved. The

CS approximation artificially hinders the collision induced orientational changes

in the angular momentum vectors[158] and thus significantly underestimates the
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Figure 4.8: Integral reaction cross sections plotted as a function of collision energy
for v = 0 and 1 states of HeH+. The diatom is in its ground rotational state. The
MCTDH results have been compared with the CS results obtained by a split-operator
method.

reaction cross sections at low energies. At higher energies, the differences between

the CS and CC cross sections decrease and they are almost similar above 0.36 eV.
c  j od VilcrVipr pnereies is facilitated by sudden collisions

The formation of products at higlier energies is

■  -c d irvoTArnvpment in the CS results. It is predicted that awhich results in a significant improvement
T  , • r crc-i nrViirh breaks down easily at higher energies and

short-lived intermediate is formed which breaus u
4- 'v. dtin rpsiilts from the CS approximation at higherthis results in improvements m the

energies. The presence of long-lived complexes would have resulted m larger cross
sections from the CC calculations in comparison to the GS results over the entire
energy range unlike what is observed for the present reaction s\stem.

The effect of vibrational excitation of the reagent ground state, on integral

4.2 Results and discussion

reaction cross sections is shown in Figure 4.8. The cross sections for i; = 1 are

larger than the ones for u = 0 for both CS and CC. Also the oscillatory structures

of the V = 0 curve are somewhat smeared out in the curve for the excited state

plot. The vibrational enhancements in cross sections are almost similar for the

CS and CC results in the low energy regime. The observed difference between

the ground and excited state cross sections narrows down at higher energies for

the CC results. A similar trend is not observed for the CS results, where the i'

= 1 cross sections show a significant enhancement compared to those for n = 0

at higher energies. A comparison of the CC and CS results for n = 1 show larger

cross sections for CC results in lower energies. For energies beyond 0.15 eV, CS

approximation results overestimate the exact excited state cross sections. These

differences at higher energies for v = 1 arc in contrast to the n = 0 results.

The effect of initial rotational excitation on the integral cross sections is shown in

Figure 4.9 and 4.10 for the CS and CC results, respectively. While the CS results

reported excited cross sections for j = 1, 2 and 3, excited state cross sections using

the MCTDH(CC) methodology were calculated for j = 1 and 2. It is observed

that for both CS and CC calculations, cross sections for j = 2 and 3(CS only) at

the onset are smaller than those for the rotational ground state. The results for j

= 1 exhibits values similar to that of j = 0. Thereafter, the figure shows a decline

in the cross section values for all the rotational states before attaining a constant

value. The initial high peaks for j = 0, 1, 2 and 3(CS) indicate the existence

of a certain orientation of the reagents for which the reagents approaching each

other along this path have an enhanced probabilitj^ to react. The aA^erage torque

exerted on an initially slowly rotating HeH+ molecule during the collision time in

case the approach of the reagents take place in an unfavored orientation may well
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Fio-ure 4.8: Integral reaction cross sections plotted as a function of collision energy
for V = 0 and 1 states of HeH+. The diatom is in its ground rotational state. The
MCTDH results have been compared with the CS results obtained by a split-operator
method.

reaction cross sections at low energies. At higher energies, the differences between

the CS and CC cross sections decrease and they are almost similar above 0.3B eV.
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sections from the CC calculations in comp

energy range nnlike what is observed for the present reaction system.

The effect of vibrationai excitation of the reagent ground state, on intcgial

4.2 Results and discussion

reaction cross sections is shown in Figure 4.8. The cross sections for ?; = 1 are

larger than the ones for n = 0 for both CS and CC. Also the oscillatory structures

of the n = 0 curve are somewhat smeared out in the curve for the excited state

plot. The vibrationai enhancements in cross sections are almost similar for the

CS and CC results in the low energy regime. The observed difference between

the ground and excited state cross sections narrows down at higher energies for

the CC results. A similar trend is not observed for the CS results, where the v

= 1 cross sections show a significant enhancement compared to those for n = 0

at higher energies. A comparison of the CC and CS results for n = 1 show larger

cross sections for CC results in lower energies. For energies beyond 0.15 eV, CS

approximation results overestimate the exact excited state cross sections. These

differences at higher energies for v = 1 arc in contrast to the n = 0 results.

The effect of initial rotational excitation on the integral cross sections is shown in

Figure 4.9 and 4.10 for the CS and CC results, respectively. While the CS results

reported excited cross sections for j = 1, 2 and 3, excited state cross sections using

the MCTDH(CC) methodology were calculated for j = 1 and 2. It is observed

that for both CS and CC calculations, cross sections for j = 2 and 3(CS only) at

the onset arc smaller than those for the rotational ground state. The results for j

= 1 exhibits values similar to that of j = 0. Thereafter, the figure shows a decline

in the cross section values for all the rotational states before attaining a constant

value. The initial high peaks for j = 0, 1, 2 and 3(CS) indicate the existence

of a certain orientation of the reagents for which the reagents approaching each

other along this path have an enhanced probability to react. The average torque

exerted on an initially slowly rotating HeH+ molecule during the collision time in

case the approach of the reagents take place in an unfavored orientation may well
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Figure 4.9; Integral reaction cross sections plotted as a function of co ision e gy
for j =0,1,2 and 3 of HeH^ while the diatom is in its ground vibrationa
These CS results are obtained by a wave packet propagation using a sp i op
method.

be sufficiently large to force it into the preferred orientation and thus make the
the meanreaction possible again. However, with increase in angular momentu

1  rline steeply.restoring action of these torques diminishes and the cross sections ciec

Figure 4.10 shows the effect of inclusion of Coriolis coupling on the reaction cross
sections for rotational excitations. It is clear that there is a significant diffeience
in the CC results when compared with the CS results. While the CS results show

a significant decrease for j =1 above 0.1 eV in comparison to j = 0^

decrease is observed in the CC results. This owes its origin to the inadequacy

of the CS approach to describe the orientational dynamics. The variation m the

4.2 Results and discussion
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Figure 4.10: Integral reaction cross sections plotted as a function of collision energy
for j = 0, 1, and 2. The diatom is in its ground vibrational state. The results are
from MCTDH(CC) calculations.

cross sections for j = 2, in comparison to j ̂  0, are similar for both CS and CC

results upto 0.3 eV. At higher energies, the excited state(ji' = 2) CC results show

an overlap with the ground state cross sections and the CS approximation leads

to an underestimation in the cross section values.

The dependence of the CC reaction cross sections on the m-values for j = 1 and

2 are shown in Figure 4.11. For j = 1, it is observed that the contribution from m

= 0 is higher than that from m = 1 at energies below 0.1 eV. Above 0.3 eV, the

trend reverses with m = 1 showing higher contributions compared to ?n = 0. This

signifies a preference for the planar approach of the reactants at lower energies

while a perpendicular approach is preferred at higher energies for the reagents in

their initial rotational excited statc(;y = 1). For g = 2, both the planar(7n=0)
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for j = 0, 1, 2 and 3 of HeH+ while the diatom is in a split-operator
These CS results are obtained by a wave packet propagation u
method.

be sufficiently large to force it into the preferred orientation and
reaction possible again. However, with increase in angular momen

restoring action of these torques diminishes and the cross sections

Figure 4.10 shows the effect of inclusion of Coriolis coupling on the le

sections for rotational excitations. It is clear that there is a significant difference
in the CC results when compared with the CS results. While the CS results show

a significant decrease for j =1 above 0.1 eV in comparison to j = 0, no such

decrease is observed in the CC results. This owes its origin to the inadequacy

of the CS approach to describe the orientational dynamics. The vaiiation in the

4.2 Results and discussion
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Figure 4.10: Integral reaction cross sections plotted as a function of collision energy
for j = 0, 1, and 2. The diatom is in its ground vibrational state. The results are
from MCTDH(CC) calculations.

cross sections for j = 2, in comparison to j = 0, are similar for both CS and CC

results upto 0.3 eV. At higher energies, the excited state(j = 2) CC results show

an overlap with the ground state cross sections and the CS approximation leads

to an underestimation in the cross section values.

The dependence of the CC reaction cross sections on the m,-valucs for j = 1 and

2 are shown in Figure 4.11. For j = 1, it is observed that the contribution from 777

= 0 is higher than that from 777 = 1 at energies below 0.1 eV. Above 0.3 eV, the

trend reverses with 777 = 1 showing higher contributions compared to m = 0. This

signifies a preference for the planar approach of the reactants at lower energies

while a perpendicular approach is preferred at higher energies for the reagents in

their initial rotational excited state(,y = 1). For j = 2, both the planar(77?=0)
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Figure 4.11-. Companson of reaction cross section for different values of m, for
rotational states j = 1 and 2. The diatom is in its ground vibrational state. The
results are from MCTDH(CC) calculations.

and the perpendicular(m = 2) approach of reagents have similar contribution to

the reaction cross section at lower energies. This signifies no preferred pathway

of approach in the low energy regime. At energies above 0.2 eV, the rri = 2

contribution is marginally higher than the contribution from m = 0. It can be

inferred that for j = 2, a perpendicular approach of the reagents is preferred at

higher energies which is similar to that observed for j = 1.

4.3 Summary and Conclusions

4.3 Summary and Conclusions

Wave packet studies were performed for the ion-molecule He + H+He system using

the MCTDH methodology with an exact form of the Hamiltonian. A comparative

study was carried out with the results obtained using an approximate Hamiltonian.

The effect of inclusion of Coriolis coupling in ion-molecule reactions varies from

system to system and hence it is imperative to carry out exact calculations to

arrive at a conclusion. This study throws up various interesting characteristics

of this ion-molecule reaction and shows the influence of Coriolis coupling on the

reaction dynamics.

The reaction probability curves arc characterized by sharp resonance structures,

especially at the threshold, while the intensity of the peaks decrease followed by

subsequent broadening at higher energies. The CO results show a distinct differ

ence in the structure of peaks and threshold characteristics, in comparison to the

CS results. A significantly smaller number of resonance peaks are observed in the

CC studies over the entire energy range, compared to the CS results. The impor

tance of inclusion of Coriolis coupling increases with increase in J due to a greater

role of A-coupling, which is neglected in the centrifugal sudden approximation.

For intermediate and higher Js, the thresholds for the CC reaction probabilities

become smaller than the CS results and a sharp increase in intensity is observed

at the threshold. The resonance peaks are conspicuously absent in the reaction

probabilities for the n = 1 state. This is accompanied by a strong threshold shift

to lower energies for higher J values. For rotational excitations(j = 1 aiid 2),

the CC reaction probabilities show no significant changes from the j = 0 state.

There is a significant underestimation of reaction probabilities for the j = 1 state
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Figure 4.II; Comparison of reaction cross section for different values of m, for
rotational states j = 1 and 2. The diatom is in its ground vibrational state. The
results are from MCTDH(CC) calculations.

and the perpendicular(m = 2) approach of reagents have similar contribution to

the reaction cross section at lower energies. This signifies no preferred pathway

of approach in the low energy regime. At energies above 0.2 eV, the m = 2

contribution is marginally higher than the contribution from m = 0. It can be

inferred that for j = 2. a perpendicular approach of the reagents is preferred at

higher energies which is similar to that observed for = 1.

4.3 Summary and Conclusions

4.3 Summary and Conclusions

Wave packet studies were performed for the ion-molecule He 4- H+He system using

the MCTDH methodology with an exact form of the Hamiltonian. A comparative

study was carried out with the results obtained using an approximate Hamiltonian.

The effect of inclusion of Coriolis coupling in ion-molecule reactions varies from

system to system and hence it is imperative to carry out exact calculations to

arrive at a conclusion. This study throws up various interesting characteristics

of this ion-molecule reaction and shows the influence of Coriolis coupling on the

reaction dynamics.

The reaction probability curves arc characterized by sharp resonance structures,

especially at the threshold, while the intensity of the peaks decrease followed by

subsequent broadening at higher energies. The CC results show a distinct differ

ence in the structure of peaks and threshold characteristics, in comparison to the

CS results. A significantly smaller number of resonance peaks are observed in the

CC studies over the entire energy range, compared to the CS results. The impor

tance of inclusion of Coriolis coupling increases with increase in J due to a greater

role of -coupling, which is neglected in the centrifugal sudden approximation.

For intermediate and higher Js, the thresholds for the CC reaction probabilities

become smaller than the CS results and a sharp increase in intensity is observed

at the threshold. The resonance peaks are conspicuously absent in the reaction

probabilities for the v = 1 state. This is accompanied by a strong threshold shift

to lower energies for higher J values. For rotational excitations(2 = 1 and 2),

the CC reaction probabilities show no significant changes from the j = Q state.

There is a significant underestimation of reaction probabilities for the ;j = 1 state
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in the CS calculations. The orientational dynamics has been studied for the rota

tional excited states of the reactants. For j = 1, there is a preference for collinear

reaction pathways for higher J values. On further rotational excitation(j = 2),

a perpendicular approach is preferred for lower Js, while no particular preferred

pathway of approach can be predicted for higher J values.

A comparison of the CC and CS cross sections underlines the significance of

inclusion of Coriolis coupling in the dynamics of the present system. The CC

cross sections are significantly higher at the threshold and at lower energies, while

the difference narrows down at higher energies. The breaking of the collision

complex to products is much less favorable within the CS approximation. The

presence of a short lived reaction intermediate and the phenomenon of sudden

collisions occurring at higher energies, explain the agreement between the CS and

CC cross sections in this regime. Comparison of CC and CS cross sections for

V = 1 shows an interesting feature. While the CC results are larger than the

CS results till 0.15 eV, the trend reverses beyond 0.15 eV. Excitation to higher

rotational states(j = 1 and 2) does not affect the CC cross sections in a significant

manner. This underlines the inadequacy of the CS methodology in predicting

the orientational dynamics for initial rotational excitations. An insight into the

preferred pathway of approach for rotationally excited states have been obtained

from the study of m-dependent CC cross sections. At the lower energy regime,

while a perpendicular approach of reagents is preferred for j = 1, all pathways

of approach become equally favorable for j —2. For higher eneigies. a preference

for the perpendicular pathway of approach of the leactants is observed. The

importance of the initial orientation of the reagents in the reaction dynamics of

the He f H+Hc system.

Chapter 5

H2 + OH —> H2O + H : Effect of

Surface Topology on Reaction

Dynamics

5.1 Introduction

V mcreas-

In the field of reaction dynamics, the emphasis on reactions beyond three-atom

cases, traditionally represented by A + BC —^ AB + C has been steadily increas

ing. Ab imtio dynamical studies of four-atom reactions of the type AB + CD

ABC + D have evoked considerable interest, specially in the last two decades.

Within this class of reactions, foi both theoretical and experimental reasons, the

process H2 + OPl -a- H2O + H has emerged as a prototype for direct four atom

reactions that occur without the foimation of a collision complex. This reaction

is in a number of respects the simplest reaction in which a H-atom is transferred
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in the CS calculations. The orientational dynamics has been studied for the rota

tional excited states of the reactants. For i = 1, there is a preference for collinear

reaction pathways for higher J values. On further rotational excitation(j = 2),

a perpendicular approach is preferred for lower ./s, while no particular preferred

pathway of approach can be predicted for higher J values.

A comparison of the CC and CS cross sections underlines the significance of

inclusion of Coriolis coupling in the dynamics of the present system. The CO

cross sections are significantly higher at the threshold and at lower energies, while

the difference narrows down at higher energies. The breaking of the collision

complex to products is much less favorable within the CS approximation. The

presence of a short lived reaction intermediate and the phenomenon of sudden

collisions occurring at higher energies, explain the agreement between the CS and

CC cross sections in this regime. Comparison of CC and CS cross sections for

n = 1 shows an interesting feature. While the CC results are larger than the

CS results till 0.15 eV, the trend reverses beyond 0.15 eV. Excitation to higher

rotational states(j = 1 and 2) does not affect the CC cross sections in a significant

manner. This underlines the inadequacy of the CS methodology in predicting

the orientational dynamics for initial rotational excitations. An insight into the

preferred pathway of approach for rotationally excited states have been obtained

from the study of m-dependent CC cross sections. At the lower energy regime

while a perpendicular approach of reagents is preferred for j = 1, all pathwavs

of approach become equally favorable for j =2. For higher energies, a preference

for the perpendicular pathway of approach of the reactants is observed. The

importance of the initial orientation of the reagents in the reaction dynamics of

the He h H+Hc system.

Chapter 5

H2 + OH ̂  H2O + H : Effect of

Surface Topology on Reaction

Dynamics

5.1 Introduction

In the field of reaction dynamics, the emphasis on reactions bc^mnd three-atom

cases, traditionally represented by A + BC —^ AB + C has been steadily increas

ing. Ab initio dynamical studies of four-atom reactions of the type AB -fi CD

—^ ABC + D have evoked considerable interest, specially in the last two decades.

Within this class of reactions, for both theoretical and experimental reasons, the

process H2 + OH H2O + H has emerged as a prototype for direct four atom

reactions that occur without the formation of a collision complex. This reaction

is in a number of respects the simplest reaction in which a H-atom is transferred
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to a molecular free radical. The reaction is exothermic by 0.659 eV[159] and

has an energy barrier of 0.234 eV[160] along the reaction path. Apart from the

potential importance of this reaction in atmospheric and combustion chemistry,

the moderate exoergicity, availability of reasonably good potential energy surfaces
j^g]^_94^ 161-164], and possibility to compare with experimental results over a wide

range of temperatures have made this reaction a natural choice for theoretical in
vestigations. With three of the four atoms in the reaction system being hydrogen,

the total number of electrons is relatively small, thus enabling accurate ab initio
calculations of the potential energy surface. This presents an excellent oppor

tunity for theoretical investigations employing different methodologies, ranging

from quasi-classical trajectory methods to reduced and full dimensional quantum
scattering calculations.

In the present work, the MCTDH method has been used to perform a detailed

and comprehensive study of the H2 4- OH system on three different potential en-
ro-v surfaces. While MCTDH has been previously applied to study inelastic tetra-

atomic systems like H2 -I- H2[118, 119, 165], a successful application for studies on
reactive tetra-atomic systems would serve as an effective test for the accuracy and

ins envisaged in the algorithm. A successful application is expected to go a long
O

way in studying more complicated systems including those with higher degrees of
freedom The accuracy has been tested on the Walch-Dunning-Schatz-Elgersma
(WDSE)[91, 92] and Yang-Zhang-Collins-Lee(YZCL2)[94] surfaces on which exact
quantum dynamical results for ro-vibrational ground state calculations serve as

an excellent reference. The study has been subsequently extended to the Wu-
Schatz-Lendvay-Fang-Harding (WSLFH)[93] surface on which no exact quantum

dynamical calculations have been performed till date, for obtaining J >0 reaction

5.1 Introduction

probabilities. This chapter begins with a brief look into the available experimental
and theoretical results along with a knowledge of the PESs in use, which would
help us in formulating the problem and specify our objectives. This is followed
by the numerical details of our calculation. The detailed results and discussions
for the ro-vibrational ground state and excited state calculations on the WDSE,
YZCL2 and WSLFH surfaces are given in the next section. The chapter ends with
a summary of all obtained results and the conclusion derived on the importance
of surface topology on reaction dynamics.

5.1.1 Experimental results

The H2 + OH reaction has been subject to various kinetic experiments[95-97, 166
185] performed over a wide range of temperatures (200-3000 K). The experimental
activation energy has been measured to be 0.17 eV[161]. Experimental data on the

H2 + OH reaction are mainly related to the measurement of thermal rate constants
and studying the influence of initial vibrational excitation, translational excitation

and isotopic substitution on the reaction dynamics. The rate constants and their
variation with temperature are as well established as for any bimolecular reaction.
Experimental work related to the kinetics and the dynamics of the reaction over

three decades have been reviewed by Smith et al.[186] and more recently by Baulch

et al [187] Studies of reaction systems like the H2 -|- OH which possess a barrier can

be broadly based into three different energy regimes: (1) reaction at energies much

above the barrier where dynamical effects are dominant (2) reactions at energies

comparable to the barrier height where rate coefficients are sensitive to the barrier

(3) reactions at very low energies which make passing over the barrier virtual^
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Schatz-Lendvay-Fang-Harding (WSLFH)[93] surface on which no exact quantum

dynamical calculations have been performed till date, for obtaining J >0 reaction
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probabilities. This chapter begins with a brief look into the available experimental
and theoretical results along with a knowledge of the PESs in use, which would

help us in formulating the problem and specify our objectives. This is followed
by the numerical details of our calculation. The detailed results and discussions
for the ro-vibrational ground state and excited state calculations on the WDSE,

YZCL2 and WSLFH surfaces are given in the next section. The chapter ends with

a summary of all obtained results and the conclusion derived on the importance

of surface topology on reaction dynamics.

5.1.1 Experimental results

The H2 + OH reaction has been subject to various kinetic experiments[95-97, 166-
185] performed over a wide range of temperatures (200-3000 K). The experimental
activation energy has been measured to be 0.17 eV[161]. Experimental data on the

H2 + OH reaction are mainly related to the measurement of thermal rate constants

and studying the influence of initial vibrational excitation, translational excitation

and isotopic substitution on the reaction dynamics. The rate constants and their

variation with temperature are as well established as for any bimolecular reaction.

Experimental work related to the kinetics and the dynamics of the reaction over

three decades have been reviewed by Smith et al.[186] and more recently by Baulch

et al [187] Studies of reaction systems like the H2 + OH which possess a barrier can

be broadly based into three different energy regimes: (1) reaction at energies much

above the barrier where dynamical effects are dominant (2) reactions at energies

comparable to the barrier height where rate coefficients are sensitive to the barrier

(3) reactions at very low energies which make passing over the barrier virtually
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impossible leaving the tunneling phenomenon as the most important pathway.

The third scenario is particularly important for the H-atom transfer process, as in

the present system and has been duly investigated. While the height and position

of the barrier influences the dynamical calculations associated with the first two

scenarios, the kinetic parameters at lower energies is expected to show greater

dependence on the width and shape of the reaction barrier.

The detailed experimental works have revealed a slight curvature in the Ar-

rhenius plots of In k{T) vs. 1/T but various modifications of the Arrhenius

expression(A;t = were performed to achieve an accurate fit of the

data over the entire range of temperatures considered. The methodologies of

experimental studies have greatly evolved over the last few decades. Initial in

vestigations on the H2(ni = OJ, = 0) + 0H(t;2 = 0,^2 = 0) system by Ov-

erend et al.[172] involved flash photolysis and they obtained a rate coefficient of

5.79x 10~^^cm^molecule~ffiec~^ at 300 K. Pulsed vacuum UV photolysis studies

performed by Atkinson et al.[l70] over the temperature range 298-425 K yielded

a rate coefficient of 6.97 ±0.7 xlO"^^ cm^ molecule"^ sec""^ at room temper

ature with an Arrhenius expression kr = 5.79x 10"^^exp(-2008/T). Tully and

Ravishankara[l75] performed similar studies over an extended range of tempera

tures (298-992 K) and reported A:298 = (6.08 ±0.37) x lO-^^cm^molecule-ffiec-^

and kr = 4.12x 10"^''T^''^exp(-2008/T). Discharge flow studies by Steinert et

al.[96] yielded A:298 = 6.1x 10"^^cm^molecule~ffiec~^ in good agreement with previ

ously reported values. At higher temperatures, the reaction is reported to exhibit a

non-linear Arrhenius behavior with a pronounced upward curvature[161, 171, 176].

The rate coefficients in the higher temperature range (1700-2500) were measured

by Frank and Just[188] using the shock tube methodology with the variation of

5.1 Introduction

rate coefficients given by kr = 7.9x 10 ^^exp(-3067/T). Oldenborg et al.[189] mea

sured kr over a temperature range of 800-1550 K. They combined their data with

those of Ravishankara et al.[176], Tully et al.[175], Sutherland et al.[178], Frank

and .lust[188] and derived the expression kr = 3.56x 10-^®T^-^2g3^p(_]^73gy'P^

cover a broad temperature range of 250-2581 K. This was followed by similar

studies by Talukdar et al.[183] using pulsed laser photolysis for investigating rate

constants in the low temperature range of 230-420 K. The expression derived by

Oldenberg ct al.[189] agreed with their results except for temperatures below ~

250 K where a deviation of 20% was observed. Talukdar et al.[183] presented a

modified expression kr = 7.2xl0-2°T2 ®9exp(-1150/T) for a better fit especially in

the lower range of temperatures. A very pronounced isotopic effect was observed

when the rate constants for HD ± OH were measured and compared with those

relative to the isotopic variants H2/(D2) ± OH[183]. A significant decrease of

reactivity on going from H to D suggested a strong increase in the importance of

tunneling contribution with a decrease in temperature[161, 176, 183].

In addition to the kinetics of the reaction, the reaction dynamics has also been

investigated by various groups. The crossed molecular beam experiments by Alagia

et al.[161, 190] on D2 ± OH indicate that about two-thirds of the energy released

in the exothermic reaction between OH radicals and H2/D2 is channeled into the

internal motions of the H20(H0D) product. Absolute cross sections for the H2 ±

OH were measured by Wolfrum et al.[191, 192] using the pump-probe technique.

The measured values of the cross section are oh^+oh = 0.08±0.03 and 0.60±0.3G

at the collision energy of 0.17 and 0.22 eV respectively. The transition state

region of the title reaction has been investigated by photoelcctron spectroscopy

of the H3O" ion by Neumark, Linebcrger and co-workers[182], while Loomis et
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impossible leaving the tunneling phenomenon as the most important pathway.

The third scenario is particularly important for the H-atom transfer process, as in

the present system and has been duly investigated. While the height and position

of the barrier influences the dynamical calculations associated with the first two

scenarios, the kinetic parameters at lower energies is expected to show greater

dependence on the width and shape of the reaction barrier.

The detailed experimental works have revealed a sliglit curvature in the Av-
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ously reported values. At higher temperatures, the reaction is reported to exhibit a

non-linear Arrhenius behavior with a pronounced upward curvature[161, 171, 176].

The rate coefficients in the higher temperature range (1700-2500) were measured

by Frank and Just[188] using the shock tube methodology with the variation of
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rate coefficients given by kr = 7.9x 10"^^exp(-3067/T). Oldenborg et al.[189] mea

sured kr over a temperature range of 800-1550 K. They combined their data with

those of Ravishankara et al.[176], Tully et al.[175], Sutherland et al.[178], Frank

and Just[188] and derived the expression kr = 3.56x 10~^®T^-^2gxp(^_2735/'p^

cover a broad temperature range of 250-2581 K. This was followed by similar

studies by Talukdar et al.[183] using pulsed laser photolysis for investigating rate

constants in the low temperature range of 230-420 K. The expression derived by

Oldenberg et al.[189] agreed with their results except for temperatures below ~

250 K where a deviation of ~ 20% was observed. Talukdar et al.[183] presented a

modified expression kr = 7.2xl0~^°T^ ®®exp(-1150/T) for a better fit especially in

the lower range of temperatures. A very pronounced isotopic effect was observed

when the rate constants for HD ± OH were measured and compared with those

relative to the isotopic variants H2/(D2) ± OH[183]. A significant decrease of

reactivity on going from H to D suggested a strong increase in the importance of

tunneling contribution with a decrease in temperature[161, 176, 183].

In addition to the kinetics of the reaction, the reaction dynamics has also been

investigated by various groups. The crossed molecular beam experiments by Alagia

et al.[161, 190] on D2 ± OH indicate that about two-thirds of the energy released

in the exothermic reaction between OH radicals and H2/D2 is channeled into the

internal motions of the H20(H0D) product. Absolute cross sections for the H2 ±

OH were measured by Wolfrum et al.[191, 192] using the pump-probe technique.

The measured values of the cross section are aH2+OH = 0.08±Q.03 and 0.60±0.30

at the collision energy of 0.17 and 0.22 eV respectively. The transition state

region of the title reaction has been investigated by photoelectron spectroscopy

of the HaO" ion by Ncumark, Lineberger and co-workers[182], while Loomis et
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al.[193] have succeeded in stabilizing the OH and H2/(D2) reactants in a weakly

bound complex. Although a large number of experimental studies have been

performed to give a detailed information for the H2 + OH reaction in its ro-

vibrational ground state, similar studies on the effect of excitation of reagents are

very few[95-97, 173]. Experimental information on the reaction dynamics obtained

by Light and Matsumoto[173], showed that the reaction rate was appreciably

enhanced(by a factor of 150) by excitation of H2(ui = 0) to H2(ui = 1); whereas

similar excitation of OH produced at most a 50% increase in reaction rate[97, 174,

177]. Since the reaction considered is a direct reaction, the rate will be enhanced

most effectively by excitation of the vibration along the bond that is broken in

the reaction(in this case the H-H bond), whereas excitation of any other bond(in

this case O-H bond) is much less effective. The flow tube studies by Zellner

et al.[96] and Glass et al.[97] reported absolute values of (7.5±3) x 10""^^ cm^

molecule and (9.9±2.4) x 10"^^ cm^ molecule"^, respectively for H2((']

= ij\ = 0) + OH(u2 = 0,jf2 = 0) at room temperatures. This amounted to an

enhancement in rate constants by a factor of 120 and 155 respectively at room

temperature. The rate constant obtained by recent laser spectroscopic studies

performed by Hanf et al.[95] for H2(ui == 1) is (1.2±0.1)10~^^ cm^ molecule'^s"^ at

room temperature indicating significant smaller rate enhancements on excitation

of H2. The differences in the results obtained can be attributed to the inaccuracies

accumulated in the older methodologies.

5.1 Introduction

5.1.2 Potential energy surface

In order to completely predict the experimental results, it is imperative to carry

out both electronic structure calculations to obtain the potential energj^ surface as

well as nuclear dynamics calculations to reliably extract reaction dynamics infor

mation. The first ab initio calculations for the system were performed by Walch

and Dunning[91] who carried out high quality, large-scale polarization configura

tion interaction calculations on the barrier height and transition state geometry

for HHOH. They calculated a barrier height of 0.264 eV which was higher than

the experimentally obtained barrier height of 0.17 eV for the reaction system. The

saddle point geometry was found to be coplanar and resembling the reactants, as

expected from a reaction with high exocrgicity. The ab imtio energy points in the

vicinity of the reaction path were evaluated only for planar configuration. The

potential energy surface was characterized with an early barrier in the entrance

channel followed by a non physical deep well. Schatz and Elgersma[92] obtained

an analytic potential energy surface, thereafter called WDSE. based on an ap

proximate fit of the ab initio points calculated by Walch and Dunning[91]. The ah

imtio points were fitted to the surface by using a function consisting of two, three

and four body terms. In spite of the initial success in studying the reaction dy

namics, the WDSE surface has several known defects[194. 195]:(1) some features

of the transition state geometry are incorrect, (2) there are spurious wells in the

H2 T OH entrance channel. (3) only one of the H atoms in the water molecule

is capable of reacting with the incident H, (4) the H2O anharmonic force field

is inaccurate. Rashed and Brown[196] modified the WDSE surface by adding a

cubic spline term to the Morse potential resulting in the removal of the spurious

wells observed in the entrance channel of the surface. The character of the poten-
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al.[193] have succeeded in stabilizing the OH and H2/(D2) reactants in a weakly
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of H2. The differences in the results obtained can be attributed to the inaccuracies
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In order to completely predict the experimental results, it is imperative to carry

out both electronic structure calculations to obtain the potential energj^ surface as

well as nuclear dynamics calculations to reliably extract reaction dynamics infor

mation. The first ab initio calculations for the system were performed by Walch

and Dunning[91] who carried out high quality, large-scale polarization configura

tion interaction calculations on the barrier height and transition state geometry

for HHOH. They calculated a barrier height of 0.264 eV which was higher than

the experimentally obtained barrier height of 0.17 eV for the reaction system. The

saddle point geometry was found to be coplanar and resembling the reactants, as

expected from a reaction with high exocrgicity. The ab imtio energy points in the

vicinity of the reaction path were evaluated only for planar configuration. The

potential energy surface was characterized with an early barrier in the entrance

channel followed by a non physical deep well. Schatz and Elgersma[92] obtained

an analytic potential energy surface, thereafter called WDSE. based on an ap

proximate fit of the ab initio points calculated by Walch and Dunning[91]. The ah

imtio points were fitted to the surface by using a function consisting of two, three

and four body terms. In spite of the initial success in studying the reaction dy

namics, the WDSE surface has several known defects[194. 195]:(1) some features

of the transition state geometry are incorrect, (2) there are spurious wells in the

H2 T OH entrance channel. (3) only one of the H atoms in the water molecule

is capable of reacting with the incident H, (4) the H2O anharmonic force field

is inaccurate. Rashed and Brown[196] modified the WDSE surface by adding a

cubic spline term to the Morse potential resulting in the removal of the spurious

wells observed in the entrance channel of the surface. The character of the poten-
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tial near the saddle point geometry was retained in the modified surface since the

high density of ab initio points in the region resulted in a good analytic fit of the

original surface. The correction of the spurious minima in the WDSE surface by

Rashed and Brown[196] in turn introduced spurious peaks in the potential in the

form of a non physical barrier as pointed out in subsequent studies by Harrison

and Mayne[197]. In view of this inaccuracy, Clary[159] in a later work sought to

remove the non physical features in the WDSE surface by multiplying the four

body term in the functional form of the potential by a function which damps out

the non physical well and the long range barrier in the H2 + OH entrance chan

nel This damping function however left the geometry and energy of the transition

state unaffected.

Issacson[198] proposed a new EES for modelling the dynamics of the title reac

tion. This new potential form not only resulted in better fits of the available data

at the saddle point compared to the previous surfaces[92, 196], but also reproduced

the new barrier shape computed by Dunning et al.[199] The importance of the as

sumed functional form of the EES was underlined, as fitting of different functional

forms to the same set of data resulted in profoundly different predictions for the

rate constant. Two key properties of the EES were pointed out which determined

the choice of the functional form. Firstly, the barrier height, which strongly af

fects the reaction rate by determining the number of collisions that have sufficient

energy to react. Secondly, the barrier shape or width, which significantly affects

the reaction tunneling along with determining the particular reaction path curva

ture for a given functional form. In spite of the better fit to the ab initio data,

the surface had some inherent deficiencies. Firstly, the hydrogen atoms of the H2

diatom had not been treated equivalently which rendered the surface unsuitable

5.1 Introduction

for accurate quantum dynamics calculations. Secondly, spurious local minima and

maxima remained, which led to inaccuracies in the results. Truong[200] carried out

a direct dynamics study of vibrational state selected reaction rates. This approach

calculates a reaction path using accurate ab initio theory and a full variational

transition state theory plus multidimensional semi-classical tunneling approxima

tions within a statistical diabatic model. Calculated thermal and state selected

rates for the H2(fi = 0,ji = 0) + 0H(i;2 = 0,j2 = 0), H2(ui = l,ji = 0) + OH(e2

= 0,j2 = 0) and H2('ei = 0,ji = 0) + OH(u2 = l,.i2 = 0) reactions were found

to be in excellent agreement with available experimental data. Comparison with

reference data on the WDSE surface led to a conclusion that the potential energy

function for the WDSE surface is too large which explains the large kinetic isotope

effects at lower temperatures on the WDSE surface. This approach, however, does

not yield a potential energy surface that can be used in more general dynamics

calculations such as quantum scattering and QCT computations.

Although a large number of quantum djmamical studies have been performed

on the WDSE EES, different groups have concluded that the rate coefficients ob

tained on the WDSE surface have been considerably larger than the experimen

tal results, especially at lower tempcratures[201-203]. To improve the accuracy

of results, Alagia et al.[161] developed a new surface known as Kliesh-Werner-

Clary(KWC) surface based on extensive ab initio calculations. Among the many

anomalies pointed out in the WDSE surface, the incorrect transition state struc

ture affects the reaction dynamics significantly. This was corrected for the first

time in the KWC EES with a correct "cis'Torm of transition state structure. In

the longer range region for both reactants and products, damping functions were

utilized to damp out both spurious wells and barriers. In spite of the improve-
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tial near the saddle point geometry was retained in the modified surface since the

high density of ab initio points in the region resulted in a good analytic fit of the

original surface. The correction of the spurious minima in the WDSE surface by

Rashed and Brown[196] in turn introduced spurious peaks in the potential in the

form of a non physical barrier as pointed out in subsequent studies by Harrison

and Mayne[197]. In view of this inaccuracy, Clary[159] in a later work sought to

remove the non physical features in the WDSE surface by multiplying the four

body term in the functional form of the potential by a function which damps out

the non physical well and the long range barrier in the H2 + OH entrance chan

nel. This damping function however left the geometry and energy of the transition

state unaffected.

Issacson[198] proposed a new EES for modelling the dynamics of the title reac

tion. This new potential form not only resulted in better fits of the available data

at the saddle point compared to the previous surfaces[92, 196], but also reproduced

the new barrier shape computed by Dunning et al.[199] The importance of the as

sumed functional form of the EES was underlined, as fitting of different functional

forms to the same set of data resulted in profoundly different predictions for the

rate constant. Two key properties of the EES were pointed out which determined

the choice of the functional form. Firstly, the barrier height, which strongly af

fects the reaction rate by determining the number of collisions that have sufficient

energy to react. Secondly, the barrier shape or width, which significantly affects

the reaction tunneling along with determining the particular reaction path curva

ture for a given functional form. In spite of the better fit to the ab initio data,

the surface had some inherent deficiencies. Firstly, the hydrogen atoms of the H2

diatom had not been treated equivalently which rendered the surface unsuitable
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for accurate quantum dynamics calculations. Secondly, spurious local minima and

maxima remained, which led to inaccuracies in the results. Truong[200] carried out

a direct dynamics study of vibrational state selected reaction rates. This approach

calculates a reaction path using accurate ab initio theory and a full variational

transition state theory plus multidimensional semi-classical tunneling approxima

tions within a statistical diabatic model. Calculated thermal and state selected

rates for the H2(i'i = 0,ji = 0) + 0H(u2 = 0,j2 = 0), H2(ui = l,ji = 0) + OH(i'2

= 0,12 = 0) and H2(ui = 0,ji = 0) + 0H(u2 = l,j2 = 0) reactions were found

to be in excellent agreement with available experimental data. Comparison with

reference data on the WDSE surface led to a conclusion that the potential energy

function for the WDSE surface is too large which explains the large kinetic isotope

effects at lower temperatures on the ̂ A^DSE surface. This approach, however, docs

not yield a potential energy surface that can be used in more general dynamics

calculations such as quantum scattering and QCT computations.

Although a large number of quantum dynamical studies have been performed

on the WDSE EES, different groups have concluded that the rate coefficients ob

tained on the WDSE surface have been considerably larger than the experimen

tal results, especially at lower tempcratures[201-203]. To improve the accuracy

of results, Alagia et al.[161] developed a new surface known as Kliesh-Werner-

Clary(KWC) surface based on extensive ab initio calculations. Among the many

anomalies pointed out in the WDSE surface, the incorrect transition state struc

ture affects the reaction dynamics significantly. This was corrected for the first

time in the KWC EES with a correct "cis'form of transition state structure. In

the longer range region for both rcactants and products, damping functions were

utilized to damp out both spurious wells and barriers. In spite of the improve-
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ments on the earlier surfaces, certain inaccuracies remained in the new surface.

Firstly, not enough ah initio points were calculated for positions far away from the

saddle point region to achieve an accurate global fit. As a result, properties like

reaction dynamics at high energy, or photo-detachment spectra of H3O-, that de

pend on the geometry well away from the transition state region or the minimum

energy path are not expected to be accurate. The ah initio energies of Alagia et

al.[161] was used by Ochoa de Aspuru and Clary to construct the OC surfacc[163]

on which QCT[204, 205] and full dimensional QM[206] studies were reported. At

temperatures below 300 K, the calculated rate constants were seen to be above the

experimental values, thus suggesting either the surface allows for too much tun

neling due to a narrow minimum energy path or the vibrational adiabatic barrier

is too low. Schatz and collaborators produced a new PES, known as WSLFH[93]

which is symmetric with respect to the two hydrogen atoms of the water molecule.

The WSLFH surface is a functional fit to a more extensive and reasonably accu

rate ah initio data compared to the WDSE surface. QCT studies on both OC and

WSLFH surfaces were reported by Troya and co-workers[205]. The OC surface was

observed to overestimate the cross sections close to the threshold for the reverse

reaction when the water is vibrationally excited while the WSLFH surface showed

the trend predicted from ah initio calculations[207]. It was also observed that

the product state distributions for the reverse reaction were better reproduced by

QCT calculations using the WSLFH PES than by the OC PES[208]. The pres

ence of a broad attractive well in the OC surface differentiates it from the WSLFH

surface which is well behaved and devoid of any spurious features. Goldfield et

al.[203] carried out six-dimensional wave packet propagation on the WSLFH sur

face and concluded that the WSLFH potential energy surface underestimates the

experimental rate constant by a factor of 2-4 over a broad temperature range. In

5.1 Introduction _
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spite of significant improvements in the \^TLFH surface compared to the previous

PESs, it has some inherent deficiencies. Firstly, the WSLFH surface allows only
one H-atom in the H2 diatom to react[204, 209] and secondly, the influence of the

second low lying degenerate electronic state in the H2 + OH entrance channel was

not taken into account in the WSLFH surface.

At the beginning of this decade, Bettens et al.[164] and Zhang et al. [210]reported

two new PESs for the H + H2O -> H2 + OH reaction with the former surface

denoted as B.ICZ surface. Both the PES's were constructed using interpolation

of high-level ah intio data over the full six-dimensional configuration space and

including a large range of molecular geometries. The later surface by Zhang et

al.[210] was more accurate of the two as in contrast to the former surface[164]

no additive or scaling approximation of the gradients had been employed. Both

PESs accurately described the entiance channel for the H2O -\- H system upto

the saddle point extending only a little further into the H2 + OH channel. The

presence of a second low-lying nearly degenerate state in the entrance channel of

the H2 + OH reaction resulted in an impediment to accurate description of the

H2 + OH entrance channel as there is considerable difficulty in application of ah

intio methods which arc based on a single reference determinant. Yang et al.[160]

developed a new global PES known as YZCLl for the H2 + OH reaction. The

near degeneracy of the ground and first excited states was taken into account by

employing the CMRCl-(-Q method in a substantial part of the H2 + OH entrance

channel. For other regions, QCISD(T)/6-31 H-+G(3d/,2pd) level of theory was

employed. The resultant ground state PES was thus a hybrid of a number of

ah initio estimates of the electronic energy. To improve the YZCLl surface an

additional 1600 energies were calculated using the unrestricted coupled-cluster
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ments on the earlier surfaces, certain inaccuracies remained in the new surface.

Firstly, not enough ab initio points were calculated for positions far away from the

saddle point region to achieve an accurate global fit. As a result, properties like

reaction dynamics at high energy, or photo-detachment spectra of HaO", that de

pend on the geometry well away from the transition state region or the minimum

energy path are not expected to be accurate. The ab initio energies of Alagia et

al [161] was used by Ochoa de Aspuru and Clary to construct the OC surface[163]

on which QCT[204, 205] and full dimensional QM[206] studies were reported. At

temperatures below 300 K, the calculated rate constants were seen to be above the

experimental values, thus suggesting either the surface allows for too much tun

neling due to a narrow minimum energy path or the vibrational adiabatic barrier

is too low. Schatz and collaborators produced a new PES, known as WSLFH[93],

which is symmetric with respect to the two hydrogen atoms of the water molecule.

The WSLFH surface is a functional fit to a more extensive and reasonably accu

rate ab initio data compared to the WDSE surface. QCT studies on both OC and

WSLFH surfaces were reported by Troya and co-workers[205]. The OC surface was

observed to overestimate the cross sections close to the threshold for the reverse

reaction when the water is vibrationally excited while the WSLFH surface showed

the trend predicted from ab initio calculations[207]. It was also observed that

the product state distributions for the reverse reaction were better reproduced by

QCT calculations using the WSLFH PES than by the OC PES[208]. The pres
ence of a broad attractive well in the OC surface differentiates it from the WSLFH

surface which is well behaved and devoid of any spurious features. Goldfield et

al [203] carried out six-dimensional wave packet propagation on the WSLFLI sur

face and concluded that the WSLFH potential energy surface underestimates the

experimental rate constant by a factor of 2-4 over a broad temperature range. In
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spite of significant improvements in the WSLFH surface compared to the previous

PESs, it has some inherent deficiencies. Firstly, the WSLFH surface allows only

one H-atom in the H2 diatom to react[204, 209] and secondly, the influence of the

second low lying degenerate electronic state in the H2 + OH entrance channel was

not taken into account in the WSLFH surface.

At the beginning of this decade, Bettens et al.[164] and Zhang et al. [210]reported

two new PESs for the H + H2O H2 + OH reaction with the former surface

denoted as BJCZ surface. Both the PES's were constructed using interpolation

of high-level ab intio data over the full six-dimensional configuration space and

including a large range of molecular geometries. The later surface by Zhang et

al [210] was more accurate of the two as in contrast to the former surfacc[164],

no additive or scaling approximation of the gradients had been employed. Both

PESs accurately described the entrance channel for the H2O + H system upto

the saddle point extending only a little further into the H2 + OH channel. The

presence of a second low-lying nearly degenerate state in the entrance channel of

the H2 + OH reaction resulted in an impediment to accurate description of the

H2 + OH entrance channel as there is considerable difficulty in application of ab

intio methods which are based on a single reference determinant. Yang et al.[160]

developed a new global PES known as YZCLl for the H2 + OH reaction. The

near degeneracy of the ground and first excited states was taken into account by

employing the CMRCl+Q method in a substantial part of the H2 + OH entrance

channel. For other regions, QClSD(T)/6-311 ++G(3d/,2pd) level of theory was

employed. The resultant ground state PES was thus a hybrid of a number of

ab initio estimates of the electronic energy. To improve the YZCLl surface, an

additional 1600 energies were calculated using the unrestricted coupled-cluster
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theory (UCCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVQZ) level of theory. The barrier heights for the

YZCLl and YZCL2 surfaces relative to the H2 + OH equilibrium reactants are

0.248 eV and 0.234 eV, respectively. A significant difference is observed in the

reaction dynamics on the two surfaces with the YZCL2 surface giving better and

highly accurate results in comparison to the experimental data.

Very recently, a new PES was developed by Xiao et al.[211] and calculations

were performed for the HD + OH -> H2O + D reaction. This PES was purely

based on coupled-cluster with single and double and perturbative triplet excita-

tions[CCSD(T)] ab initio calculations. This PES is more accurate than the YZCL2

PES which was built with a mixture of CCSD(T) and MCRI ab initio methods.

5.1.3 Theoretical results

A. Ro-vibrational ground states

Early dynamical studies on the H2 + OH reaction have been dominated by

quasi-classical trajectory[196, 197, 212-214], transition state[212, 215-218] and

classical path[219, 220] calculations. Initial theoretical studies on the H2 + OH

reaction system were performed by Walch and Dunning[91] who did polarization

configuration interaction calculations on the barrier height and the transition state

geometries. The O-H distance in the transition state was found to be similar

to that of the OH molecule, in accordance with its spectator bond nature, as

reported by experimental studies. The H-H bond in the transition state showed a

^-^14% increase in comparison to that of the H2 molecule. Transition state theory

calculations were also performed over a range of 300-2000 K to determine the

rate constants. Schatz and Elgersma[212] carried out quasi-classical trajectory
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calculations on the WDSE surface to determine product vibrational distributions

in the reaction. They concluded that at E = 0.3 eV, 56% of the total energy

available to the products goes to H2O vibration, while 9% goes to rotation and

35% goes to translation. Slightly modified versions of the WDSE surface were

used in other QCT calculations by Hashed and Brown[196] and by Harrison and

Mayne[197]. The main conclusion of all these studies was that the translation

energy is the most efficient form of energy for promoting reactivity. The reaction

cross section showed a steep increase with increase in translational energy. Quasi-

classical trajectory studies have been performed by Clary et al.[221] and compared

with quantum dynamical calculations, both exact( J = 0) and approximate. While

there is a very good agreement between QCT and quantum cumulative reaction

probabilities, the rate constants differ at low energies. The quantum rate constants

arc 30-50% above the QCT ones due to the tunneling effects at play.

QCT studies on the OC surface by Progrebnya et al.[206] and Rodriguez et

al [204] have analyzed the effectiveness and inaccuracies in the PES in describ

ing the H2 + OH reaction. The OC PES overestimates the rate constants at

lower temperatures while they underestimate the experimental rate constants at

higher temperatures. The calculated cross sections on OC PES arc smaller than

the measured ones indicating the necessity of modifying the entrance channel in

a way that would route the trajectories to the products more efficiently. Quasi-

classical studies have been performed on the most recent and accurate YZCL2

surface[222] and the results have been compared with QCT results obtained on

the OC[223] and WSLFH[93, 205] surface. The experimental rate constants have

been excellently reproduced on the YZCL2 surface. The QCT calculations on the

WSLFH surface reproduce the experimental rate constants at lower temperatures
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theory (UCCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVQZ) level of theory. The barrier heights for the

YZCLl and YZCL2 surfaces relative to the H2 + OH equilibrium reactauts are

0.248 eV and 0.234 eV, respectively. A siguificaut difference is observed in the

reaction dynamics on the two surfaces with the YZCL2 surface giving better and

highly accurate results in comparison to the experimental data.

Very recently, a new PES was developed by Xiao et al.[211] and calculations

were performed for the HD + OH -> H2O + D reaction. This PES was purely

based on coupled-cluster with single and double and perturbative triplet excita-

tions[CCSD(T)] ab initio calculations. This PES is more accurate than the YZCL2

PES which was built with a mixture of CCSD(T) and MORI ab inttio methods.

5.1.3 Theoretical results

A. Ro-vibrational ground states

Early dynamical studies on the H2 + OH reaction have been dominated by

quasi-classical trajectory[196, 197, 212-214], transition state[212, 215-218] and

classical path[219, 220] calculations. Initial theoretical studies on the H2 + OH

reaction system were performed by Walch and Dunning[91] who did polarization

configuration interaction calculations on the barrier height and the transition state

geometries. The O-H distance in the transition state was found to be similar

to that of the OH molecule, in accordance with its spectator bond nature, as

reported by experimental studies. The H-H bond in the transition state showed a

~14% increase in comparison to that of the H2 molecule. Transition state theory

calculations were also performed over a range of 300-2000 K to determine the

rate constants. Schatz and Elgcrsma[212] carried out quasi-classical trajectory
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calculations on the WDSE surface to determine product vibrational distributions

in the reaction. They concluded that at E = 0.3 eV, 56% of the total energy

available to the products goes to H2O vibration, while 9% goes to rotation and

35% goes to translation. Slightly modified versions of the WDSE surface were

used in other QCT calculations b}^ Hashed and Brown[196] and bv Harrison and

Mayne[197]. The main conclusion of all these studies was that the translation

energy is the most efficient form of energy for promoting reactivity. The reaction

cross section showed a steep increase with increase in translational energy. Quasi-

classical trajectory studies have been performed by Clary et al.[221] and compared

with quantum dynamical calculations, both exact(J = 0) and approximate. While

there is a very good agreement between QCT and quantum cumulative reaction

probabilities, the rate constants differ at low energies. The quantum rate constants

arc 30-50% above the QCT ones due to the tunneling effects at play.

QCT studies on the OC surface by Progrebnya et al.[206] and Rodriguez et

al.[204] have analyzed the effectiveness and inaccuracies in the PES in describ

ing the H2 + OH reaction. The OC PES overestimates the rate constants at

lower temperatures while they underestimate the experimental rate constants at

higher temperatures. The calculated cross sections on OC PES are smaller than

the measured ones indicating the necessity of modifying the entrance channel in

a way that would route the trajectories to the products more efficiently. Quasi-

classical studies have been performed on the most recent and accurate YZCL2

surface[222] and the results have been compared with QCT results obtained on

the OC[223] and WSLFH[93, 205] surface. The experimental rate constants have

been excellently reproduced on the YZCL2 surface. The QCT calculations on the

WSLFH surface reproduce the experimental rate constants at lower temperatures
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but underestimate the rate constants at lower temperatures. To circumvent the

problem of tunneling and possible zero point energy leakage in the QCT calcula

tions, variational transition state theory was used to calculate rate constants. The

variational transition state theory rate constants show a fairly good agreement

with experimental values for highest level of tunneling theory used(/jOMT) used

while the agreement is good at higher temperatures for all tunneling corrections.

Tunneling was shown to account for more than half the reactivity below 400 K.

Since six coordinates are required to describe the system, exact quantum dynam

ical calculations are difficult to carry out. Quantum mechanical(QM) scattering

calculations of rate constants, integral cross sections and differential cross sec

tions were performed for the first time by Clary[159, 195] and by Nyman and

Clary[224] on both H2 + OH and D2 + OH, on the WDSE surface, using the

rotating bond approximation(RBA). In these studies the total number of degrees

of freedom were constrained to be three and reaction probability, cross sections

and product distributions were calculated. This method involved using hyper-

spherical coordinates to account for the H2 vibration and one local OH stretching

vibration of H2O, accounting for both the rotation of OH and the bending mode

of H2O with a spherical harmonic basis set, and applying a version of the bending-

corrected rotating line approximation to treat the rotation of H2 and the vibration

of initial OH. Rate constants determined over a temperature range of 250-1050

K were higher than the experimental values by 20%-40% for the whole temper

ature range. In the 3 dimensional rotating bond approximation. Clary included

two rotating coordinates and one bending coordinate explicitly, while Bowman et

al.[225] developed an "adiabatic bend approximation" which included three ra

dial coordinates explicitly in their calculation while treating the three angles by
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the adiabatic approximation. Echave and Clary[226] further extended the RBA

model to the planar calculation, in which they included four degrees of freedom

in the scattering calculation by constraining the system to a planar configura

tion. They obtained accurate state-to-state reaction probabilities for the coplanar

reaction which were in good agreement with results obtained using RBA approxi

mation. These theoretical works do not treat the reaction in its full dimensionality,

but rather use reduced dimensionality scattering calculations or calculations with

constrained geometry to reduce the number of degrees of freedom from six to a

maximum of three or four.

In the absence of any accurate quantum dynamic calculation that include all the

important degrees of freedom, the validity and accuracy of the reduced dimension

ality calculations are hard to gauge. It is also difficult to ascertain the accuracy

of the PES and determine parameters such as the barrier height. Within a time-

dependent treatment Baer and co-workers[227. 228] calculated cross sections for

the energy range 0.2-0.7 eV. The obtained results were at variance with the previ

ous cross sections obtained by Clary et al.[159, 195], which were carried out with a

frozen OH bond. Balakrishnan and Billing[229, 230] carried out a mixed quantum

classical study of H2 + OH reaction. They developed a semi-classical scheme in

which the total number of degrees of freedom was divided into a quantal and a

classical part. The vibration as well as translational motion was treated quantally

while the rotational motion was treated classically. They computed initial state-

selected total reaction probabilities at a number of translational energy values of

the reactants. Vibrational excitation of H2 was found to significantly enhance the

reaction probability. It was also found that for ground rotational states of the

reactants, one quantum rotational excitation of the reagents had no effect while a
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but underestimate the rate constants at lower temperatures. To circumvent the

problem of tunneling and possible zero point energy leakage in the QCT calcula

tions, variational transition state theory was used to calculate rate constants. The

variational transition state theory rate constants show a fairly good agreement

with experimental values for highest level of tunneling theory used(/iOMT) used

while the agreement is good at higher temperatures for all tunneling corrections.

Tunneling was shown to account for more than half the reactivity below 400 K.

Since six coordinates are required to describe the system, exact quantum dynam

ical calculations are difhcult to carry out. Quantum mechanical(QM) scattering

calculations of rate constants, integral cross sections and differential cross sec

tions were performed for the first time by Clary[159, 195] and by Nyman and

Clary[224] on both H2 + OH and D2 + OH, on the WDSE surface, using the

rotating bond approximation(RBA). In these studies the total number of degrees

of freedom were constrained to be three and reaction probability, cross sections

and product distributions were calculated. This method involved using hyper-

spherical coordinates to account for the H2 vibration and one local OH stretching

vibration of H2O, accounting for both the rotation of OH and the bending mode

of H2O with a spherical harmonic basis set, and applying a version of the bending-

corrected rotating line approximation to treat the rotation of H2 and the vibration

of initial OH. Rate constants determined over a temperature range of 250-1050

K were higher than the experimental values by 20%-40% for the whole temper

ature range. In the 3 dimensional rotating bond approximation, Clary included

two rotating coordinates and one bending coordinate explicitly, while Bowman et

al.[225] developed an "adiabatic bend approximation" which included three ra

dial coordinates explicitly in their calculation while treating the three angles by

the adiabatic approximation. Echave and Clary[226] further extended the RBA

model to the planar calculation, in which they included four degrees of freedom

in the scattering calculation by constraining the system to a planar configura

tion. They obtained accurate state-to-state reaction probabilities for the coplanar

reaction which were in good agreement with results obtained using RBA approxi

mation. These theoretical works do not treat the reaction in its full dimensionality,

but rather use reduced dimensionality scattering calculations or calculations with

constrained geometry to reduce the number of degrees of freedom from six to a

maximum of three or four.

In the absence of any accurate quantum dynamic calculation that include all the

important degrees of freedom, the validity and accuracy of the reduced dimension

ality calculations are hard to gauge. It is also difficult to ascertain the accuracy

of the PES and determine parameters such as the barrier height. Within a time-

dependent treatment Baer and co-workers[227. 228] calculated cross sections for

the energy range 0.2-0.7 eV. The obtained results were at variance with the previ

ous cross sections obtained by Clary et al.[159, 195], which were carried out with a

frozen OH bond. Balakrishnan and Billing[229, 230] carried out a mixed quantum

classical studj' of H2 + OH reaction. They developed a semi-classical scheme in

which the total number of degrees of freedom was divided into a quantal and a

classical part. The vibration as well as translational motion was treated quantally

while the rotational motion was treated classically. They computed initial state-

selected total reaction probabilities at a number of translational energy values of

the reactants. Vibrational excitation of H2 was found to significantly enhance the

reaction probability. It was also found that for ground rotational states of the

reactants, one quantum rotational excitation of the reagents had no effect while a
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similar excitation of H2 was marked by an increase in reaction probability- They

also compared the reaction probabilities from the original WDSE PES and the

modified version by Clary[159] and concluded that the unphysical barriers in the

original PES resulted in a significant enhancement in reaction probabilities. The

computed rate constants were found to be in good agreement with the full dimen

sional wave packet calculations by Zhang et al[231]. The total cross sections were

slightly low near the threshold region but increased much more quickly with colli

sion energy, in comparison to the wave packet calculation results. The computed

rate constants were higher than the experimental results by a factor of 3 at 300

K, although the difference narrowed down at higher temperatures. The calculated

results, on the other hand, showed a good agreement with 6D results of Manthe et

al.[201, 232], thus underlining the accuracy of the theoretical approach. Thompson

and Miller[233] developed a reduced dimensionality approach to calculate initial

state selected reaction probabilities for H2 + OH and photo-detachment intensi

ties for HOH2 in connection with the experimental work of Neumark[182]. This

was followed by a series of five dimensional calculations to compute initial state

selected reaction probabilities. Zhang et al.[234, 235] employed a time-dependent

wave packet method to compute initial state specific total reaction probabilities

for the reaction on the WDSE PES.

All six internal degrees of freedom were treated for the first time in calcula

tions of the cumulative reaction probability and the thermal rate constant by

Manthe et al.[201, 232] and later by Zhang et al.[236]. The reaction probabilities

for J = 0 were subsequently determined by Zhang and co-workers[231, 237, 238]

using time-dependent wave packet calculations in six dimensions. This was fol

lowed by the calculation of reaction probabilities for the values of J > 0 using

5.1 Introduction

the centrifugal sudden(CS) approximation[239]. Simultaneous full dimensional

quantum mechanical studies were also reported by Neuhauser[240]. Numerically

exact calculations, without the CS approximation, were carried out by Zhang and

CO-workers[202]. They reported fully converged integral reaction cross sections for

different ro-vibrational states of the reactant and examined the accuracy of the CS

approximation for this reaction. The CS approximation was found to work very

well for the ground ro-vibrational and accuracy decreased with increasing reagent

rotational excitation. The CS approximation was also found to work better in the

higher energy regions compared to the lower energy regions.

While exhaustive quantum dynamical studies on the WDSE have been widely

reported, accurate quantum dynamical studies on the WSLFH surface for the

H., + OH system have been largely restricted to J = 0. Goldfield and Gray

[903] have used the J-shifting approximation for non zero angular momentum
values, while the reactant-product decoupling approach was used by Cvitas and

Althorpe [241, 242] for calculating state-to-state reaction probabilities for total

angular momentum J = 0 on this surface. Studies on the WSLFH surface for

the isotopic D2 + OH system have involved both quantum dynamical[243] and

QCT[205] approaches. A series of fully-dimensional quantum scattering calcula

tions were reported at the beginning of this decade by Zhang et al.[160. 244, 245].

These calculations used the YZCLl and the YZCL2 PESs to calculate fully con

verged integral reaction cross-sections for the ground and ro-vibrational states

using TDQM method. For temperatures upto 1050 K, excellent agreement be

tween theoretical and experimental rate coefficients was achieved on the more

exact YZCL2 PES. Very recently, Xiao et al.[211] calculated differential cross sec

tions for the isotopic HD + OH system on a newly developed potential energy
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similax excitation of H2 was marked by an increase in reaction probability- They

also compared the reaction probabilities from the original WDSE PES and the

modified version by Clary[159] and concluded that the unphysical barriers in the

original PES resulted in a significant enhancement in reaction probabilities. The

computed rate constants were found to be in good agreement with the full dimen

sional wave packet calculations by Zhang et al[231]. The total cross sections were

slightly low near the threshold region but increased much more quickly with colli

sion energy, in comparison to the wave packet calculation results. The computed

rate constants were higher than the experimental results by a factor of 3 at 300

K although the difference narrowed down at higher temperatures. The calculated

results, on the other hand, showed a good agreement with 6D results of Manthe et

al [201. 232], thus underlining the accuracy of the theoretical approach. Thompson
and Millei'[233] developed a reduced dimensionality approach to calculate initial

state selected reaction probabilities for H2 + OH and photo-detachment intensi

ties for HOH2 in connection with the experimental work of Neumark[182]. This

was followed by a series of five dimensional calculations to compute initial state

selected reaction probabilities. Zhang et al.[234, 235] employed a time-dependent

wave packet method to compute initial state specific total reaction probabilities

for the reaction on the WDSE PES.

All six internal degrees of freedom were treated for the first time in calcula

tions of the cumulative reaction probability and the thermal rate constant by
Manthe et al.[201, 232] and later by Zhang et al.[236]. The reaction probabilities
j z= 0 were subsequent^ determined by Zhang and co-workers[231, 237, 238]

using time-dependent wave packet calculations in six dimensions. This was fol

lowed by the calculation of reaction probabilities for the values of J > 0 using
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the centrifugal sudden(CS) approximation[239]. Simultaneous full dimensional

quantum mechanical studies were also reported by Neuhauser[240]. Numerically

exact calculations, without the CS approximation, were carried out by Zhang and

co-workers[202]. They reported fully converged integral reaction cross sections for

different ro-vibrational states of the reactant and examined the accuracy of the CS

approximation for this reaction. The CS approximation was found to work very

well for the ground ro-vibrational and accuracy decreased with increasing reagent

rotational excitation. The CS approximation was also found to work better in the

higher energy regions compared to the lower energy regions.

While exhaustive quantum dynamical studies on the WDSE have been widely

reported, accurate quantum dynamical studies on the WSLFH surface for the

H2 + OH system have been largely restricted to J = 0. Goldfield and Gray

[203] have used the .7-shifting approximation for non zero angular momentum
values, while the reactant-product decoupling approach was used by Cvitas and

Althorpe [241, 242] for calculating state-to-state reaction probabilities for total

angular momentum J = 0 on this surface. Studies on the WSLFH surface for

thc isotopic D2 + OH system have involved both quantum dynamical[243] and

QCT[205] approaches. A scries of fully-dimensional quantum scattering calcula

tions were reported at the beginning of this decade by Zhang et al.[160. 244, 245].

These calculations used the YZGLl and the YZGL2 PESs to calculate fully con

verged integral reaction cross-sections for the ground and ro-vibrational states

using TDQM method. For temperatures upto 1050 K, excellent agreement be

tween theoretical and experimental rate coefficients was achieved on the more

exact YZCL2 PES. Very recently, Xiao et al.[211] calculated differential cross sec

tions for the isotopic HD 4 OH system on a newly developed potential energy
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surface and achieved an excellent agreement with experimental results.

B. Ro-vibrational excited states

Early classical trajectory studies on the effect of rotational excitation of the

reagents on the WDSE surface by Schatz[213] showed a decrease in reactivity

with rotational excitation, with a greater decrease observed for H2 in comparison

to that for excitation of OH. Hashed and Brown[196] found a similar decrease in

reactivity for both reagents on the Hashed and Brown surface[196]. Later quan

tum dynamical studies by Zhang and co-workers[246] using CS approximation

concurred with earlier results for H2 rotational excitation showing substantial re

duction in cross section. Excitation of OH resulted in a small enhancement of

reaction cross section. Fully coupled channel(CC) calculations reported by Zhang

et al.[202] on the WDSE surface showed a decrease in accuracy of the approx

imate results with increasing rotational excitation. The CS approximation was

observed to underestimate the enhancement due to OH rotational excitation at

low energy while overestimating the decrease due to rotational excitation of H2.

Quasi-classical studies on the effect of rotational excitation of reagents for the

WSLFH surface gave a completely contrasting picture[205]. While excitation of

H2 shows an increase in reactivity that of OH shows a decrease in reactivity. No

exact quantum dynamical studies are available currently to give a accurate expla

nation of this contrasting behavior. Studies of rotational effects on the recent and

most accurate surface by Yang et al.(YZCL2)[94, 160] gives results differing from

the WDSE and WSLFH surfaces. Excitation of H2 leads to an initial increase

of cross sections at lower energies while at higher energies cross sections show a

steady decrease. Hotational excitation of OH leads to a steady decrease in cross

sections over the entire energy range. The widely varying effects of rotational ex-

5.1 Introduction 79

citation depending on surfaces considered merits an thorough quantum dynamical

coupled channel(CC) study on all surfaces to analyze the differences.

Vibration excitation of reagents on the WDSE surface have been studied us

ing QCT[92, 213], mixed quantum classical[229] and also reduced[226] and full

dimensional quantum dynamical methodology[231]. Full dimensional quantum

dynamical studies performed by Zhang et al.[231] involved the use of CS ap

proximation. Excitation of the reactive H2 bond produced a strong enhancement

in reaction probabilities characterized by sharp resonance peaks at low energies.

Similar peaks were also observed in quantum dynamical calculations performed by

Goldfield et al.[203] for J = 0. The appearance of peaks were discussed in terms

of the presence of the wells in the entrance channel. Vibrational excitation of the

non-reactive OH bond was reported to show only a marginal enhancement in reac

tion probabilities, thus emphasizing its spectator bond nature. QCT calculations

on the WSLFH surface found the enhancement in cross sections on vibrational ex

citation of H2 to be moderate in comparison to that on the WDSE surface. There

have been no studies reported on the WSLFH and YZCL2 surfaces for vibrational

excitation of reagents till date for the present system.

To summarize the theoretical results, exhaustive theoretical studies have been

performed to study the dynamics and the reaction kinetics of the H2 + OH re

action and its isotopic variants for the last three decades. Several inherent flaws

in the WDSE surface stood out during the studies performed by various groups.

This led to various modifications of the WDSE surface with the aim of removing

the spurious wells in the surface which were giving rise to erroneous features in

the reaction attributes. Attempts to correct the other flaws, namely the incorrect

transition state conformer, barrier height and asymmetry of the H-atoms of the
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surface and achieved an excellent agreement with experimental results.

B. Ro-vibrational excited states

Early classical trajectory studies on the effect of rotational excitation of the

reagents on the WDSE surface by Schatz[213] showed a decrease in reactivity

with rotational excitation, with a greater decrease observed for H2 in comparison

to that for excitation of OH. Hashed and Brown[196] found a similar decrease in

reactivity for both reagents on the Hashed and Brown surface[196]. Later quan

tum dynamical studies by Zhang and co-workers[246] using CS approximation

concurred with earlier results for H2 rotational excitation showing substantial re

duction in cross section. Excitation of OH resulted in a small enhancement of

reaction cross section. Fully coupled channel(CC) calculations reported by Zhang

et al.[202] on the WDSE surface showed a decrease in accuracy of the approx

imate results with increasing rotational excitation. The CS approximation was

observed to underestimate the enhancement due to OH rotational excitation at

low energy while overestimating the decrease due to rotational excitation of H2.

Quasi-classical studies on the effect of rotational excitation of reagents for the

WSLFH surface gave a completely contrasting picture[205]. While excitation of

H2 shows an increase in reactivity that of OH shows a decrease in reactivity. No

exact quantum dynamical studies are available currently to give a accurate expla

nation of this contrasting behavior. Studies of rotational effects on the recent and

most accurate surface by Yang et al.(YZCL2)[94, 160] gives results differing from

the WDSE and WSLFH surfaces. Excitation of H2 leads to an initial increase

of cross sections at lower energies while at higher energies cross sections show a

steady decrease. Hotational excitation of OH leads to a steady decrease in cross

sections over the entire energy range. The widely varying effects of rotational ex-

5.1 Introduction

citation depending on surfaces considered merits an thorough quantum dynamical

coupled channel(CC) study on all surfaces to analyze the differences.

Vibration excitation of reagents on the WDSE surface have been studied us

ing QCT[92, 213], mixed quantum classical[229] and also reduccd[226] and full

dimensional quantum dynamical methodology[231]. Full dimensional quantum

dynamical studies performed by Zhang et al.[231] involved the use of CS ap

proximation. Excitation of the reactive H2 bond produced a strong enhancement

in reaction probabilities characterized by sharp resonance peaks at low energies.

Similar peaks were also observed in quantum dynamical calculations performed by

Goldficld et al.[203] for J = 0. The appearance of peaks were discussed in terms

of the presence of the wells in the entrance channel. Vibrational excitation of the

non-reactive OH bond was reported to show only a marginal enhancement in reac

tion probabilities, thus emphasizing its spectator bond nature. QCT calculations

on the WSLFH surface found the enhancement in cross sections on vibrational ex

citation of H2 to be moderate in comparison to that on the WDSE surface. There

have been no studies reported on the WSLFH and YZCL2 surfaces for vibrational

excitation of reagents till date for the present system.

To summarize the theoretical results, exhaustive theoretical studies have been

performed to study the dynamics and the reaction kinetics of the H2 + OH re

action and its isotopic variants for the last three decades. Several inherent flaws

in the WDSE surface stood out during the studies performed by various groups.

This led to various modifications of the WDSE surface with the aim of removing

the spurious wells in the surface which were giving rise to erroneous features in

the reaction attributes. Attempts to correct the other flaws, namely the incorrect

transition state conformer, barrier height and asymmetry of the H-atoms of the
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H2 diatom led to development of a number of improved PESs over the last two

decades. The H2 + OH system also served as a benchmark for development of

various new quantum dynamical methodologies to study reaction dynamics. In

spite of improved computational capabilities, exact full dimensional studies of a

tetra-atomic system is a cumbersome task till date. We have used the WDSE

surface to study the effectiveness of the MCTDH algorithm in reproducing the

literature values for the reaction cross sections and rate constants for the reagents

in the ground state. In view of the absence of 6D CC studies of reagents in their

rotational excited state(ji(2) = 2), we have also performed studies on rotational

excitation. The literature values available on the vibrational excitation of reagents

are obtained using CS approximation which has motivated us to perform CC stud

ies to understand the importance of using an exact Hamiltonian in excited state

calculations. Theoretical work on the WSLFH surface have been limited to TST

and QCT calculations, although it is a much improved surface, in comparison to

the WDSE surface, having a a proper symmetry with respect to the two hydro

gen atoms of water and devoid of any spurious structures. We have performed

studies on the WSLFH surface for the reagents in their ground state and also in

their ro-vibrational excited states. The highly accurate surface for the H2 + OH

reaction system was developed at the beginning of this decade and studies were

performed for reagents in their ground an rotational excited states. This serves as

an excellent reference for the numerical accuracy of the MCTDH algorithm which

is being used to study reactive tetra-atomic systems for the first time. We have

also performed calculations for reagents in vibrational excited state(ui(2) = 1) on

the YZCL2 surface and compared them with recent experimental studies to ascer

tain the accuracy of the surface in describing the reaction dynamics of reagents in

their excited states. We have also performed a comparative analj^sis of our results

5.2 Results and discussions

Parameters

No. of radial giTTpoiiits^
No. of angular grid points
No. of grid points for ki,k2

F3 grid
Ri grid
-Ro grid

CAP order

CAP strength
CAP strength

Starting point of CAP
CAP length
Center of y-Q
Width of yo

Initial momentum of yo
Propagation time

Surfaces

WDSE WSLFH YZCL2

NrJNrJNrJ 99/8/21 -do- -do-

Nei/N92 17/10 -do- -do-

k-min i kjjiax -4/4 -do- -do-

1.5/14.0 -do- -do-

i?i / Ri
^min/ ■'■max 0.8/3.06 0.8/2.90(3.07) 0.8/2.80

R-2 /R-^^min / —max 0.4/6.0 -do- -do-

Brz / /3/?2 3 -do- -do-

VR3 0.008(0.006) 0.0006(0.015) 0.008

VR. 0.005(0.004) 0.0005(0.01) 0.005(0.015)
R-Sa /-RSc 11.0/3.0 10.0(11.0)/3.0 11.0/3.0
Lfla /Rr2 3.0/3.0 4.0(3.0)/3.0 3.0/3.0

Rq 12.0 11.0 12.0

dR 0.18(0.3) -do-(0.3) -do-(0.3)
Po -8.2(3.0) -7.8(5.8) -8.2(4.7)
T 200(fs)(1000) -do- -do-(500)

Table 5.1: Numerical parameters of the MCTDH calculations for the H2(vi =
0,ji = 0) + 0H(v2 = 0,j2 = 0) system(in atomic units if not otherwise stated)
The parameters for calculations involving vibrationally excited reagents(vi(2)=l)
are given in brackets if those differ from the earlier parameters.

on all the three surfaces to evaluate the dependency of the reaction dvnamics on
features of the surface topology.

5.2 Results and discussions

5.2.1 Numerical details

Table 5.1 displays the relevant parameters used in MCTDH calculation for the

112(^1 — 0) + 0H(i,'2 = 0,_72 = 0) reaction. As shown in the Chapter 3(See

Figure 3.4), a set of seven coordinates was used to parametrize the Hamiltonian.

Here Ri and R2 denote the H2 and OH bond distances and R3 is the distance

between the centers of mass of the two diatoms. O2 are the polar angles. The
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H2 diatom led to development of a number of improved PESs over the last two

decades. The H2 + OH system also served as a benchmark for development of

various new quantum dynamical methodologies to study reaction dynamics. In

spite of improved computational capabilities, exact full dimensional studies of a

tetra-atomic system is a cumbersome task till date. We have used the WDSE

surface to study the effectiveness of the MCTDH algorithm in reproducing the

literature values for the reaction cross sections and rate constants for the reagents

in the ground state. In view of the absence of 6D CC studies of reagents in their

rotational excited state(ji(2) = 2), we have also performed studies on rotational

excitation. The literature values available on the vibrational excitation of reagents

are obtained using CS approximation which has motivated us to perform CC stud

ies to understand the importance of using an exact Hamiltonian in excited state

calculations. Theoretical work on the WSLFH surface have been limited to TST

and QCT calculations, although it is a much improved surface, in comparison to

the WDSE surface, having a a proper symmetry with respect to the two hydro

gen atoms of water and devoid of any spurious structures. We have performed

studies on the WSLFH surface for the reagents in their ground state and also in

their ro-vibrational excited states. The highly accurate surface for the H2 4- OH

reaction system was developed at the beginning of this decade and studies were

performed for reagents in their ground an rotational excited states. This serves as

an excellent reference for the numerical accuracy of the MCTDH algorithm which

is being used to study reactive tetra-atomic systems for the first time. We have

also performed calculations for reagents in vibrational excited state(r;i(2) = 1) on

the YZCL2 surface and compared them with recent experimental studies to ascer

tain the accuracy of the surface in describing the reaction dynamics of reagents in

their excited states. We have also performed a comparative analysis of our results

5.2 Results and discussions

Parameters

No. of radial grid pointT"
No. of angular grid points
No. of grid points for ki,k2

R3 grid
R-i grid
R2 grid

CAP order

CAP strength
CAP sti-ength

Starting point of CAP

CAP length
Center of

Width of yo
Initial momentum of xo

Propagation time

Surfaces

WDSE WSLFH YZCL2

99/8/21 -do- -do-

N6x/N62 17/10 -do- -do-

kmin/kjyiQj. -4/4 -do -do-

1.5/14.0 -do- -do-

0.8/3.06 0.8/2.90(3.07) 0.8/2.80
R2^,JR2^^^ 0.4/6.0 -do- -do-

/3r3 / Pro 3 -do- -do-

0.008(0.006) 0.0006(0.015) 0.008

ga. 0.005(0.004) 0.0005(0.01) 0.005(0.015)
R3J'R2, 11.0/3.0 10.0(11.0)/3.0 11.0/3.0

3.0/3.0 4.0(3.0)/3.0 3.0/3.0
Ro 12.0 11.0 12.0

dR 0.18(0.3) -do-(0.3) -do-(0.3)

OC

CN
OG

1

§

-7.8(5.8) -8.2(4.7)
T  1 200(fs)(1000) -do- -do-(500)

Table 5.1. Numerical parameters of the MCTDH calculations for the H2(v\ =
— 0) + 0H(v2 = 0,j2 = 0) system(in atomic units if not otherwise stated)

The parameters for calculations involving vihrationally excited reagents(v\[2)=l)
are given in brackets if those differ from the earlier parameters.

on all the three surfaces to evaluate the dependency of the reaction dynamics on

features of the surface topology.

5.2 Results and discussions

5.2.1 Numerical details

Table 5.1 displays the relevant parameters used in MCTDH calculation for the

H2(ni = 0,ji = 0) 4- 0H(t'2 = 0,y2 = 0) reaction. As shown in the Chapter 3(See

Figure 3.4), a set of seven coordinates was used to parametrize the Hamiltonian.

Here Ri and R2 denote the H2 and OH bond distances and A3 is the distance

between the centers of mass of the two diatoms, 62 are the polar angles. The
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torsion angle is written as pi and p2 in the E2 frame of reference. The parameters

used for estimation of reaction attributes for reagents in their rotational excited

state(ji(2) = 2) are the same as the ro-vibrational ground state parameters. The

parameters for vibrational excited state (ui(2) = 1) calculations have been shown in

brackets if those differ from the ground state parameters and are discussed below.

We have carried out extensive test calculations to check the convergence of our

results with respect to the number of SPFs considered for each mode and the size

of DVR grid for each DOF. Decreasing the number of spfs along the translational

coordinate leads to a greater variance with the previous theoretical result at higher

energies. It has been observed that decreasing the number of basis functions used

for /?3; R\ and R2 leads to a substantial decrease in computational time but at the

cost of convergence, especially in the low energy regions. Increasing the grid length

along the OH coordinate Ri shows an interesting effect. For longer grids along

Ri, the probabilities are consistently larger than the reported result although the

threshold remains the same.

The Rz and R2 coordinates are represented by sin-DVR grids. The grids for R^

and R2 extend from 1.5 to 14 and 0.4 to 6.0 qq, respectively. A sine DVR of 99 and

25 points is used for Rz and R2 respectively on the three surfaces. For which

basically acts as a spectator bond, a harmonic oscillator DVR of 8 points is used to

represent the grid points on all the three surfaces considered. The Ri grid extends

from 0.8 to 3.06 uq on the WDSF surface, while the corresponding values are 0.8

to 2.90 uo and 0.8 to 2.80 uq on the WSLFH and YZCL2 surfaces respectively.

For ui(2) = l calculations, the Ri grid was extended to 3.07 uo for attaining proper

convergence. For the angles, a 2-dimensional "extended Legendre DVR" [150] has

been employed.

5.2 Results and discussions 83

Calculations have been carried out to obtain reaction attributes upto a trans

lational energy range of 0.6 eV. The initial Gaussian is placed at Rz = 12.0 an

for the WDSF and YZCL2 surfaces and at 11.0 au for the WSLFH surface. The

width of the Gaussian wave function is = 0.18 on all the three surfaces. For

the ci(2) = 1 calculations, the width was increased to dn = 0.3 on all the three

surfaces. The momentum(po) of the initial wave packet is 8.20 on the WDSF and

YZCL2 surfaces and is 7.20 for the WSLFH surface. A smaller value of initial

momentum was required for the wave packet for the vi(2) = 1 calculations. The

initial momentum values were changed to 3.0, 5.8 and 4.7 on the WDSF, WSLFH

and YZCL2 surfaces, respectively. The initial position, width and momentum of

the wave packet significantly affects the reaction probabilities and the parameters

used have been considered so as to cover the entire energy range. The momentum

and width of the wave packet determines the energy distribution and detailed cal

culations have underlined the importance of a perfect energy distributions on the

convergence of reaction probabilities. It has been observed that a good energy dis

tribution strongly influences proper convergence especially at lower energies. The

energy distributions of the initial wave packet for ground ro-vibrational states of

the reagent on the WDSF, WSLFH and YZCL2 surfaces are shown in Figure 5.1

for reference.

The complex absorbing potential starts at R3 = 11 an on the WDSF and YZCL2

surfaces and at Rz = 10 au on the WSLFH surface. The CAP along R2 starts at

R2 = 3 au on the three surfaces. The strengths and the orders of the CAPs are

(0.008,3) and (0.005,3) along Rz and R2, respectively for both the WDSF and the

^ ZCL2 surfaces. For the WSLFH surface, the corresponding figures are (0.0006,3)

and (0.0005,3). The CAP parameters show a significant change for the excited
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torsion angle c/? is written as ipi and ̂p2 in the E2 frame of reference. The parameters

used for estimation of reaction attributes for reagents in their rotational excited

state(ji(2) = 2) are the same as the ro-vibrational ground state parameters. The

parameters for vibrational excited state (ni(2) = 1) calculations have been shown in

brackets if those differ from the ground state parameters and are discussed below.

We have carried out extensive test calculations to check the convergence of our

results with respect to the number of SPFs considered for each mode and the size

of DVR grid for each DOF. Decreasing the number of spfs along the translational

coordinate leads to a greater variance with the previous theoretical result at higher

energies. It has been observed that decreasing the number of basis functions used

for /?3, R\ and R2 leads to a substantial decrease in computational time but at the

cost of convergence, especially in the low energy regions. Increasing the grid length

along the OH coordinate Ri shows an interesting effect. For longer grids along

Ri, the probabilities are consistently larger than the reported result although the

threshold remains the same.

The Ra and R2 coordinates are represented by sin-DVR grids. The grids for R3

and R2 extend from 1.5 to 14 and 0.4 to 6.0 oq, respectively. A sine DVR of 99 and

25 points is used for R3 and R2 respectively on the three surfaces. For Ri, which

basically acts as a spectator bond, a harmonic oscillator DVR of 8 points is used to

represent the grid points on all the three surfaces considered. The Ri grid extends

from 0.8 to 3.06 ao on the WDSF surface, while the corresponding values are 0.8

to 2.90 ao and 0.8 to 2.80 ao on the WSLFH and YZCL2 surfaces respectively.

For 'ai(2) = l calculations, the Ri grid was extended to 3.07 ao for attaining proper

convergence. For the angles, a 2-dimensional "extended Legendre DVR" [150] has

been employed.

5.2 Results and discussions

Calculations have been carried out to obtain reaction attributes upto a trans

lational energy range of 0.6 eV. The initial Gaussian is placed at R3 = 12.0 an

for the WDSF and YZCL2 surfaces and at 11.0 an for the WSLFH surface. The

width of the Gaussian wave function is dn = 0.18 on all the three surfaces. For

the ai(2) = 1 calculations, the width was increased to dn = 0.3 on all the three

surfaces. The momentum(po) of the initial wave packet is 8.20 on the WDSF and

YZCL2 surfaces and is 7.20 for the WSLFH surface. A smaller value of initial

momentum was required for the wave packet for the ni(2) = 1 calculations. The

initial momentum values were changed to 3.0, 5.8 and 4.7 on the WDSF, WSLFH

and YZCL2 surfaces, respectively. The initial position, width and momentum of

the wave packet significantly affects the reaction probabilities and the parameters

used have been considered so as to cover the entire energy range. The momentum

and width of the wave packet determines the energy distribution and detailed cal

culations have underlined the importance of a perfect energy distributions on the

convergence of reaction probabilities. It has been observed that a good energy dis

tribution strongly influences proper convergence especially at lower energies. The

energy distributions of the initial wave packet for ground ro-vibrational states of

the reagent on the WDSF, WSLFH and YZCL2 surfaces are shown in Figure 5.1

for reference.

The complex absorbing potential starts at R3 = 11 au on the WDSF and YZCL2

surfaces and at R-i = 10 au on the WSLFH surface. The CAP along R2 starts at

7?2 = 3 au on the three surfaces. The strengths and the orders of the CAPs are

(0.008,3) and (0.005,3) along R3 and R2, respectively for both the WDSF and the

YZCL2 surfaces. For the WSLFH surface, the corresponding figures arc (0.0006.3)

and (0.0005,3). The CAP parameters show a significant change for the excited
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Figure 5.1: Energy distribution of the initial wave packet on the WDSE, WSLEH
and YZCL2 surfaces for ground ro-vihrational states of the reactants.

state(ui(2)= 1) calculations. The corresponding numbers for ui(2)= 1 on the WDSE

surface are (0.006,3) and (0.004,3) along and R2, respectively. On WSLFH,

the CAP strengths were increased to 0.015 and 0.01 along Rz and /?2) respectively.

On the YZCL2 surface, the strength remains unchanged along Rz while along R2

the corresponding parameters are (0.015,3). The surface parameters are chosen so

as to minimize the effect of wave packet reflection from the grid ends. Since the

initial wave packet in Rz is already located inside the CAP area, we have used an

automatic CAP which is switched on after 40 fs, when the initial wave packet has

moved outside the CAP area. Extensive tests on all parameters have been carried

out on all parameters have been carried out to attain convergence in results.

For the propagation, we have used a set of three MCTDFI particles. The param

eters for the primitive basis sets employed for each degree of freedom are shown in

Table 5.2. While the R-z and R2 are combined to one mode, the spectator bond A]

5.2 Results and discussions

Mode

{R3.R2)
(i?i. 01, ki)
(02. kz)

Primitive Basis No. of SPFs

Type Size
WDSE/WSLFH/YZCL2 WDSE WSLFH YZCL2

(sin,sin) (99,21) 40 32 42
(HO,KLcg) (8,153) 42 42 46

KLeg 90 _30 32 36

Table 5.2: Parameters for the primitive basis sets employed for each degree of free
dom. The brackets indicate the mode combinations. HO is a harmonic oscillator
DVR; KLeg is a two-dimensional extended Legendre DVR [150].

is combined with a two-dimensional angular grid, 0\,ki. Hence, the mode combina

tion looks like {(A3, A2),(^i, ̂1, A:2)}. We have also carried out tests with

the mode combination of the form {(A3),(Ai, fci),(A2; ̂2, ̂2)}- but the huge

increment in computational time required made it improbable to proceed with.

The number of single particle functions used for the {(A3, A2),(Ai, 61, kx)f62, ̂2)}

mode combinations are 40, 42, 30 on the WDSE surface. While the spfs are 42, 46,

36 for the same mode combination on YZCL2, the WSLFH surface required 32, 42

and 32 spfs for the results to converge. The results are converged with respect to

the number of spfs. The quality of convergence has been checked by checking the

maximum over time of populations of the least occupied natural orbitals which

was close to 10"^ for all calculations.

The numerical parameters used for the potential fit of the surfaces used, are

tabulated in Table 5.3. We used D = 1 for the transformation on the WDSE PES

and D = 2 on the YZCL2 and WSLFH PESs. Then each transformed potential

was fitted separately, 300 natural potentials were used for D = 0, 1 and 2. W hile

applying POTFIT, we have have restricted the surface to a certain region in space,

eg. 1.5< A3 <8.0, 0.8< A2 <4.0, 1.2< Ai <2.2 and V<1.0 eV. Total 10 iterations

were used to get an accurate fit. The relative error was found to be less than 2
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Figure 5.1: Energy distribution of the initial wave packet on the WDSE, WSLEH
and YZCL2 surfaces for ground ro-vibrational states of the reactants.

state(ui(2)= 1) calculations. The corresponding numbers for ui(2)= 1 on the WDSE

surface are (0.006,3) and (0.004,3) along E3 and R2, respectively. On WSLFH,

the CAP strengths were increased to 0.015 and 0.01 along P3 and /?2, respectively.

On the YZCL2 surface, the strength remains unchanged along A3 while along R2

the corresponding parameters are (0.015,3). The surface parameters are chosen so

as to minimize the effect of wave packet reflection from the grid ends. Since the

initial wave packet in A3 is already located inside the CAP area, we have used an

automatic CAP which is switched on after 40 fs, when the initial wave packet has

moved outside the CAP area. Extensive tests on all parameters have been carried

out on all parameters have been carried out to attain convergence in results.

For the propagation, we have used a set of three MCTDH particles. The param

eters for the primitive basis sets employed for each degree of freedom are shown in

Table 5.2. While the A3 and R2 are combined to one mode, the spectator bond A]

5.2 Results and discussions

Alode

(A3,A2)
(Aj
(O2 ■ k2)

Type

(sin.sin)
(HO,KLGg)

KLeg

Primitive Basis No. of SPFs

Size
WDSE/WSLFH/YZCL^ WDSE WSLFH YZCL2

(99,21) 40 32 42
(8,153) 42 42 46

90 30 32 36

Table 5.2: Parameters for the primitive basis sets employed for each degree of free
dom. The brackets indicate the mode combinations. HO is a harmonic oscillator
DVR; KLeg is a two-dimensional extended Legendre DVR [150].

is combined with a two-dimensional angular grid, Qi,ki. Hence, the mode combina

tion looks like {(A3, A2),(Ai, (9i, A:i),(6'2, k2)]. We have also carried out tests with

the mode combination of the form {(A3),(Ai, ̂i, Ai),(A2, 02, ̂2)}: but the huge

increment in computational time required made it improbable to proceed with.

The number of single particle functions used for the {(A3, A2),(Ai, di, Ai),(^2, ̂^2)}

mode combinations are 40, 42, 30 on the WDSE surface. While the spfs are 42, 46,

36 for the same mode combination on YZCL2, the WSLFH surface required 32, 42

and 32 spfs for the results to converge. The results ai^e converged with respect to

the number of spfs. The quality of convergence has been checked by checking the

maximum over time of populations of the least occupied natural orbitals which

was close to 10"^ for all calculations.

The numerical parameters used for the potential fit of the surfaces used, are

tabulated in Table 5.3. We used D = 1 for the transformation on the WDSE PES

and = 2 on the YZCL2 and WSLFH PESs. Then each transformed potential

was fitted separately, 300 natural potentials were used for D = 0, 1 and 2. While

applying POTFIT, we have have restricted the surface to a certain region in space,

eg-. 1.5< A3 <8.0, 0.8< A2 <4.0, 1.2< Ai <2.2 and V<1.0 eV. Total 10 iterations

were used to get an accurate fit. The relative error was found to be less than 2
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Dynamics of H2 + OH Reaction

Number of natural potentials h/h 30/10
Relevant region for coordinate, au 1.50/8.00
Relevant region for Ri coordinate, au Ft\m.inl 1-20/2.20
Relevant region for R2 coordinate, au 0.8/4.00
Relevant region for Oi coordinate, 0.00/3.00
Relevant region for O2 coordinate, ^2^i„/^2^ai 0.00/3.00

Number of iterations A^iier 10

Potential cutoff(V^i,i=0.0 eV) Vmax 1-0 eV

Table 5.3; Numerical parameters for the potential fit for the H-^O system on the
WDSE, WSLFH and YZCL2 PESs.

meV. in the relevant region defined above.

5.2 Results and discussions 87

5.2.2 Reagents in ro-vibrational ground states

A. Reaction probabilities

Reaction probability values for a few selected values of J on the WDSE surface

are shown in Figure 5.2. The reaction probabilities for higher J values exliibit

smooth curves without any major structural distortions or oscillatory behavior.

0.4 ^0.4
j=o

J=3

J=5

J=7

0.3 -J=10 ^0.3 - „ , .
;i:]3 (a) (b)

s  0.2 -J=30 0.2 -

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.1

Collision Energy (eV)
0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

Collision Energy (eV)

Figure 5.2: Reaction prohahilities for J = 0, 3, 5, 7, 10, 13, 17, 20, 24, 30, 36, fO
as a function of collision energy on the WDSE surface are shown in (a) for H2(vi
= 0, ji = 0) + 0H(v2 = 0, j2 = 0). Interpolated reaction probabilities upto J =
42 are shown in (b).

This has enabled us to use the J-interpolation algorithm[61] which gives us the

interpolated probabilities between two accurately calculated probabilities. Every

third reaction probability has been accurately calculated and the intermediate

reaction probabilities have been obtained using the J interpolation algorithm. The

interpolated reaction probabilities for all the J values are shown in Figure 5.2(b).

Extensive tests have been carried out to ensure that the interpolated results are

not ill substantial variance with the exact ones for the same. Exact calculations
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Number of natural potentials h/h 30/10
Relevant region for R-^ coordinate, au 1.50/8.00
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Relevant region for R2 coordinate, au ^2^i„/^2max 0.8/4.00
Relevant region for 61 coordinate, ^\mi-n.l^^rn.ax 0.00/3.00
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Number of iterations R^iter 10

Potential cutoff(V^jji=0.0 eV) Vmax 1-0 eV

Table 5.3: Numerical parameters for the potential fit for the H^O system on the
WDSE, WSLFH and YZCL2 PESs.

meV, in the relevant region defined above.

5.2 Results and discussions 87

5.2.2 Reagents in ro-vibrational ground states

A. Reaction probabilities

Reaction probability values for a few selected values of J on the WDSE surface

are shown in Figure 5.2. The reaction probabilities for higher J values exhibit

smooth curves without any major structural distortions or oscillatory behavior.
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Figure 5.2: Reaction probabilities for J = 0, 3, 5, 7, 10, 13, 17, 20, 24, 30, 36, 40
as a function of collision energy on the WDSE surface are shown in fa) for 7/2/^1
= 0, ji = 0) + 0H(v2 = 0, j2 = 0). Interpolated reaction probabilities upto J =
42 are shown in (b).

This has enabled us to use the J-interpolation algorithm[61] which gives us the

interpolated probabilities between two accurately calculated probabilities. Every

third reaction probability has been accurately calculated and the intermediate

reaction probabilities have been obtained using the J interpolation algorithm. The

interpolated reaction probabilities for all the J values are shown in Figure 5.2(b).

Extensive tests have been carried out to ensure that the interpolated results arc

not in substantial variance with the exact ones for the same. Exact calculations
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have been carried out till J = 42 to attain convergence.
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Collision Energy (eV) Collision Energy (eV)

Figure 5.3: Reaction probabilities for J = 0, 3, 6, 8, 10, 13, 17, 20, 23, 27, 30, 35
and 42 as a function of collision energy on the YZCL2 surface are shown in (a)
for H2(vi = 0, ji = 0) + 0H(v2 = 0, j2 = 0). Interpolated reaction probabilities
upto J= 4^ shown in (b).

A few selected reaction probabilities calculated on the YZCL2 surface over the

collision energy range of 0.1-0.6 eV are given in Figure 5.3(a) while the interpolated

probabilities are shown in Figure 5.3(b). The curves appear smooth over the entire

energy range except a few small humps between 0.4 and 0.55 eV energy range which

eventually smoothen out for higher J values. Similar features were also observed

for the WDSE reaction probabilities near 0.5 eV. Figure 5.4 shows the calculated

and the interpolated reaction probabilities for the WSLFH surface.

Figure 5.5 displays the total reaction probability for J = 0 obtained by the

MCTDH method along with the results of Goldfield et al.[203] on the WDSE

surface upto 0.6 eV. The reaction probabilities for J = 3, 15, 24 have been sep

arately reported by Zhang ct al.[202] Our results show a perfect agreement with

the reported results (not compared in the figure) over the entire energy range

5.2 Results and discussions

Collision Energy (eV)

=d 0 L-

0.6 0.1

Collision Energy (eV)

Figure 5.4: Reaction probabilities for J = 0, 5, 10, 17, 20, 24, 30, 36, 40 as a
function of collision energy on the WSLFH surface are shown in (a)for H2(vi =
0, ji = 0) + 0H(v2 — 0, j2 = 0) . Interpolated reaction probabilities upto J — 40
are shown in (b).
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of the reaction probabilities obtained using MCTDH with
the results of Goldfield and Gray[203j for J = 0 on the WDSE surface. Results
from the Ref. [203] are reproduced with permission.
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have been carried out till J = 42 to attain convergence.
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Figure 5.3: Reaction probabilities for J = 0, 3, 6, 8, 10, 13, 17, 20, 23, 27, 30, 35
and 42 as a function of collision energy on the YZCL2 surface are shown in (a)
for H2(v\ = 0, ji = 0) + 0H(v2 = 0, j2 = 0). Interpolated reaction probabilities
upto J= 4^ shown in (b).

A few selected reaction probabilities calculated on the YZCL2 surface over the

collision energy range of 0.1-0.6 eV are given in Figure 5.3(a) while the interpolated

probabilities are shown in Figure 5.3(b). The curves appear smooth over the entire

energy range except a few small humps between 0.4 and 0.55 eV energy range which

eventually smoothen out for higher J values. Similar features were also observed

for the WDSE reaction probabilities near 0.5 eV. Figure 5.4 shows the calculated

and the interpolated reaction probabilities for the WSLFH surface.

Figure 5.5 displaj^s the total reaction probability for J = 0 obtained by the

MCTDH method along with the results of Goldfield et al.[203] on the WDSE

surface upto 0.6 eV. The reaction probabilities for J = 3, 15, 24 have been sep

arately reported by Zhang et al.[202] Our results show a perfect agreement with

the reported results (not compared in the figure) over the entire energy range

5.2 Results and discussions
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Figure 5.4: Reaction probabilities for J = 0, 5, 10, 17, 20, 24, 30, 36, 4O as a
function of collision energy on the WSLFH surface are shown in (a)for H2(vi =
0, ji = 0) + 0H(v-2 — 0, j2 = 0) . Interpolated reaction probabilities upto J = 40
are shown in (b).
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of the reaction probabilities obtained using MCTDH with
the results of Goldfield and Gray[203] for J = 0 on the WDSE surface. Results
from the Ref. [203] are reproduced with permission.
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considered.

WDSE

WSLFH

YZCL2
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Collision Energy (eV)

Figure 5.6: Comparison of reaction probabilities on the WDSE, WSLFH and
YZCL2 surfaces for J — 0,10 and 20. The reactants H2 and OH are in their
ground ro-vibrational states.

Figure 5.6 shows a detailed comparison of the reaction probabilities on the

WDSE, WSLFH and YZCL2 surfaces for three different J values. It is clearly

evident that at energies near the threshold, reaction probabilities for J= 0 on the

5.2 Results and discussions 91

WDSE surface are higher in comparison to those on WSLFH and YZCL2 surfaces.

The same trend is observed for higher J's too. This is expected, given the incor

rect "trans "nature of the transition state structure which accounts for lower steric

hindrance and higher reaction probabilities. At higher energies, the YZCL2 reac

tion probabilities become more dominant for all Js considered. This arises from

the differences in barrier height on the WDSE and YZCL2 surfaces, with the lower

barrier height accounting for the ease of reaction on the YZCL2 surface. Absence

of any van der Waals well in the WSLFH surface, unlike the WDSE and YZC12

surfaces, results in a decreased focussing effect[247] on the trajectories towards

the products. This accounts for the low probabilities on the WSLFH surface for

all .7s over the entire energy range.

B. Integral cross sections and rate constants

The cross sections show a steep enhancement with increase in translational en

ergy in accordance with the trend observed for exothermic reactions. Fig 5.7

displays the converged integral reaction cross sections, calculated on the WDSE

and YZCL2 surfaces and their comparison with the respective reference results.

The cross section obtained on the WDSE surface is in excellent agreement with

the fully converged numerically exact integral reaction cross section reported by

Zhang and co-workers[202] over the entire energy range. The YZCL2 results are

given in comparison to that of Yang et al.[160]. The MCTDH results are in good

agreement with those of Yang et al. at lower energies. The resonance structures

visible in the reaction probabilities for YZCL2 arc washed out by the summation

over J in the cross section results.

The integral cross sections obtained on the WDSE, YZCL2 and WSLFH surfaces
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Figure 5.6; Comparison of reaction probabilities on the WDSE, WSLFH and
YZCL2 surfaces for J = 0,10 and 20. The reactants H2 and OH are in their
ground ro-vibrational states.

Figure 5.6 shows a detailed comparison of the reaction probabilities on the

WDSE, WSLFH and YZCL2 surfaces for three different J values. It is clearly

evident that at energies near the threshold, reaction probabilities for J= 0 on the

5.2 Results and discussions

WDSE surface are higher in comparison to those on WSLFH and YZCL2 surfaces.

The same trend is observed for higher J's too. This is expected, given the incor

rect "trans "nature of the transition state structure which accounts for lower steric

hindrance and higher reaction probabilities. At higher energies, the YZCL2 reac

tion probabilities become more dominant for all Js considered. This arises from

the differences in barrier height on the WDSE and YZCL2 surfaces, with the lower

barrier height accounting for the ease of reaction on the YZCL2 surface. Absence

of any van der Waals well in the WSLFH surface, unlike the WDSE and YZC12

surfaces, results in a decreased focussing effect[247] on the trajectories towards

the products. This accounts for the low probabilities on the WSLFH surface for

all ./s over the entire energy range.

B. Integral cross sections and rate constants

The cross sections show a steep enhancement with increase in translational en

ergy in accordance with the trend observed for exothermic reactions. Fig 5.7

displays the converged integral reaction cross sections, calculated on the WDSE

and YZCL2 surfaces and their comparison with the respective reference results.

The cross section obtained on the WDSE surface is in excellent agreement with

the fully converged numerically exact integral reaction cross section reported by

Zhang and co-workers[202] over the entire energy range. The YZCL2 results are

given in comparison to that of Yang et al.[160]. The MCTDH results are in good

agreement with those of Yang et al. at lower energies. The resonance structures

visible in the reaction probabilities for YZCL2 are washed out by the summation

over J in the cross section results.

The integral cross sections obtained on the WDSE, YZCL2 and WSLFH surfaces
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Fi°'ure 5.7: Integral reaction cross sections as a function of collision energy on
the WDSE surface (a) and on the YZCL2 surface (b) for H2(vi = 0, ji = 0) +
OH(v2 = 0, h = 0)- The present MCTDH results[248] are compared with the
results of Zhang et al.[202] and Yang et al.flGOj Reference results are reproduced
with permission.

are compared in Figure 5.8. The reaction threshold has a small positive energy

shift for the YZCL2 surface. The WSLFH surface shows significantly lower cross

sections over the entire energy range, compared to the WDSE and YZCL2 surfaces.

This is expected to result from the difference in the topology of the reagent valleys.

The presence of a van der Waals minimum in the entrance channel for both WDSE

and YZCL2 surfaces results in increased reactivity by virtue of a focussing effect

on the trajectories towards the saddle point region [247]. The absence of any

such well in the WSLFH surface contributes to the overall reduced reactivity. The

cross sections on the WDSE PES is marginally higher than the cross sections on

the YZCL2 surface at lower energies. In the higher energy range, the results on

YZCL2 show a significant enhancement over the WDSE cross sections.

There are two competing factors at play which influence the contrasting trends

5.2 Results and discussions

WDSE

YZCL2

5 -WSLFH

Collision Energy (eV)

Figure 5.8; Comparison of integral cross sections on the WDSE, YZCL2 and
WSLFH surfaces with the reagents in their ground ro-vibrational states.

on the three surfaces. At higher energies, the difference in cross sections is due to

the difference in barrier heights between the two surfaces. The energy difference

between H2 + OH and the saddle point for the abstraction reaction are 0.264

eV and 0.2.34 eV on the WDSE and YZCL2 surfaces, respectively. This results

in enhanced reaction probability with increase in translational energy. The de

pendence on the barrier height solely is unable to account for the higher cross

sections for the WDSE at lower energies. We have to consider the transition state

structures of H-O-H-H on the two PESs as shown in Figure 5.9. The transition

state is a cis structure on the YZCL2 and WSLFH PESs while it is a trans on

the WDSE PES, which has been shown to be incorrect by later studies[203]. For

the formation of the cis structure, the H2 molecule will have to encounter consid

erable steric hindrance on its approach to the OH moiety. The WDSE transition

state would be attained with comparatively lesser hindrance resulting in favor-
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Figure 5.7: Integral reaction cross sections as a function of collision energy on
the WDSE surface (a) and on the YZCL2 surface (b) for H2(vi = 0, ji = 0) +
OH(u2 ̂  0, j2 ^ 0). The present MCTDH results[248] are compared with the
results of Zhang et al.[202] and Yang et al.[160] Reference results are reproduced
with permission.

are compared in Figure 5.8. The reaction threshold has a small positive energy

shift for the YZCL2 surface. The WSLFH surface shows significantly lower cross

sections over the entire energy range, compared to the WDSE and YZCL2 surfaces.

This is expected to result from the difference in the topology of the reagent valleys.

The presence of a van der Waals minimum in the entrance channel for both WDSE

and YZCL2 surfaces results in increased reactivity by virtue of a focussing effect

on the trajectories towards the saddle point region [247]. The absence of any

such well in the WSLFH surface contributes to the overall reduced reactivity. The

cross sections on the WDSE EES is marginally higher than the cross sections on

the YZCL2 surface at lower energies. In the higher energy range, the results on

YZCL2 show a significant enhancement over the WDSE cross sections

There are two competing factors at play which influence the contrasting trends
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of integral cross sections on the WDSE, YZCL2 and
WSLFH surfaces with the reagents in their ground ro-vibrational states.

on the three surfaces. At higher energies, the difference in cross sections is due to

the difference in barrier heights between the two surfaces. The energy difference

between H2 + OH and the saddle point for the abstraction reaction are 0.264

eV and 0.2.34 eV on the WDSE and YZCL2 surfaces, respectively. This results

in enhanced reaction probability with increase in translational energy. The de

pendence on the barrier height solely is unable to account for the higher cross

sections for the WDSE at lower energies. Wc have to consider the transition state

stiuctures of H-O-H-H on the two PESs as shown in Figure 5.9. The transition

state is a cts structure on the YZCL2 and WSLFH PESs while it is a trans on

the WDSE PES, which has been shown to be incorrect by later studies[203]. For

the formation of the cis structure, the H2 molecule will have to encounter consid

erable steric hindrance on its approach to the OH moiety. The WDSE transition

state would be attained with comparatively lesser hindrance rcsultine; in favor-
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WDSE WSLFH YZCL2
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Figure 5.9: Comparison of transition state structures of H2OH on the WDSE,
WSLFH and YZCL2 surfaces.

able formation of products at lower energies. At higher translational energies, the

reagents have enough energy to overcome the steric hindrance and it is the barrier

height which becomes more influential. The reactive H-H bond makes an angle

of 16.3.6° with the non-spectator O-H bond in the transition state on the YZCL2

surface and 194.2° for the WDSE surface. The bond length of the reactive H-H

bond in the transition state is 0.8192 A on the YZCL2 PES and 0.8679 A on the

WDSE surface. This results in greater ease of bond cleavage at lower energies for

the WDSE surface leading to formation of H2O. A similar pattern is observed for

the non-spectator O-H bond which is formed simultaneously with the H-H bond

cleavage. The O-H bond length being 1.221 A on the WDSE PES is closer to the

product O-H bond length of 0.96 A than the YZCL2 transition state bond length

of 1.356 A. The bond lengths of the WDSE transition state structure indicate a

smoother conversion to the product H2O molecule at lower translational energies

compared to the transition state on the YZCL2 PES.

Figure 5.10 displays the rate constants we obtained for the WDSE, WSLFH

and YZCL2 surfaces along with previously published experimental and theoreti

cal results. The rate constants obtained on all the three surfaces are also tab

ulated in Table 5.4 along with the reference theoretical and experimental re-

5.2 Results and discussions
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Figure 5.10: Rate constants for the H2(ni = 0,yi = 0) + 0H(n2 = 0,j/2 = Q)reaction.
The present MCTDH results are compared with the theoretical results from the
following references: Manthe et al.[249], Truhlar et al.[250], Goldfield et al.[203],
Troya et al.[205]. Experimental results of Baulch et al.[187], Orkzn et al.[185],
Tully et al.[175] and Talukdar et al.[183] are also shown.

suits. The WDSE surface results show a good agreement with experimental

results[175. 183, 185, 187] above 400 K. But at lower temperatures, the rate

constants are clearly overestimated. While the experimental rate at 200 K is

4.30x10"^® cnP molcculc"^s~^[185], the calculated rate on the WDSE surface is

1.65x10"^^ cm^ moleculc"hs-i being higher by a factor of ~ 4. The higher reac

tivity at lower temperatures owes its origin to the erroneous but favorable "trans"

transition state on the WDSE surface. At lower temperatures, initial reactiv

ity remains much higher compared to the other surfaces which have a corrected

"cis" structure as discussed in the previous section. This is evident from the rate

constants obtained on the WSLFH and YZCL2 surfaces, which are 1.85x10"'^

cm'^ molecule Ls' ^ and 3.81x10"^® cm^ molecule" respectively at 200 K, be-
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Figure 5.9: Comparison of transition state structures of H2OH on the WDSE,
WSLFH and YZCL2 surfaces.

able formation of products at lower energies. At higher translational energies, the

reagents have enough energy to overcome the steric hindrance and it is the barrier

height which becomes more influential. The reactive H-H bond makes an angle

of 163.6° with the non-spectator 0-H bond in the transition state on the YZCL2

surface and 194.2° for the WDSE surface. The bond length of the reactive H-H

bond in the transition state is 0.8192 A on the YZCL2 PES and 0.8679 A on the

WDSE surface. This results in greater ease of bond cleavage at lower energies for

the WDSE surface leading to formation of H2O. A similar pattern is observed for

the non-spectator 0-H bond which is formed simultaneously with the H-H bond

cleavage. The 0-H bond length being 1.221 A on the WDSE PES is closer to the

product O-H bond length of 0.96 A than the YZCL2 transition state bond length

of 1.356 A. The bond lengths of the WDSE transition state structure indicate a

smoother conversion to the product H2O molecule at lower translational energies

compared to the transition state on the YZCL2 PES.

Figure 5.10 displays the rate constants we obtained for the WDSE, WSLFH

and YZCL2 surfaces along with previously published experimental and theoreti

cal results. The rate constants obtained on all the three surfaces are also tab

ulated in Table 5.4 along with the reference theoretical and experimental re-

5.2 Results and discussions
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Figure 5.10: Rate constants for the H2(ui = 0,A = 0) + OH(u2 = 0,_72 = O)reaction.
The present MCTDH results are compared with the theoretical results from the
following references: Manthe et al.[249], Truhlar et al.[250], Goldfield et al.[203],
Troya et al.[205]. Experimental results of Baulch et al.[187], Orkin et al.[185],
Tully et al.[175] and Talukdar et al.[183] are also shown.

suits. The WDSE surface results show a good agreement with experimental

results[175. 183, 185, 187] above 400 K. But at lower temperatures, the rate

constants are clearly overestimated. While the experimental rate at 200 K is

4.30x10"^® cm^ molccule"^s"^[185], the calculated rate on the WDSE surface is

1.65x10"^^ cm^ molecule being higher by a factor of ~ 4. The higher reac

tivity at lower temperatures owes its origin to the erroneous but favorable "trans''

transition state on the WDSE surface. At lower temperatures, initial reactiv

ity remains much higher compared to the other surfaces which have a corrected

"cis'' structure as discussed in the previous section. This is evident from the rate

constants obtained on the WSLFH and YZCL2 surfaces, which are 1.85x10""^®

cm^ molecule hs ^ and 3.81x10"^® cm^ molecule"Ls~^ respective^ at 200 K, be-
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ing lower than the experimental rate constant. The rate constants obtained on

the WDSE surface at higher temperatures are comparatively closer to the exper

imental values. The rate constant of 7.37x10"^^ cm^ molecule"^s~^, obtained

on the WDSE surface agrees well with the experimental value of 8.3x10"^^ cm^

molecule~^s~^[187] at 750 K.

Rate constants for WSLFH obtained using full dimensional quantum calcula

tions including the Coriolis coupling are being reported for the first time and

presents a proper estimate on the accuracy of the potential energy surface. A cor

rected initial orientation for the transition state structure results in much improved

agreement for reactivity at lower temperatures, in comparison to the WDSE sur

face. In analogy with the variation seen between the J-shifting and exact results

on the WDSE surface, Goldfield and Gray[203] had predicted that the exact rate

constants on WSLFH surface to be lower than the ./-shifting results by a factor

of 2 and subsequently by a factor of 4 in comparison with the experimental re

sults. The results we have obtained at low temperatures are an improvement over

the /-shifting results and much closer to the experimentally reported rate con

stants. The calculated rate constant at 330 K is 7.15x10"^^ cm^ molecule'^s"^

which is less than the experimentally obtained rate constant of 1.26x10"^'^ cm^

molecule" [185] by a factor of ~ 1.7. At 500 K, the MCTDH rate constant

of 7.11x10"^^ cm^ molecule"^s"^ is closer to the experimental value of 1.4x10"^^

cm^ molecule~^s~^. In comparison a value of 6.9x10"^^ cm^ molecule"^s"^ was

obtained by Goldfield and Gray[203] and 6.82x10"^^ cm^ molecule"^s~^ by Truh-

lar et al.[250] The QCT rate constant obtained by Troya et al.[205] at 500 K is

1.12x10"^^ cm^ molecule"^s"^ is closer to the experimental result, in comparison

to the quantum results. This could be an 'Accidental" accuracy, since the QCT

5.2 Results and discussions

results would have shown agreement with the quantum results, if they were accu

rate. The rate constant values on the WSLFH surface show an underestimation in

comparison to experimental values, on account of the absence of the van der Waals

attractive well in the ah initio calculations for the WSLFH surface resulting in

decreased reactivit\- over the entire energy range. The results on the YZCL2 sur

face. the most exact surface reported till date, show an excellent agreement with

the experimental rate constants over the entire range of temperatures considered.

The rate constant calculated on the YZCL2 surface at 576 K is 2.35x10"^^ cm^

molecule~^s"^ with the corresponding experimental value being 2.34x10"^^ cm^

molecule~^s~Ql75]. The variation from the experimental results over the entire

range of temperatures is limited to a factor of ~ 1.1.
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ing lower than the experimental rate constant. The rate constants obtained on

the WDSE surface at higher temperatures are comparatively closer to the exper

imental values. The rate constant of 7.37xl0~^^ cm^ molecule" obtained

on the WDSE surface agrees well with the experimental value of 8.3x10"^^ cm^

molecule"^s"^[187] at 750 K.

Rate constants for WSLFH obtained using full dimensional quantum calcula

tions including the Coriolis coupling are being reported for the first time and

presents a proper estimate on the accuracy of the potential energy surface. A cor

rected initial orientation for the transition state structure results in much improved

agreement for reactivity at lower temperatures, in comparison to the WDSE sur

face. In analogy with the variation seen between the J-shifting and exact results

on the WDSE surface, Goldfield and Gray[203] had predicted that the exact rate

constants on WSLFH surface to be lower than the ./-shifting results by a factor

of 2 and subsequently by a factor of 4 in comparison with the experimental re

sults. The results we have obtained at low temperatures are an improvement over

the /-shifting results and much closer to the experimentally reported rate con

stants. The calculated rate constant at 330 K is 7.15x10"^^ cm^ molecule~^s"^

which is less than the experimentally obtained rate constant of 1.26x10"^"^ cm^

molecule" [185] by a factor of 1.7. At 500 K, the MCTDH rate constant

of 7.11x10"^'^ cm^ molecule~^s"^ is closer to the experimental value of 1.4x10"^^

cm^ molecule~^s"b In comparison a value of 6.9x10"^^ cm^ molecule~^s"^ was

obtained by Goldfield and Gray[203] and 6.82x10"^'^ cm^ molecule"^s"^ by Truh-

lar et al.[250] The QCT rate constant obtained by Troya et al.[205] at 500 K is

1.12x10"^^ cm^ molecule"^s"^ is closer to the experimental result, in comparison

to the quantum results. This could be an 'Accidental" accuracj^, since the QCT

5.2 Results and discussions

results would have shown agreement with the quantum results, if thej^ were accu

rate. The rate constant values on the WSLFH surface show an underestimation in

comparison to experimental values, on account of the absence of the van der Waals

attractive well in the ah initio calculations for the WSLFH surface resulting in

decreased reactivity over the entire energy range. The results on the YZCL2 sur

face. the most exact surface reported till date, show an excellent agreement with

the experimental rate constants over the entire range of temperatures considered.

The rate constant calculated on the YZCL2 surface at 576 K is 2.35x10"^^^ cm^

moleeule"^s~^ with the corresponding experimental value being 2.34x10"^'^ cm^

molecule"^5~^[175]. The variation from the experimental results over the entire

range of temperatures is limited to a factor of ~ 1.1.
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5.2.3 Reagents in ro-vibrational excited states

5.2.3.1 Effect of reagent vibration

Figure 5.11 shows the effect of vibrational excitation of the two reagents on reac

tion cross section for the three surfaces. The ni(2)== 1 results on the WDSE and

YZCL2 surfaces are compared with the cross sections for the ground ro-vibrational

states[248] and the literature values[160. 202]. For the WSLFH surface, we report

the exact quantum d\mamical results reported for the ground as well as for the

excited states. It is worth mentioning here that the vibrationally excited cross

sections for the H2 + OH system on the YZCL2 FES are being reported for the

first time while previous calculations on WSLFH by Troya et al.[205] used the

QCT methodology for the H2(ni,ji = 1) + OH(n2,j2 = 2) process.

For H2(i'i = 1) on the WDSE surface, the present results show sharp peaks in

accordance with the previous CS results. But these peaks are absent in the results

for WSLFH and YZCL2 surfaces. These peaks for WDSE owe their origin to the

presence of unphysical wells in the entrance channel and has been discussed in the

literature[231]. The initial high peaks in the probabilities contribute significantly

to the large values of cross sections for H2(ni = 1) on the WDSE surface. The cross

sections for vibrational excitation of H2 show a steady and significant increase on

both the YZCL2 and YTSLFH surfaces in comparison to the respective ground

state cross sections. For 0H(n2 = 1), although both the present CC and CS[231]

cross sections show an enhancement in comparison to OH(u2 = 0) on the WDSE

surface, there is a difference in the quantum of enhancement observed. At lower

energies, the CC cross sections are larger than the CS cross sections wdiile at

higher energies the CS calculations overestimate the exact cross sections. On the
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5.2.3 Reagents in ro-vibrational excited states

5.2.3.1 Effect of reagent vibration

Figure 5.11 shows the effect of vibrational excitation of the two reagents on reac

tion cross section for the three surfaces. The ni(2)= 1 results on the WDSE and

YZCL2 surfaces are compared with the cross sections for the ground ro-vibrational

statcs[248] and the literature values[160, 202]. For the WSLFH surface, we report

the exact quantum dynamical results reported for the ground as well as for the

excited states. It is worth mentioning here that the vibrationally excited cross

sections for the H2 + OH system on the YZCL2 FES are being reported for the

first time while previous calculations on WSLFH by Troya et al.[205] used the

QCT methodology for the H2(ni,ji = 1) + OH(n2,j2 2) process.

For H2(i'i = 1) on the WDSE surface, the present results show sharp peaks in

accordance with the previous GS results. But these peaks are absent in the results

for WSLEH and YZCL2 surfaces. These peaks for WDSE owe their origin to the

presence of unphysical wells in the entrance channel and has been discussed in the

literature[231]. The initial high peaks in the probabilities contribute significantly
to the large values of cross sections for H2(ni = 1) on the WDSE surface. The cross

sections for vibrational excitation of H2 show a steady and significant increase on

both the YZCL2 and WSLFH surfaces in comparison to the respective ground

state cross sections. For 0H(ii2 = 1), although both the present CC and CS[231]

cross sections show an enhancement in comparison to 0H(n2 = 0) on the W^DSE

surface, there is a difference in the quantum of enhancement observed. At lower

energies, the CC cross sections are larger than the CS cross sections while at

higher energies the CS calculations overestimate the exact cross sections. On the
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Figure 5.11: Effect of initial vibrational excitations of the reagents on the integral
reaction cross sections. Shown are the cross sections for the reactions H2(vi =
O^ji — 0) + OH(v2 = 0,j2 = 0) H2O+H, denoted as 00, and H2(r>i = fji =
0) + OH(v2 = 0,j2 ^ 0) H2O+H, denoted as 10, and H2(vi = 0,ji = 0) d-
0H(v2 = l,j2 = 0) H2O+H, denoted as 01, on (a) WDSE, (b) WSLEH and
(c) YZCL2 surfaces. The 6D-CS results of Zhang et al.[231] are also shown for
comparison.

WSLFH surface, the cross sections show a marginal decrease at lower energies and

an increase at higher energies while the results show an uniform decrease over the

5.2 Results and discussions

entire range of energies for the YZCL2 surface.
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E
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Figure 5.12: Effect of the reagent vibrational excitations on the rate constants for
H2(vi = l,ji — 0) + 0H(v2 = 0,j2 = 0) H2O + H, denoted as 10, and H2(vi —
Oji =- 0) + 0H(v2 = fj2 = 0) H2O+H, denoted as 01, processes on WDSE,
WSLFH and YZCL2 surfaces. The results for H2(vi = 0,ji = 0) + 0H(v2 =
0,j2 = 0) ̂  H2O + H, denoted as 00(248], are also shown with the experimental
results of Zellner et al.[96j,Glass et al.[97],Hanf et al.[95]. The 6D-CS results of
Zhang et al.[231] are also shown for comparison.

The enhancement of reactivity is expected to be strongest for excitation along
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Figure 5.11: Effect of initial vibrational excitations of the reagents on the integral
reaction cross sections. Shown are the cross sections for the reactions H2 (v\ =
0,2^ = 0) + 0H(v2 = 0,22 = 0) H2O+H, denoted as 00, and H2(vi — fji —
0) + OH(v2 = 0,j2 — 0) H2O+H, denoted as 10, and H2(vi = 0,ji = 0) +
0H(v2 = 1/12 = 0) H2O+H, denoted as 01, on (a) WDSE, (b) WSLFH and
(c) YZCL2 surfaces. The 6D-CS results of Zhang et al.[231] are also shown for
comparison.

WSLFH surface; the cross sections show a marginal decrease at lower energies and

an increase at higher energies while the results show an uniform decrease over the

5.2 Results and discussions

entire range of energies for the YZCL2 surface.
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Figure 5.12: Effect of the reagent vibrational excitations on the rate constants for
H2(vi = Lji = 0) + 0H(v2 - 0,22 0) ^ H2O + H, denoted as 10, and H2(v^ =
0,2i = 0) + OH(v2 = 1/12 = 0) H2O+H, denoted as 01, processes on WDSE,
WSLFH and YZCL2 surfaces. The results for H2(vi = 0,ji = 0) + 0H(v2 =
0,22 = 0) ^ H2O + H, denoted as 00[248j, are also shown with the experimental
results of Zellner et al. [96],Glass et al.[97],Hanf et al.[95]. The 6D-CS results of
Zhang et al.[231] are also shown for comparison.

The enhancement of reactivity is expected to be strongest for excitation along
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T{K)
WDSE

9.00E^12

1.13E-11

1.38E-11

1.64E-11

1.91E-11

2.17E-11

MCTDH

WSLFH

1.89E-13

5.28E-13

1.08E-12

1.85E-12

2.80E-12

3.89E-12

YZCL2

1.27E-13

4.32E-13

9.99E-13

1.83E-12

2.91E-12

4.19E-12

Dynamics of H2 + OH Reaction

Literature

WDSE" Experiment''

9.02E-12 1.2E-13

1.16E-11

Table 5.5; Comparison of MCTDH initial state selected rate constants on the
WDSE, WSLFH and YZCL2 surfaces for H2(vi = l,ji = 0) + 0H(v2 = 0,j2 =
0) —>• H2O + H with the theoretical results of "'Zhang et al.[231](6D-CS) and the
experimental results of^Hanf et al.[95].

the bond which is broken in the reaction. The same trend is visible on all the

three surfaces with the enhancement in cross sections for vibrational excitation

along the H-H bond being much higher compared to that along the O-H bond[94].

The OH bond remains essentially unchanged during the course of the reaction

while the H-H bond length shows a significant enlargement in the transition state

geometry and this results in a distinct enhancement in reactivity. The increment

in H-H bond length at the transition state is approximately around 14 percent

for WDSE and WSLFH surfaces while being around 10 percent for the YZCL2

surface[94]. This is quite a significant value considering the almost unchanged O-

H bond length. This confirms the spectator nature of the O-H bond whereas the

H-H bond couples strongly with the reaction coordinate motion and its vibrational

excitation influences reactivity.

Our computed rate constants for vibrational excitation of the reagents are shown

in Figure 5.12 while the data are tabulated in Table 4.5 and Table 4.6. The effect of

excitation of H2 on the rate constants for all the three surfaces considered is shown

in Figure 5.12(a) and compared with experimental results. Wc should keep in

5.2 Results and discussions

T(Y) MCTDH Literature

WDSE WSLFH YZCL2 WDSE"

300 2.72E-14 2.19E-15 1.67E-15 1.90E-14

400 7.63E-14 1.71E-14 1.53E-14 7.26E-14

500 1.89E-13 6.50E-14 6.43E-14 1.96E-13

600 3.83E-13 1.67E-13 1.77E-13 4.15E-13

700 6.73E-13 3.36E-13 3.75E-13 7.40E-13

800 1.06E-12 5.79E-13 6.68E-13 1.18E-12

Table 5.6; Comparison of MCTDH initial state selected rate constants on the
WDSE, WSLFH and YZCL2 surfaces for H2(vi = 0,ji = 0) + 0H(v2 = l,j2 =
0) H2O + H with results of "Zhang et al.[231](6D-CS).

mind that our calculated rate constant is for the reaction at the ground rotational

state of the reagents while the experimental results involve thermal averaging over

the rotational state of the reagents. Vibrational excitation leads to a significant

enhancement in rate constants for excitation for H2 which is the bond which breaks

in the course of the reaction. The WDSE results show a good agreement with the

previously reported data on this surface calculated with CS approximation[231]

although they highly overestimate the experimental results. The initial high peak

in the cross sections arising from the inaccuracy in the surface is responsible for

the exceptionally high increase of rate constants on the WDSE surface. EarH

experimental flow tube studies by Zellncr et al.[96] and Glass et al.[97] reported

absolute values (7.5±3) x 10"^^ cm^ molecule~^s~^ and (9.9±2.4) x 10 cm^

molecule^Ls"^ respectively for H2(ni = l) at room temperatures. This amounted to

an enhancement in rate constants by a factor of 120 and 155 respectively at room

temperature. The rate constant obtained by recent laser spectroscopic studies

performed by Hanf et al.[95] for H2(ni=l) is (1.2±0.1)10'^^ cm^ molecule^^s^^

at room temperature which is much smaller compared to the previous results.

Our calculations on the YZCL2 surface, which is the most accurate surface for
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T{K)
WDSE

9.00&12

1.13&11

1.38E-11

1.64E-11

1.91E-11

2.17E-11

MCTDH

WSLFH

1.89E-13

5.28E-13

1.08E-12

1.85E-12

2.80E-12

3.89E-12

YZCL2

1.27E-13

4.32E-13

9.99E-13

1.83E-12

2.91E-12

4.19E-12

Literature

WDSE" Experiment''

9.02E-12 1.2E-13

1.16E-11

Table 5.5: Comparison of MCTDH initial state selected rate constants on the
WDSE, WSLFH and YZCL2 surfaces for H2(vi = l,ji ^ 0) + 0H(v2 = 0,j2 =
0) H2O + H with the theoretical results ofZhang et al.[231](6D-CS) and the
experimental results of^Hanf et al.[95].

the bond which is broken in the reaction. The same trend is visible on all the

three surfaces with the enhancement in cross sections for vibrational excitation

along the H-H bond being much higher compared to that along the O-H bond[94].

The OH bond remains essentially unchanged during the course of the reaction

while the H-H bond length shows a significant enlargement in the transition state

geometry and this results in a distinct enhancement in reactivity. The increment

in H-H bond length at the transition state is approximately around 14 percent

for WDSE and WSLFH surfaces while being around 10 percent for the YZCL2

surface[94]. This is quite a significant value considering the almost unchanged O-

H bond length. This confirms the spectator nature of the O-H bond whereas the

H-H bond couples strongly with the reaction coordinate motion and its vibrational

excitation influences reactivity.

Our computed rate constants for vibrational excitation of the reagents are shown

in Figure 5.12 while the data are tabulated in Table 4.5 and Table 4.6. The effect of

excitation of H2 on the rate constants for all the three surfaces considered is shown

in Figure 5.12(a) and compared with experimental results. We should keep in

5.2 Results and discussions

T{K) MCTDH Literature

WDSE WSLFH YZCL2 WDSE"

300 2.72E-14 2.19E-15 1.67E-15 1.90E-14

400 7.63E-14 1.71E-14 1.53E-14 7.26E-14

500 1.89E-13 6.50E-14 6.43E-14 1.96E-13

600 3.83E-13 1.67E-13 1.77E-13 4.15E-13

700 6.73E-13 3.36E-13 3.75E-13 7.40E-13

800 1.06E-12 5.79E-13 6.68E-13 1.18E-12

Table 5.6: Comparison of MCTDH initial state selected rate constants on the
WDSE, WSLFH and YZCL2 surfaces for H2(vi = 0,ji = 0) + 0H(v2 = l,j2 =
0) H2O + H with results of "'Zhang et al.[231](6D-CS).

mind that our calculated rate constant is for the reaction at the ground rotational

state of the reagents while the experimental results involve thermal averaging over

the rotational state of the reagents. Vibrational excitation leads to a significant

enhancement in rate constants for excitation for H2 which is the bond which breaks

in the course of the reaction. The WDSE results show a good agreement with the

previously reported data on this surface calculated with CS approximation[231]

although they highly overestimate the experimental results. The initial high peak

in the cross sections arising from the inaccuracy in the surface is responsible for

the exceptionally high increase of rate constants on the WDSE surface. Early

experimental flow tube studies by Zellner et al.[96] and Glass et al.[97] reported

absolute values (7.5±3) x cnH molccule^^s"^ and (9.9±2.4) x 10 cnY

molecule~Ls~^ respectively for H2(ni = l) at room temperatures. This amounted to

an enhancement in rate constants by a factor of 120 and 155 respectively at room

temperature. The rate constant obtained by recent laser spectroscopic studies

performed by Hanf et al.[95] for H2(ni=l) is (1.2±0.1)10^^^ cm^ molecule^^s'^

at room temperature which is much smaller compared to the previous results.

Our calculations on the YZCL2 surface, which is the most accurate surface for
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this reaction system till date, gives a rate constant value of 1.27 x 10"^^ cm^

molecule~^s~^ which shows an excellent agreement with the results of Hanf et

al.[95]. The rate constants for H2(ui=l) increase by a factor of 20 on the YZCL2

surface in comparison to the H2(ui=0) rate constants. The rate constants obtained

on the WSLFH surface is 1.89 x 10~^^ cm^ molecule'^s"^ which is higher than

that obtained on the YZCL2 surface. The difference in the increments of the H-

H bond length at the transition states for the YZCL2 and the WSLFH surfaces

affects the rate of enhancement on the two surfaces. The YZCL2 rate constants

are observed to be smaller than those for WSLFH at lower temperatures while in

the higher temperature range the rate constants for the YZCL2 surface are larger.

Figure 5.12(b) shows the rate constants of 0H(u2 = 1) in comparison to the

ground state rate constants. Excitation of the non-reactive OH bond gives a rela

tively small but non-negligible enhancement over the entire range of temperatures

for the W^DSE surface in accordance with previously reported results[231]. An

enhancement factor of 1.6 is obtained for 0H(u2 ~ 1) with respect to OH(u2 = 0)

in our CC results which is comparable with the factor of 1.7 obtained by Zhang

et al. in their CS calculations[231]. An experimental study performed by Glass et

al.[177] to obtain rate constant for 0H(u2 — 1) have reported an upper limit of 1

X  cm^ molecule"^s"^ at room temperatures. Similar studies performed by

flow tube methodology for H2(ui = 1)[97] have been shown to highly overestimate

the rate constants in comparison to recent laser spectroscopic studies[95] which

questions the accuracy of the values obtained for 0H(u2 = 1)- The rate constant

on the YZCL2 value at 300 K is 1.7 x 10"^^ cm^ molecule" while that on

the WSLFH surface is 2.2 x 10"^^ cm^ moleculc"^s"L For the WSLFH surface

the effect of excitation of OH is seen to be negligible over the entire temperature
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range with k{v2 = l)/k(v2 = 0) being close to 1 over the entire range. For the

YZCL2 surface, a steady decrease in rate constants is observed over the entire

temperature range considered.

5.2.3.2 Effect of reagent rotation

The effect of rotation of the reagents on the reactivity has been studied over the

last two dccadcs[160, 196, 197, 202, 205, 246. 249]. In Figure 5.13, we present the

6D-CC results on all the three surfaces. Previously reported results on WDSE by

Zhang et al. were either 6D-CS[246] or 5D-CC[202] calculations. For WSLFH,

this is the first set of quantum dynamical calculations for rotational excitations

and the results are in sync with the QCT results performed earlier[205]. We also

show in the same figure the MCTDH results on YZCL2 and compare against the

6D-CC results available[160]. Below we provide a comprehensive analysis of the

present results in comparison with the literature results and the dependence of

the results on the surface topology.

For rotational excitation of H2, the observed decrease in reactivity in com

parison to the ground state results are similar to that observed for 6D-CS[246]

and 5D-CC[202] results on WDSE. For the WSLFH surface, the cross sections

shows an increase with increase in rotation throughout the entire energy range.

This is in accordance with the effects of rotational excitation observed in QCT

calculations[205]. The YZCL2 surface shows an initial increase in reactivity at

lower energies followed by a decrease at higher energies, although to a lesser ex

tent compared to the results on WDSE. The initial transition state conformation

is favorable for the WDSE surface [248] and this is evident from higher ground
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this reaction system till date, gives a rate constant value of 1.27 x 10"^^ cm^

molecule~^s~^ which shows an excellent agreement with the results of Hanf et

al.[95]. The rate constants for H2(ui=l) increase by a factor of 20 on the YZCL2

surface in comparison to the H2(ui=G) rate constants. The rate constants obtained

on the WSLFH surface is 1.89 x 10~^^ cm^ molecule^^s"^ which is higher than

that obtained on the YZCL2 surface. The difference in the increments of the H-

H bond length at the transition states for the YZCL2 and the WSLFH surfaces

affects the rate of enhancement on the two surfaces. The YZCL2 rate constants

are observed to be smaller than those for WSLFH at lower temperatures while in

the higher temperature range the rate constants for the YZCL2 surface are larger.

Figure 5.12(b) shows the rate constants of 0H(u2 = 1) in comparison to the

ground state rate constants. Excitation of the non-reactive OH bond gives a rela

tively small but non-negligible enhancement over the entire range of temperatures

for the WDSE surface in accordance with previously reported results[231]. An

enhancement factor of 1.6 is obtained for OH(u2 = 1) with respect to OH(u2 = 0)

in our CC results which is comparable with the factor of 1.7 obtained by Zhang

et al. in their CS calculations[231]. An experimental study performed by Glass et

al.[177] to obtain rate constant for 0H(u2 = 1) have reported an upper limit of 1

X 10"^'^ cm^ molecule"^s"^ at room temperatures. Similar studies performed by

flow tube methodology for H2(ui = 1)[97] have been shown to highly overestimate

the rate constants in comparison to recent laser spectroscopic studies[95] which

questions the accuracy of the values obtained for 0H(u2 = 1)- The rate constant

on the YZCL2 value at 300 K is 1.7 x 10~^® cm^ molecule~^s~^ while that on

the WSLFH surface is 2.2 x 10"^^ cm^ molecule~^s~L For the WSLFH surface

the effect of excitation of OH is seen to be negligible over the entire temperature
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range with k{r2 = = 0) being close to 1 over the entire range. For the

YZCL2 surface, a steady decrease in rate constants is observed over the entire

temperature range considered.

5.2.3.2 Effect of reagent rotation

The effect of rotation of the reagents on the reactivity has been studied over the

last two decades[160, 196, 197, 202, 205, 246, 249]. In Figure 5.13, we present the

6D-CC results on all the three surfaces. Previously reported results on WDSE by

Zhang et al. were either 6D-CS[246] or 5D-CC[202] calculations. For WSLFH,

this is the first set of quantum dynamical calculations for rotational excitations

and the results are in sync with the QCT results performed earlier[205]. We also

show in the same figure the MCTDH results on YZCL2 and compare against the

6D-CC results available[160]. Below we provide a comprehensive analysis of the

present results in comparison with the literature results and the dependence of

the results on the surface topology.

For rotational excitation of H2, the observed decrease in reactivity in com

parison to the ground state results are similar to that observed for 6D-CS[246]

and 5D-CC[202] results on WDSE. For the WSLFH surface, the cross sections

shows an increase with increase in rotation throughout the entire energy range.

This is in accordance with the effects of rotational excitation observed in QCT

calculations[205]. The YZCL2 surface shows an initial increase in reactivity at

lower energies followed by a decrease at higher energies, although to a lesser ex

tent compared to the results on WDSE. The initial transition state conformation

is favorable for the WDSE surface[248] and this is evident from higher ground
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Figure 5.13: Effect of reagent rotations on the integral cross sections for the H2(vi
= 0,ji ^ 2) + 0H(v2 = 0,j2 - 0) H2O + H, denoted as 20, and H2(vi = 0,ji
= 0) + 0H(v2 = 0,32 ~ 2) ̂  H2O + H, denoted as 02, reactions on (a) WDSE,
(b) WSLEH and (c) YZCL2 surfaces. The results for H2(vi = 0,ji = 0) + OH(v2
— 0,32 = 0) H2O + H, denoted as 00, are also shown.

state cross sections for the WDSE surface compared to the YZCL2 surface at

lower energies. On rotation, cross sections on the WDSE surface show a faster-

decrease as the rotating reagents move away from the favored conformation. For

the YZCL2 and WSLFH PESs, initial rotation brings the diatoms to a favored

conformation leading to an increase in cross sections at lower energies. The orien-

tational effect is expected to become less important with the increase in collision

energy due to the relative decrease in interaction time as compared to the rota-

.1

tion period of the diatoms. At higher energies, hence, the ratio of time spent in

the approach coordinate to the time required for appreciable rotation needs to be

taken into account [251]. The presence of spurious wells in the entrance channel

for the WDSE FES significantly increases the time spent in approach leading to

a larger ratio and this leads to an uniform decrease in reactivity on H2 rotation

compared to the other surfaces. For the YZCL2 surface, the presence of a van der

Waals minimum in the approach channel clearly shows a different effect in com

parison to the WSLFH surface which is devoid of one[247]. Thus for the YZCL2

surface there are two competing effects at play; the orientation effect and the well

influencing the reaction dynamics at lower and higher energies, respectively. For

WSLFH, the absence of wells in the surface leads to an increase in cross sections

over the entire energy range on account of the lower ratio as mentioned above.

The rotation of the OH diatom results in a decrease in reaction cross sections

for the YZCL2 and the WSLFH surfaces while the effect is negligible for WDSE

The results obtained on the YZCL2 surface are slightly smaller than the 6D-CC

results[160] for energies greater than 0.5 eV. The cross section on WSLFH and on

WDSE are in sync with the QCT studies on WSLFH[205] and approximate[246]
and reduced dimensional[202] studies on the WDSE surface, respectively This

decrease in reactivity has been discussed in literature in terms of a shieldino-

effect[196, 205]. The center of mass is located close to the O-atom in OH and

this results in the H-atom covering a larger volume compared to the O atom This

leads to the shielding of the O by H from the approaching H2 diatom leadino- to

a decrease in reactivity which is evident for the YZCL2 and WSLFH surface"

Hashed et al.[196] had studied the effect of rotation of reagents on their surface
(named RB) and concluded that the WDSE surface shows less ■ r

■=0 suppression of rcac-
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Figure 5.13: Effect of reagent rotations on the integral cross sections for the H2(vi
= OJi = 2) + 0H(v2 = 0,j2 = 0) ̂  H2O + H, denoted as 20, and H2(vi = 0,ji
= 0) + 0H(v2 = 0,32 = 2) ̂  H2O + H, denoted as 02, reactions on (a) WDSE,
(b) WSLEH and (c) YZCL2 surfaces. The results for H2(vi = 0,ji — 0) + OH(v2
= 0,j2 = 0) H2O + H, denoted as 00, are also shown.

state cross sections for the WDSE surface compared to the YZCL2 surface at

lower energies. On rotation, cross sections on the WDSE surface show a faster

decrease as the rotating reagents move away from the favored conformation. For

the YZCL2 and WSLFH PESs, initial rotation brings the diatoms to a favored

conformation leading to an increase in cross sections at lower energies. The orien-

tational effect is expected to become less important with the increase in collision

energy due to the relative decrease in interaction time as compared to the rota-

5.2 Results and discussions

tion period of the diatoms. At higher energies, hence, the ratio of time spent in

the approach coordinate to the time required for appreciable rotation needs to be

taken into account [251]. The presence of spurious wells in the entrance channel

for the WDSE FES significantly increases the time spent in approach leading to

a larger ratio and this leads to an uniform decrease in reactivity on H2 rotation

compared to the other surfaces. For the YZCL2 surface, the presence of a van der

Waals minimum in the approach channel clearly shows a different effect in com

parison to the WSLFH surface which is devoid of one[247]. Thus for the YZCL2

surface there are two competing effects at play; the orientation effect and the well

influencing the reaction dynamics at lower and higher energies, respectively. For

WSLFH, the absence of wells in the surface leads to an increase in cross sections

over the entire energj'' range on account of the lower ratio as mentioned above.

The rotation of the OH diatom results in a decrease in reaction cross sections

for the YZCL2 and the WSLFH surfaces while the effect is negligible for WDSE.

The results obtained on the YZCL2 surface are slightly smaller than the 6D-CC

results[160] for energies greater than 0.5 eV. The cross section on WSLFH and on

WDSE are in sync with the QCT studies on WSLFH[205] and approximate[246]

and reduced dimensional[202] studies on the WDSE suiface, respectively. This

decrease in reactivity has been discussed in literature in terms of a shielding

effect[196, 205]. The center of mass is located close to the O-atom in OH and

this results in the H-atom covering a larger volume compared to the O atom. This

leads to the shielding of the O by H from the approaching H2 diatom leading to
a decrease in reactivity which is evident for the YZCL2 and WSLFH surfaces

Hashed et al.[196] had studied the effect of rotation of reagents on their surface

(named RB) and concluded that the WDSE surface shows less suppression of reac-
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Figure 5.14: K-dependent cross sec
tions for H^(j^ = 2) + 0H(j2 = 0)

"^SLFE and (c)
,  . ■5^'i/aces. The reagents are ineir vibrational ground states.
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Figure 5.15: K-dependent cross sec
tions for H2(ji = 0) -h OH(j2 =2)
on (a) WDSE, (b) WSLFH and (c)
YZCL2 surfaces. The reagents are in
their vibrational ground states.

tivity by rotational excitation of OH and more suppression on H2 excitation when
compared with RB surface results. The long range attractive forces present on the
WDSE surface were responsible for the above result. The RB surface obtained

y removing the long range part from WDSE, hence, showed more decrease. The
difference m the decrease of reactivity on going from WDSE to the WSLFH and
yzcl? surfaces can be traced to the absence of long range attractive forces in the
lutcr surfaces.

5.2 Results and discussions

T{K) MCTDH Literature

WDSE WSLFH WDSE"

300 1.02E-14 1.62E-14 0.97E-14

400 3.53E-14 6.09E-14 3.72E-14

500 9.23E-14 1.53E-13 1.03E-13

600 1.99E-13 3.07E-13 2.26E-13
700 3.70E-13 5.36E-13 4.17E-13

800 6.17E-13 8.45E-13 6.81E-13

Table 5.7: Comparison of MCTDH rate constants on the WDSE and WSLFH
surfaces for H2(vi = 0,ji - 2) + 0H(v2 = = 0) ^ H2O+H with results of
"Zhang et al.[202](5D-CC).

T{K) MCTDH Literature

WDSE WSLFH WDSE"

300 1.57E-14 3.96E-15 1.45E-14

400 5.93E-14 2.16E-14 5.59E-14

500 1.57E-13 6.80E-14 1.55E-13

600 3.33E-13 1.59E-13 3.34E-13

700 6.00E-13 3.08E-13 6.04E-13

800 9.63E-13 5.24E-13 9.65E-13

Table 5.8: Rate constants for H2(vi = 0,ji — 0) -h 0H(v2 = 0,j2 = 2) ^ H20-hH
on the WDSE and WSLFH surfaces. The A4CTDH results are shown in compari
son to the 5D-CC results of "Zhang et al.[202].

The dependence of cross section on K, the magnetic rotational quantum number

for the diatoms, is shown in Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15 for Hs^'i = 2) and OH(j2

= 2), respectively. For a given j, K = 0 represents the planar approach of H2

diatom towards the OH diatom, while K = j represents the situation where the

orbital motion of H2 is perpendicular to the plane of motion of OH. For rotational

excitation of H2 as shown in Figure 5.14, it is observed that K = 0 has the

maximum contribution to the cross section and K = 2 has the least. This is

quite expected from the transition state structures of the H3O system on the

three surfaces as shown in Figure 5.9. The 0-H-H angle is close to 180° on all
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(a)WDSE (a)WDSE

(b)WSLFH (b)WSLFH

(c)YZCL2 (c)YZCL2
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Fie,ure 5.14: K-dependent cross sec-
bom for H,(j, = 2; + oH(h = 0)

°V7nL W WSLFH and (c)
ih ■ The reagents are inthoiT nbraUonal ground states.
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Figure 5.15: K-dependent cross sec
tions for //261 = 0) -h OH(j2 =2)
on (a) WDSE, (b) WSLFH and (c)
YZCL2 surfaces. The reagents are in

their vibrational ground states.

tivity by rotational excitation of OH and more suppression on H2 excitation when

compared with RB surface results. The long range attractive forces present on the

^^F)SE fsurtace were responsible for the above result. The RB surface obtained

nooving the long range part from WDSE, hence, showed more decrease. The

cnce in the decrease of reactivity on going from WDSE to the WSLFH and

YZCL2suifaces can be traced to the absence of long range attractive forces in the
later surfaces.

5.2 Results and discussions

T{K) MCTDH
WDSE WSLFH

300 1.02E-14 1.62E-14

400 3.53E-14 6.09E-14

500 9.23E-14 1.53E-13

600 1.99E-13 3.07E-13

700 3.70Ehl3 5.36E-13

800 6.17E-13 8.45E-13

Literature

WDSE"

0.97E-14

3.72E-14

1.03E-13

2.26E-13

4.17E-13

6.81E-13

Table 5.7: Comparison of MCTDH rate constants on the WDSE and WSLFH
surfaces for H2(vi = 0,ji =- 2) + 0H(v2 = 0,j2 = 0) H20-hH with results of
"Zhang et al.[202](5D-CC).

T{K) MCTDH
WDSE WSLFir

300 1.57E-14 3.96E-15

400 5.93E-14 2.16E-14

500 1.57E-13 6.80E-14

600 3.33E-13 1.59E-13

700 6.00E-13 3.08E-13

800 9.63E-13 5.24E-13

Literature

WDSE"

1.45E-14

5.59E-14

1.55E-13

3.34E-13

6.04E-13

9.65E-13

Table 5.8: Rate constants for H2(vi = 0,ji ^ 0) + 0H(v2 = 0,j2 = 2) H20-hH
on the WDSE and WSLFH surfaces. The MCTDH results are shown in compari
son to the 5D-CC results of "Zhang et al.[202j.

The dependence of cross section on K, the magnetic rotational quantum number

for the diatoms, is shown in Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15 for H2(7i = 2) and 0H(j2

== 2), respectively. For a given j, K = 0 represents the planar approach of H2

diatom towards the OH diatom, while K = j represents the situation where the

orbital motion of H2 is perpendicular to the plane of motion of OH. For rotational

excitation of H2 as shown in Figure 5.14. it is observed that K = Q bas the

maximum contribution to the cross section and K = 2 has the least This is

quite expected from the transition state structures of the HoO
system on the

three surfaces as shown in Figure 5.9. The 0-H-H angle is close to 180° on all
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the three surfaces considered. The planar approach for A'=0 thus takes the H2

diatom closest to that of the H3O transition state structure leading to highest

reaction probabilities its contribution is the biggest to the overall cross sections.

The contributions are least for the perpendicular approach(A' = 2) as expected

from the transition state structures.

For 0H(22 = 2) as shown in Figure 5.15, the TF-dependency shows a completely

different trend. For the WDSE surface K—1 accounts for the biggest contribution

to the overall cross section. The H-O-H angle in the transition state is intermediate

between between the perpendicular and planar configurations which explains the

higher contributions from K = 1. For the WSLFH and YZCL2 surfaces the

corresponding H-O-H angle is close to 90° which explains the dominance of the

trajectory with perpendicular approach denoted hy K = j{K = o).

The theoretical rate constants obtained from our MCTDFI calculations for ro

tational excitations of both the reagents are shown in Figure 5.16 and tabulated

in Tables 5.7 and 5.8 over a temperature range of 300 K to 800 K. On the WDSE

surface, the rate constant shows an uniform decrease in comparison to the ground

state rate constants of H2. The MCTDH rate constants for rotational excita

tion of the reagents on the WDSE surface are in excellent agreement with the

reference results which are 5D-CC. For H2(ji = 2), while the calculated rate con

stant at .300 K is 1.02x 10"^"^ cm^ molecule'^s"E the literature values are 0.99x

lO"^'^ cm^ molecule~^s~^(6D-CS) [246] and 0.97x 10"^'' cm'^ molecule~^s'^^(5D-

CC)[202] for the same. The corresponding values at 800 K arc 6.17x 10"^^ cm^

niolcculc~hs~^(6D-CC), 6.68x lO"^''^ cm^ molcculc~hs~i(6D-CS)[246] and 6.81 x

cm^ molecule"^.s^^SD-CC)[202]. It is interesting to note that the 6D-CS

values are marginally closer to the 6D-CC results in comparison to the 5D-CC

5.2 Results and discussions

1e-10

1e-13

(a)WDSE 00
20
02

Zhang 20
Zhang 02

1e-15

(b)WSLFH

1e-13

1e-15

(C)YZCL2

22 1e-13

1000/T[1/K]

Figure 5.16: Dependence of the rate constants on initial rotational states of the
reagents. Results for H2(vi = 0,ji — 2) + 0H(v2 = dj2 = 0) ̂  H2O+H, denoted
as 20, and H2(vi = 0,ji = 0) + 0H(v2 = 0,j2 = H2O+H, denoted as 02, on
(a) WDSE, (b) WSLFH and (c) YZCL2 surfaces are shown. The MCTDH results
for ground ro-vihrational states (denoted as 00) are also shown. The mentioned
reference is Zhang et al.[202](5D-CC).

results over the entire energy range. For WSLFH, the rate constants show an in

crease with respect to ground state results over the entire range of temperatures, in

accordance with the results of cross sections. The enhancement in rates is higher
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the three surfaces considered. The planar approach for A'=0 thus takes the H2

diatom closest to that of the H3O transition state structure leading to highest

reaction probabilities its contribution is the biggest to the overall cross sections.

The contributions are least for the perpendicular approach(A' = 2) as expected

from the transition state structures.

For OH(j2 = 2) as shown in Figure 5.15, the iF-dependency shows a completely

different trend. For the WDSE surface K=1 accounts for the biggest contribution

to the overall cross section. The H-O-H angle in the transition state is intermediate

between between the perpendicular and planar configurations which explains the

higher contributions from 7F = 1. For the WSLFH and YZCL2 surfaces the

corresponding H-O-H angle is close to 90 which explains the dominance of the

trajectory with perpendicular approach denoted by K — j(^K =2).

The theoretical rate constants obtained from our MCTDH calculations for ro

tational excitations of both the reagents are shown in Figure 5.16 and tabulated

in Tables 5.7 and 5.8 over a temperature range of 300 K to 800 K. On the WDSE

surface, the rate constant shows an uniform decrease in comparison to the ground

state rate constants of H2. The MCTDH rate constants for rotational excita

tion of the reagents on the WDSE surface are in excellent agreement with the

reference results which are 5D-CC. For H2(ii = 2), while the calculated rate con

stant at 300 K is 1.02x 10"^'' cm^ molecule' the literature values are 0.99x

10"^^ cm^ molecule~M~^(6D-CS) [246] and 0.97x 10 cm^ molecule" (5D-

CC)[202] for the same. The corresponding values at 800 K are 6.17x 10"^^ cm^

niolecule"hs"^(6D-CC), 6.68x 10"^'^ cm^ molecule~bs~^(6D-CS)[246] and 6.81 x
10"^3 inolecule"bs''^(5D-CC)[202]. It is interesting to note that the 6D-CS

values are marginally closer to the 6D-CC results in comparison to the 5D-CC

5.2 Results and discussions
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Figure 5.16; Dependence of the rate constants on initial rotational states of the
reagents. Results for H2(vi = 0,ji = 2) + 0H(v2 = 0,j2 — 0) ̂  H2O+H, denoted
as 20, and H2(vi = 0,ji = 0) + 0H(v2 = OJ2 = S) H2O+H, denoted as 02, on
(a) WDSE, (h) WSLFH and (c) YZCL2 surfaces are shown. The MCTDH results
for ground ro-vibrational states (denoted as 00) are also shown. The mentioned
reference is Zhang et al.[202](5D-CC).

results over the entire energy range. For WSLFH, the rate constants show an in

crease with respect to ground state results over the entire range of temperatures, in

accordance with the results of cross sections. The enhancement in rates is higher
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at lower temperatures compared to the enhancement at higher temperatures. The

rate constant for H2(ji = 2) on the WSLFH surface is 1.62x 10"'^ cm'^ at 300

K with an enhancement factor of 4.1 while it is 1.5 at 800 K. A similar trend is

observed on the YZCL2 surface with the corresponding enhancement factors being

4.7 at 300 K and 1.1 at 800 K, respectively.

The rate constants obtained for 0H(j2 = 2) on the WDSE surface show an

increase over the entire temperature range considered in comparison to OH(y =

0). The same trend was also observed in the earlier approximate results[202]. For

the WSLFH surface, the rotationally excited state values show a negligible change

in comparison to those for the ground state over the entire range of temperature

studied. On the YZCL2 surface, the rate constants shows a marginal increase on

rotational excitation, for temperatures up to 700 K. For higher temperatures, a

marginal decrease is observed in comparison to OH(j = 0).

5.2,3.3 Effect of simultaneous ro-vibrational excitation

An investigation on the effect of simultaneous excitation of the reagents on the

WSLFH and YZCL2 surfaces have been carried out and the results are shown in

Figure 5.17 and Figure 5.18. As mentioned previously, the calculated rate con

stants for vibrational excitation of reagents are for the reaction at the ground

rotational state of the reagents while the experimental results involve thermal

averaging over the rotational state of the reagents. The effect of excitation of

the reagents, in the vibrationally excited state(ni(2) = 1) and a higher rotational

excited state(jx(2) = 2) have been studied. This would give a fair idea on the accu

racy of the initial state selected rate constants in comparison to the experimental

5.2 Results and discussions
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Figure 5.17: Integral cross sections for
(a)H2(vi = l,ji ~ 2) + 0H(v2 — 0,j2
— 0) (denoted as 1200) and (b) H2(vi
= 0,ji = 0) + 0H(v2 = l,j2 = 2)
(denoted as 0012) on the WSLFH sur
face. The cross sections for other ro-
vibrational state combinations such as
0000, 0200 and 0002 are shown for
comparison.
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Figure 5.18: Integral cross sections for
(a)H2(vi = l,h =2) + 0H(v2 = 0,j2
— 0) (denoted as 1200) and (b) H2(vi
= 0,31 ^ 0) + 0H(v2 - 1,02 = 2)
(denoted as 0012) on the YZCL2 sur
face. The cross sections for other ro-
vibrational state combinations such as
0000, 0200 and 0002 are shown for
comparison.

results.

For excitation of H2 on the WSLFH surface, it is observed that the cross sections

for the (ui = 1, ji = 2) state are larger than the ones for ('Ci = 1, ji = 0) state.

The increase is significant at energies below 0.16 eV and at energies above 0.22 eV.

In the intermediate energy range of 0.17-0.22 eV, the difference in cross sections

for the two excited states narrows down significantly. On the YZCL2 surface, the

cross sections for (ui = 1, ji = 2) state are smaller then the cross sections for {vi

= I- .'ii = 0) state for the intermediate energy range of 0.17-0.27 cV. Below 0.17
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Dynamics of H2 + OH Reaction 5.2 Results and discussions

at lower temperatures compared to the enhancement at higher temperatures. The

rate constant for ^2{ji = 2) on the WSLFH surface is 1.62x 10^^' cm'^ at 300

K with an enhancement factor of 4.1 while it is 1.5 at 800 K. A similar trend is

observed on the YZCL2 surface with the corresponding enhancement factors being

4.7 at 300 K and 1.1 at 800 K, respectively.

The rate constants obtained for 0H(j2 = 2) on the WDSE surface show an

increase over the entire temperature range considered in comparison to OH(y =

0). The same trend was also observed in the earlier approximate results[202]. For

the WSLFH surface, the rotationally excited state values show a negligible change

in comparison to those for the ground state over the entire range of temperature

studied. On the YZCL2 surface, the rate constants shows a marginal increase on

rotational excitation, for temperatures up to 700 K. For higher temperatures, a

marginal decrease is observed in comparison to OH(j = 0).

5.2.3.3 Effect of simultaneous ro-vibrational excitation

An investigation on the effect of simultaneous excitation of the reagents on the

WSLFH and YZCL2 surfaces have been carried out and the results are shown in

Figure 5.17 and Figure 5.18. As mentioned previously, the calculated rate con

stants for vibrational excitation of reagents are for the reaction at the ground

rotational state of the reagents while the experimental results involve thermal

averaging over the rotational state of the reagents. The effect of excitation of

the reagents, in the vibrationally excited state(ui(2) = 1) and a higher rotational

excited state(jx(2) = 2) have been studied. This would give a fair idea on the accu

racy of the initial state selected rate constants in comparison to the experimental
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Figure 5.17: Integral cross sections for
(a)H2(vi = l,ji = 2) + 0H(v2 ̂  0,j2
= 0) (denoted as 1200) and (b) H2(vi
~ 0,ji = 0) + 0H(v2 =
(denoted as 0012) on the WSLFH sur
face. The cross sections for other ro-
vibrational state combinations such as

0000, 0200 and 0002 are shown for
comparison.

results.
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Figure 5.18: Integral cross sections for
(a)H2(vi - l,ji ^ 2) + 0H(v2 = 0,j2
= 0) (denoted as 1200) and (b) H2(vi
^ 0,ji = 0) -h 0H(v2 = l,j2 = 2)
(denoted as 0012) on the YZCL2 sur
face. The cross sections for other ro-
vibrational state combinations such as

0000, 0200 and 0002 are shown for
comparison.

For excitation of H2 on the WSLFH surface, it is observed that the cross sections

for the (?'! = 1, ji = 2) state are larger than the ones for (vi = 1, = 0) state.

The increase is significant at energies below 0.16 eV and at energies above 0.22 eV.

In the intermediate energy range of 0.17-0.22 eV, the difference in cross sections

for the two excited states narrows down significantly. On the YZCL2 surface, the

cross sections for (ui = 1, jy = 2) state are smaller then the cross sections for (vy

~ I- .ii = d) state for the intermediate energy range of 0.17-0.27 eV. Below 0.17

HI
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Figure 5.19; Effect of simultaneous ro-vihrational excitation on the rate constants
Jor + OH(v2,j2) on the (a)WSLFH and (h)YZCL2 surfaces.

eV, the results for vi = 1, = 2 state are slightly larger. At higher energies, cross
s for both the excited states are almost the same.

The scenario is much simpler for the rotational excitation of OH. On the WSLFH
surface, a significant decrease in cross sections is observed at energies above 0.25
eV for simultaneous ro-vibrational excitation, compared to that observed for vi-
hrational excitation of the reagent. At lower energies, both the cross sections are
similar on the YZCL2 surface, the (u2 = 1, h = 2) cross sections are marginally

compared to the (112 = 1, j2 = 0) results over the entire energy range.
The

effect of simultaneous ro-vibrational excitation becomes clearer with
3- <^omparati

study of the reaction rate constants on both the surfaces, as shown
m Figure 5 i n

Tor simultaneous ro-vibrational excitation of H2 on the WSLFH
surface there "

an increase in reaction rate at lower temperatures in comparison to

excited state while the difference significantly narrows down at
intermediate higher temperatures. On the YZCL2 surface, the reaction rates
for the (n, i .■F — 2) and (v — 1 7i states show an excellent agreement

5.3 Summary and conclusions

over the entire energy range. The initial state selected rate constant obtained for

vj = 1 on the YZCL2 surface agrees well with the experimental rate constant[95]

at room temperature as has been discussed earlier. The present result shows that

the initial state selected rate constants are fairly accurate on the YZCL2 surface,

and inclusion of higher rotational states would show no significant change in the

computed values. Simultaneous ro-vibration excitation of OH on both the surfaces

show an insignificant variation in comparison to the V2 = 1 rate constants on both

the surfaces.

5.3 Summary and conclusions

The aim of this chapter of the thesis is two fold. Firstly, the effectiveness and

applicability of the MCTDH algorithm to study reactive tetra-atomic scattering

systems have been investigated. Secondly, the dependence of the reaction dynam

ics and kinematics of the H2 + OH reaction on the surface characteristics and

topology of the WDSE, WSLFH and YZCL2 surface have been studied.

The MCTDH methodology has been shown to be highly effective and accurate

in determining reaction attributes of the H2 + OH system. Huge amount of test

calculations have been carried out to ascertain the POTFIT parameters, opti

mum number of single particle functions required for each mode and the size of

DVR grid required for each degree of freedom to get fully converged results. The

CAP parameters have been shown to strongly influence the reaction probabilities

especially near the threshold. Aspects of the MCTDH methodology like "mode

combination" of different degrees of freedom for a tetra-atomic system have been

tested and this has been utilized to achieve an improvement in computational
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Figure 5.19: Effect of simultaneous ro-vihrational excitation on the rate constants
for + 0H(v2,J2) on the (a)WSLFH and (b)YZCL2 surfaces.

eV, the results for vi = 1, = 2 state are slightly larger. At higher energies, cross

ons for both the excited states are almost the same.

The scenario is much simpler for the rotational excitation of OH. On the WSLFH
surface, a significant decrease in cross sections is observed at energies above 0.25
eV for simultaneous ro-vibrational excitation, compared to that observed for vi-
brational excitation of the reagent. At lower energies, both the cross sections are
^^"^bar. On the YZCL2 surface, the = 1, J2 = 2) cross sections are marginally
larger compared to the = 1, = 0) results over the entire energy range.
The^ ̂ ^act effect of simultaneous ro-vibrational excitation becomes clearer with

a comparative study of the reaction rate constants on both the surfaces, as shown
n Figure 5.19. Po, simultaneous ro-vibrational excitation of H2 on the WSLFH
surface there Iq • • j.

®  increase in reaction rate at lower temperatures in comparison to
ationally exchoa 1 4-u^ .lur^^rence sienificantlv narrows down at

®^cited state while the difference significantly narrows down at
intermediate and 'higher temperatures. On the YZCL2 surface, the reaction rates

h = 2) and (ui -= 1 A = 0) states show an excellent agreement

5.3 Summary and conclusions

over the entire energj^ range. The initial state selected rate constant obtained for

Vi = 1 on the YZCL2 surface agrees well with the experimental rate constant[95]

at room temperature as has been discussed earlier. The present result shows that

the initial state selected rate constants are fairly accurate on the YZCL2 surface,

and inclusion of higher rotational states would show no significant change in the

computed values. Simultaneous ro-vibration excitation of OH on both the surfaces

show an insignificant variation in comparison to the V2 = 1 rate constants on both

the surfaces.

5.3 Summary and conclusions

The aim of this chapter of the thesis is two fold. Firstly, the effectiveness and

applicability of the MCTDH algorithm to study reactive tetra-atomic scattering

systems have been investigated. Secondly, the dependence of the reaction dynam

ics and kinematics of the H2 -I- OH reaction on the surface characteristics and

topology of the WDSE, WSLFH and YZCL2 surface have been studied.

The MCTDH methodology has been shown to be highly effective and accurate

in determining reaction attributes of the H2 + OH system. Huge amount of test

calculations have been carried out to ascertain the POTFIT parameters, opti

mum number of single particle functions required for each mode and the size of

DVR grid required for each degree of freedom to get fully converged results. The

CAP parameters have been shown to strongly influence the reaction probabilities

especially near the threshold. Aspects of the MCTDH methodology like "mode

combination" of different degrees of freedom for a tetra-atomic system have been

tested and this has been utilized to achieve an improvement in computational
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timing without compromising on the accuracy of the results. The importance of

a perfect energy distribution of the initial wave packet has been underlined in

achieving proper convergence of the reaction probabilities.

Studies performed on the WDSE and the YZCL2 surfaces for ro-vibrational

ground states of the reactants showed excellent agreement with previously reported

reaction probabilities, cross sections and rate constants. This motivated us to take

up a study of the WSLFH surface on which the bulk of previous studies have been

performed using QCT and TST methodology. The cross sections obtained on the

WDSE, WSLFH and YZCL2 surfaces have been compared and the differences

are explained with respect to the surface characteristics. The contrasting results

have been shown to depend upon two competing factors over the entire energy

range considered. At lower energies, the marginally higher cross sections on the

WDSE surface have been shown to result from its incorrect "trans" structure of the

transition state. The reaction on the YZCL2 surface, which has the correct "cis"

structure for the transition state, encounters greater steric hindrance resulting in

decreased initial reactivity at lower energies. As the translational energy increases,

the reagents attain enough energy to overcome the steric hindrance and it is the

energetics that become important. The lower barrier height for the YZCL2 surface

favors enhanced reactivity at higher energy region in comparison to the WDSE

surface. An analysis of the change in bond lengths on going from the transition

state to the products lends credence to our arguments. The lower probabilities on

the WSLFH surface in comparison to the WDSE and YZCL2 surface is expected

to result from the absence of attractive wells in the surface unlike the spurious

wells in the WDSE surface and the van der Waals minima in the YZCL2 surface.

An exhaustive study on the effects of ro-vibrational excitation of the reagents on

5.3 Summary and conclusions

all the three surfaces has thrown up some interesting results. These are the first

quantum djmamical CC studies performed on all three surfaces for vibrational

excitation of the reagents. The presence of resonating structures for H2(ni = l)

on the WDSE surface, similar to the previous CS studies, and their absence on

YZCL2 and WSLFH shows that they arise from the inaccuracy in the WDSE

surface. The excellent agreement of the ((u = 1) rate constants calculated on

the YZCL2 surface with the latest experimental results shows the accuracy of the

methodology and the EES. The rate constants for (ui = 1) on the WSLFH surface

are close to those obtained on the YZCL2 surface, which is the most accurate

surface till date. While excitation of the reactive H2 results in enhancement in

reactivity, the effect is negligible for excitation of OH.

The rotational excitation of the reagents results in contrasting results on the

surfaces considered. While WDSE surface shows a significant decrease in reac

tivity, the YZCL2 surface shows an initial increase in reactivity at lower energies

followed by a decrease at higher energies although to a much lesser extent com

pared to WDSE EES. For the WSLFH surface, the reactivity shows a marginal

increase with increase in rotation throughout the entire energy range. The ini

tial increment in cross sections on the YZCL2 and Y^SLFH surfaces results from

the attainment of favorable conformation on rotation. For the WDSE surface,

rotation results in moving away from the initial favored conformation resulting

in a decrease in cross sections. The results obtained at higher energies are been

explained on the basis of the ratio of time spent in the approach coordinate to the

time required for appreciable rotation. Factors like the presence of spurious wells

in the WDSE surface, a van dor Waals minimum in the YZCL2 surface and the

absence of wells in the WSLFH surface affect the approach time of the reagents
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timing without compromising on the accuracy of the results. The importance of

a perfect energy distribution of the initial wave packet has been underlined in

achieving proper convergence of the reaction probabilities.

Studies performed on the WDSE and the YZCL2 surfaces for ro-vibrational

ground states of the reactants showed excellent agreement with previously reported

reaction probabilities, cross sections and rate constants. This motivated us to take

up a study of the WSLFH surface on which the bulk of previous studies have been

performed using QCT and TST methodology. The cross sections obtained on the

WDSE, WSLFH and YZCL2 surfaces have been compared and the differences

are explained with respect to the surface characteristics. The contrasting results

have been shown to depend upon two competing factors over the entire energy

range considered. At lower energies, the marginally higher cross sections on the

WDSE surface have been shown to result from its incorrect "trans'' structure of the

transition state. The reaction on the YZCL2 surface, which has the correct "cis"

structure for the transition state, encounters greater steric hindrance resulting in

decreased initial reactivity at lower energies. As the translational energy increases,

the reagents attain enough energy to overcome the steric hindrance and it is the

energetics that become important. The lower barrier height for the YZCL2 surface

favors enhanced reactivity at higher energy region in comparison to the WDSE

surface. An analysis of the change in bond lengths on going from the transition

state to the products lends credence to our arguments. The lower probabilities on

the WSLFH surface in comparison to the WDSE and YZCL2 surface is expected

to result from the absence of attractive wells in the surface unlike the spurious

wells m the WDSE surface and the van dcr Waals minima in the YZCL2 surface.

An exhaustive study on the effects of ro-vibrational excitation of the reagents on

5.3 Summary and conclusions

all the three surfaces has thrown up some interesting results. These are the first

quantum djmamical CC studies performed on all three surfaces for vibrational

excitation of the reagents. The presence of resonating structures for H2 (d = 1)

on the WDSE surface, similar to the previous CS studies, and their absence on

YZCL2 and WSLFH shows that they arise from the inaccuracy in the WDSE

surface. The excellent agreement of the (ui == 1) rate constants calculated on

the YZCL2 surface with the latest experimental results shows the accuracy of the

methodology and the PES. The rate constants for {vi = 1) on the WSLFH surface

are close to those obtained on the YZCL2 surface, which is the most accurate

surface till date. While excitation of the reactive H2 results in enhancement in

reactivity, the effect is negligible for excitation of OH.

The rotational excitation of the reagents results in contrasting results on the

surfaces considered. While WDSE surface shows a significant decrease in reac

tivity, the YZCL2 surface shows an initial increase in reactivity at lower energies

followed by a decrease at higher energies although to a much lesser extent com

pared to WDSE PES. For the WSLFH surface, the reactivity shows a marginal

increase with increase in rotation throughout the entire energy range. The ini

tial increment in cross sections on the YZCL2 and WSLFH surfaces results from

the attainment of favorable conformation on rotation. For the WDSE surface,

rotation results in moving away from the initial favored conformation resulting

in a decrease in cross sections. The results obtained at higher energies are been

explained on the basis of the ratio of time spent in the approach coordinate to the

time required for appreciable rotation. Factors like the presence of spurious wells

in the WDSE surface, a van der Waals minimum in the YZCL2 surface and the

absence of wells in the WSLFH surface affect the approach time of the reagents
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and thus the mentioned ratio, which explains the observed results. For rotation

of OH diatom, while the effect is negligible on the WDSE surface, a decrease in

reactivity is observed for the WSLFH and YZCL2 surface.

A successful study of the H2 + OH system by the MCTDH methodology mo

tivates us to study heavier systems which would provide an even better test for

the gain in computational timings envisaged in the MCTDH algorithm. Isotopic

systems along with systems with higher degrees of freedom would form a logical

extension of this work.

Chapter 6

H2 + CN ̂  HCN + H : Effect of

Inclusion of Coriolis Coupling on

Reaction Dynamics

6.1 Introduction

The H2 + CN system is one of the few tetra-atomic systems whose dynamics has

been studied thoroughly in the last three decades in both experimental and the

oretical domains. Along with the H2 + OH and CO + OH systems, the studies

on the H2 + CN system rank as one of the first attempts to give an accurate and

detailed description of reactive scattering in systems involving more than three

atoms. The reactive system is important in combustion[252] and atmospheric

chemistry[253]. HCN, itself, is an important intermediate in the combustion re

actions of hydrocarbon flames containing a nitrogen source and also play an im-
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and thus the mentioned ratio, which explains the observed results. For rotation

of OH diatom, while the effect is negligible on the WDSE surface, a decrease in

reactivity is observed for the WSLFH and YZCL2 surface.

A successful study of the H2 + OH system by the MCTDH methodology- mo

tivates us to study heavier systems which would provide an even better test for

the gain in computational timings envisaged in the MCTDH algorithm. Isotopic

systems along with systems with higher degrees of freedom would form a logical

extension of this work.

Chapter 6

H2 -h CN HCN -t- H : Effect of

Inclusion of Coriolis Coupling on

Reaction Dynamics

6.1 Introduction

The H2 + CN system is one of the few tctra-atomic systems whose dynamics has

been studied thoroughly in the last three decades in both experimental and the

oretical domains. Along with the H2 + OH and CO + OH systems, the studies

on the H2 + CN system rank as one of the first attempts to give an accurate and

detailed description of reactive scattering in systems involving more than three

atoms. The reactive system is important in combustion[252] and atmospheric

chemistry[253]. HCN. itself, is an important intermediate in the combustion re

actions of hydrocarbon flames containing a nitrogen source and also play an im-
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portant role in the flame process of nitramine propellants. As nitrogen containing

fuels are heated before entering the combustion zone it has been proposed that

thermal decomposition occurs, producing low molecular weight compounds con

taining nitrogen. These compounds include CN and HCN as well as NH, NH2 and

NH3. The reaction of CN and water forms a rapid equilibrium with HCN and OH.

HCN is also an intermediate in many proposed mechanisms for NO^ formation in

hydrocarbon/air flames.

The H2(ui = 0,ji = 0) + CN(u2 = 0j2 = 0) reaction is exothermic by 0.95

eV and has a barrier ~ 0.14 eV along the reaction path[98]. Experimental and

theoretical studies have probed the H2 + CN reaction system from a variety of

perspectives. Experimental measurement of rate constants over a wide range of

temperatures and an accurate estimation of the product vibration state distribu

tions have formed a concrete basis for understanding the reaction kinetics and the

dynamics involved. Early theoretical studies performed on ab initio and semiem-
perical potential energy surfaces[254-257] served as a benchmark for development

of various reduced and full dimensional methodologies to study the reactive tetra-

atomic system. The development of a global PES[98] paved the way for accurate

theoretical studies, with the obtained results showing an appreciable concurrence
With experimental results. Unlike the H2 + OH reaction, the role of the non reac

tive CN bond has been ambiguous and its status as a "'spectator bond" has been

questioned in various experimental and theoretical studies. Accurate full dimen

sional theoretical studies using an exact form of the Hamiltonian is expected to

confirm the exact nature of the bond.

s chapter begins with a literature survey on the exhaustive experimental

studies, followed by an overview of the available potential energy surfaces and a

6.1 Introduction 121

summary of the theoretical calculations performed using various methodologies

on the H2 -h CN system. This is followed by detailed discussions on the results

obtained from the application of the MCTDH algorithm to study the reaction

system, with reagents in the ground and vibrational excited states. A summary

of the work done in this chapter along with the conclusions derived are given in

the last section.

6.1.1 Experimental results

Kinetic studies [258-273] over a temperatures range 209-1500 K have been able

to provide an exhaustive documentation of the kinetics of the system. Most of

the studies have been on thermal rate constant measurements with the observed

activation energy suggesting a barrier of about 0.13 eV. There have been several

studies of product state distributions where H2 has been replaced by a hydro

carbon or a hydrogen halide[274—276]. The rate constants measured by different

groups till 1995 were reviewed by Yang and Lin[273]. Initial experimental studies

using laser were performed by Li and co-workers[258] where cyanogen was pho-

tolyzcd to produce known concentrations of CN radicals in the V2 =0 and V2 =1

levels. Contrary to expectations that vibrational energy would not play an impor

tant role in exothermic reactions with low energy barriers, rate constants increased

by a factor of 2.0±0.6 for reaction of CN(n2=l) with H2(ui=0) compared to the

vibrational ground state rate constants[262, 264]. The study had two conclusions;

firstly, vibrational enhancement does enhance rate of the chemical reaction; sec

ondly. it was observed that vibrational energy was not as effective as translational

energy thus indicating the presence of an early barrier. This agreed with the ab
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fuels are heated before entering the combustion zone it has been proposed that
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taining nitrogen. These compounds include CN and HCN as well as Nbh NH2 and

NH3. The reaction of CN and water forms a rapid equilibrium with HCN and OH.

HCN is also an intermediate in many proposed mechanisms for NO^, formation in

hydrocarbon/air flames.

The H2(ni = z= 0) + CN(u2 = 0,_72 = 0) reaction is exothermic by 0.95
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theoretical studies have probed the H2 + CN reaction system from a variety of

perspectives. Experimental measurement of rate constants over a wide range of

temperatures and an accurate estimation of the product vibration state distribu
tions have formed a concrete basis for understanding the reaction kinetics and the

dynamics involved. Early theoretical studies performed on ab initio and semiem-
pencal potential energy surfaces[254-257] served as a benchmark for development
of various reduced and full dimensional methodologies to study the reactive tetra-

omic system. The development of a global PES[98] paved the way for accurate

theoretical studies, with the obtained results showing an appreciable concurrence
with experimental results. Unlike the H2 + OH reaction, the role of the non reac-

CN bond has been ambiguous and its status as a "'spectator bond" has been

tioned in various experimental and theoretical studies. Accurate full dimen-

theoretical studies using an exact form of the Hamiltonian is expected to
m the exact nature of the bond.

Tlii' Viapter begins with a literature survey on the exhaustive experimental

.'tudies, followed by an overview of the available potential energy surfaces and a

summary of the theoretical calculations performed using various methodologies

on the H2 + CN system. This is followed by detailed discussions on the results

obtained from the application of the MCTDH algorithm to study the reaction

system, with reagents in the ground and vibrational excited states. A summary

of the work done in this chapter along with the conclusions derived are given in

the last section.

6.1.1 Experimental results

Kinetic studies [258—273] over a temperatures range 209-1500 K have been able

to provide an exhaustive documentation of the kinetics of the system. Most of

the studies have been on thermal rate constant measurements with the observed

activation energy suggesting a barrier of about 0.13 eV. There have been several

studies of product state distributions where H2 has been replaced by a hydro

carbon or a hydrogen halide[274-276]. The rate constants measured by different

groups till 1995 were reviewed by Yang and Lin[273]. Initial experimental studies

using laser were performed by Li and co-workers[258] where cyanogen was pho-

tolyzed to produce known concentrations of CN radicals in the =0 and V2 =1

levels. Contrary to expectations that vibrational energy would not play an impor

tant role in exothermic reactions with low eneigy bairieis, late constants increased

by a factor of 2.0±0.6 for reaction of CN(c2=l) with H2(rq—0) compared to the

vibrational ground state rate constants[262. 264]. The study had two conclusions:

firstly, vibrational enhancement does enhance late of the chemical reaction; sec

ondly, it was observed that vibrational energy was not as effective as translational

energy thus indicating the presence of an early barrier. This agreed with the ab
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initio calculations[254] which suggested that the reaction has an early hairier and

vibrational energy is not as effective as translational energj' in surmounting the

barrier. Studies performed by Juan et al.[259] reported a lower enhancement factor

of 1.2±0.3 for CN(u2=1), compared to the rates obtained for CN(n2 = 0). Atakan

et al.[263] obtained an enhancement factor of 1.4±0.2 and explained the minor

enhancement in reaction rates b}^ terming the C-N bond as a " spectator bond

"which remains essentially unchanged during the course of the reaction. Sims and

Smith[262] made a detailed study on rate constants for reactions of GN(i'2=0) and

CN(u2=1) with H2(ui==0) over a temperature range of 295-768 K. The ratio of the

rate constants for CN(u2=l) compared to CN(u2=0) were close to one for all the

temperatures studied, indicating that vibrational excitation does not usually en

hance the rate of a direct atom-transfer reaction. Experimental studies performed

by Sun et al.[264] over a similar temperature range found very little enhancement

of the reaction by vibrational excitation of CN. There are no measurements of the

rate with H2 in its vibrationally excited state. Che and Liu[266, 267] reported

the doubly differential cross section for the isotopic D2 + CN reaction measured

in their crossed-beam apparatus which was affected more by the rotation than

the vibration of the CN bond. Contrary to studies portraying the CN bond as

a pure spectator bond, studies on the reverse reaction by Kreher et al.[265] and

Crim and co-workers[277] have provided evidence that CN vibration participated

in the reaction dynamics and did not behave as a pure spectator bond. Both these

groups independently reported the initial vibrational excitation on reactivity of

the HCN -f- H reaction. Crim's group reported 23% of the product CN in v=l

while Gericke's group reported 40% for the same. Both results indicate that the

HCN + H reaction cannot be totally described by a simple picture in which the

non-reactive CN bond is spectator during reaction since a signihcant part of the
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available energy is distributed into CN vibrational energy. The rate constants for

the reactions H2 -t- CN and D2 + CN have been reported by Macdonald and co-

workers[270] over a temperature range 293-380 K. The product vibrational state

distribution of HCN has also been measured by the same group [272]. The pres

ence of significant population in the CN and CH modes provided a proof of the

non-spectator nature of the CN vibration in the reaction.

6.1.2 Potential energy surface

An important aspect in accurate theoretical studies of a system is the develop

ment of a proper potential energy surface. Information about the potential energy

landscape for the H2CN system was first obtained from the ab initio calculations

by Bail- and Dunning[254] in which they characterized the geometry and vibra

tional frequencies of H2CN, along with the saddle point structures. A minimum

corresponding to the molecule H2CN was found to be the most stable feature on

the PES. A shallow minima was also observed for the 'bis" and 'drans'" HCNH

adducts which were connected to HCN by H-migration. A collinear saddle point

was found and barrier height for the abstraction reaction was reported to be 0.26

eV(with respect to Ho + CN). A study of rate constants for the H-atom abstrac

tion reaction, using transition state theory by Wagner et al.[255] showed that good

agreement with experiment is obtained if the theoretically predicted barrier height

is reduced from 0.26 eV to 0.18 eV. This was followed by Brooks and Clary[256]

developing a PES constructed from a three body LEPS surface, combined with a

modified Morse potential for the CN two-body contribution. The barrier height of

this PES was set at 0.24 eV. A scmiempcrical three dimensional potential energy
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initio calculations[254] which suggested that the reaction has an early barrier and

vibrational energy is not as effective as translational energy in surmounting the

barrier. Studies performed by Juan et al.[259] reported a lower enhancement factor

of 1.2±0.3 for CN(u2=1), compared to the rates obtained for CN(u2=n). Atakan

et al.[263] obtained an enhancement factor of 1.4±0.2 and explained the minor

enhancement in reaction rates by terming the C-N bond as a "spectator bond

"which remains essentially unchanged during the course of the reaction. Sims and

Smith[262] made a detailed study on rate constants for reactions of GN(i'2=0) and

CN(u2=1) with H2(ui=0) over a temperature range of 295-768 K. The ratio of the

rate constants for CN(u2=1) compared to CN(u2=0) were close to one for all the

temperatures studied, indicating that vibrational excitation does not usually en

hance the rate of a direct atom-transfer reaction. Experimental studies performed

by Sun et al.[264] over a similar temperature range found very little enhancement

of the reaction by vibrational excitation of CN. There are no measurements of the

rate with H2 in its vibrationally excited state. Che and Liu[266, 267] reported

the doubly differential cross section for the isotopic D2 + CN reaction measured

in their crossed-beam apparatus which was affected more by the rotation than

the vibration of the CN bond. Contrary to studies portraying the CN bond as

a pure spectator bond, studies on the reverse reaction by Kreher et al.[265] and

Crim and co-workers[277] have provided evidence that CN vibration participated

in the reaction dynamics and did not behave as a pure spectator bond. Both these

groups independently reported the initial vibrational excitation on reactivity of

the HCN + H reaction. Crim's group reported 23% of the product CN in n=l

while Gericke's group reported 40% for the same. Both results indicate that the

HCN T H reaction cannot be totally described by a simple picture in which the

non-reactive CN bond is spectator during reaction since a significant part of the
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available energy is distributed into CN vibrational energy. The rate constants for

the reactions H2 + CN and D2 + CN have been reported by Macdonald and co-

workers[270] over a temperature range 293-380 K. The product vibrational state

distribution of HCN has also been measured by the same group[272]. The pres

ence of significant population in the CN and CH modes provided a proof of the

non-spectator nature of the CN vibration in the reaction.

6.1.2 Potential energy surface

An important aspect in accurate theoretical studies of a system is the develop

ment of a proper potential energy surface. Information about the potential energy

landscape for the H2CN system was first obtained from the ab initio calculations

by Bair and Duiining[254] in which they characterized the geometry and vibra

tional frequencies of H2CN, along with the saddle point structures. A minimum

corresponding to the molecule H2CN was found to be the most stable feature on

the PES. A shallow minima was also observed for the "cis" and "'trans" HCNH

adducts which were connected to HCN bj' H-migration. A collinear saddle point

was found and barrier height for the abstraction reaction was reported to be 0.26

cV(with respect to H2 + CN). A study of rate constants for the H-atom abstrac

tion reaction, using transition state theory b}^ Wagner et al.[255] showed that good

agreement with experiment is obtained if the theoretically predicted barrier height

is reduced from 0.26 eV to 0.18 eV. This was followed by Brooks and Clary[256]

developing a PES constructed from a three body LEPS surface, combined with a

modified Morse potential for the CN two-body contribution. The barrier height of

this PES was set at 0.24 cV. A scmiempcrical three dimensional potential energy
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surface for the title reaction was developed by Sun and Bowman[257] based in part

on the ab initio results by Bair and Dunning[254]. A very similar potential energy

surface was also reported by Clary based on ab initio points[278]. Both these sur

faces were constructed assuming that the only four-atom stationary point is the

collinear saddle point for hydrogen abstraction. This resulted in the intermedi

ate complexes, H2CN, 'his" and "trans" HCNH complexes, which were otherwise

shown to be present in the ab mrfio[254, 255] calculations, being neglected in

the resulting surface[279]. ter Horst et al.[98] developed three analytical potential

energy surfaces for the H2 + CN reaction representing different fits to highly accu

rate ab initio computational results. Almost the complete molecular configuration

space was explored using high quality ab initio molecular orbital methods based on

multireference configuration interaction (MR-CI) wave functions for various levels

of complete active space (CAS) references. These PES's describe not only the

hydrogen abstraction reaction channel but also the complex-formation channels

those lead to the H2CN, cis and irans-HCNH minima. The ab initio calculations

were concentrated at geometries near the collinear abstraction path and in the

region of the H2CN complex. The global energy PESs describes all the features

of the H2 + CN and H + HCN interactions with near chemical accuracy in some

regions. The three surfaces herein denoted TSHl, TSH2, and TSH3 with slightly

different saddle point properties were investigated to determine the sensitivity of

the dynamics on the properties of the surface. The nb initio barrier estimate of

0.19 eV appeared to be too high by about 0.04 eV to explain experimentally mea

sured rate constants. The PES labeled surface TSH3, with a barrier height of 0.14

eV gave the best agreement with experiment for the temperature dependence of

the calculated rates. The TSPI3 PES has been used for the study of the H2 + CN

system in this work.

6.1 Introduction

6.1.3 Theoretical results

Initial theoretical calculations for the present system were performed by Wag

ner and Bair[255], using conventional transition state theory. The rate constants

calculated on this surface showed a general agreement with the available exper

imental results[258]. Importantly, the CN vibrational frequency was found to

remain constant along the reaction path in these studies, expected as a result

of early saddle point for the reaction. Approximate quantum scattering calcula

tions, which include the exact collinear calculations by Brooks and Clary [256],

the reduced dimensionality adiabatic bend approximation(RDAB) by Bowman

and co-workers[257, 264, 280], the rotating bond approximation by Clary[278].

concluded that the CN bond largely behaves as a spectator bond in the reaction.

However, these findings can be attributed to an unrealistic character of the PES

employed in these calculations[281].

With the development of the TSH3 PES by ter Horst et ah, a wide range

of studies using quasi-classical trajectory (QCT)[98, 282] reduced dimensional

quantum[279, 281, 283] and semi-classical methods[282] have been performed on
the system. Schatz et al.[283] performed quantum dynamical calculations on the

TSH3 PES to study the exact nature of the CN bond. They found that the

non-reactive CN stretching motion significantly affects the leaction dynamics be

cause of substantial coupling between CN and CH stretches in HCN. The studies

involving the vibrational or rotational excitation of the CN bond in quantum cal

culations by Takayanagi and Schatz[281] using the lotating-bond approximation

on the TSH3 surface resulted in insignificant change in the cross section for the

reaction. This result is consistent with the fact that the forward reaction has an
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6.1.3 Theoretical results

Initial theoretical calculations for the present system were performed by Wag

ner and Bair[255], using conventional transition state theory. The rate constants

calculated on this surface showed a general agreement with the available exper

imental results[258]. Importantly, the CN vibrational frequency was found to

remain constant along the reaction path in these studies, expected as a result

of early saddle point for the reaction. Approximate quantum scattering calcula

tions, which include the exact collinear calculations by Brooks and Clary [256],

the reduced dimensionality adiabatic bend approximation(RDAB) by Bowman

and co-workers[257, 264, 280], the rotating bond approximation by Clary[278].

concluded that the CN bond largely behaves as a spectator bond in the reaction.

However, these findings can be attributed to an unrealistic chaiacter of the BBS

employed in these calculations[281].

With the development of the TSH3 BBS by ter Horst et al., a wide range

of studies using quasi-classical trajectory (QCT)[98, 28-] reduced dimensional

quantum[279, 281, 283] and semi-classical methods[282] have been performed on
the system. Schatz et al.[283] performed quantum dynamical calculations on the
TSH3 BBS to study the exact nature of the CN bond. They found that the

non-reactive CN stretching motion significantly affects the leaction dynamics be

cause of substantial coupling between CN and CH stretches m HCN. The studies

involving the vibrational or rotational excitation of the CN bond in quantum cal

culations by Takajmnagi and Schatz[281] using the lotating bond appioximation

on the TSH3 surface resulted in insignificant change in the cross section for the

reaction. This result is consistent with the fact that the forward reaction has an
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early barrier. For the reverse reaction, a comparison of the effect of excitation of

both the CN and CH bonds on threshold energy', puts the role of the CN bond in

proper perspective. While a decrease of ~ 0.272 eV v^-as observed on excitation of

the CN stretching mode, a similar excitation of the CII stretching mode resulted

in a decrease of the threshold by ~ 0.427 eV. Thus, while excitation of the reac

tive bond in the system expectedly accounts for the higher decrease in threshold

energy, the effect of excitation the non-reactive bond is not iiisignihcant. This

lends credence to the theory that the CN bond is not merely a "spectator bond"

and has a significant role in the reaction dynamics. The HCN vibrational state
distributions for the H2 + CN reaction were also found to show significant pop

ulation in both CH and CN stretching normal modes. A similar conclusion was
also derived by Bethardy et al.[282] in their QCT studies based on the observa
tion that the CN normal mode of the HCN product does contain some local mode
C-H stretching character which establishes the coupling between the CH and CN
stretching modes.

Manthe and Matzkiesl2841 computed the rate constants and cumulative reaction
probabilities by carrying out quantum dynamical calculations in five dmrcnsions
using a flux-flux correlation function approach which avoids resorting to the state-
resolved scattering calculations. Six dimensional (6D) wave packet calculations
under the centrifugal sudden (CS) approximation have also been performed for a
few vibrational[2851 and rotational(286) states of both the diatoms. These approx
imate calculations[28.5) reported a slight decrease in the reaction cross section on
the vibrational excitation ofCN while the vibrational excitation of H, considerably
enhances the reaction. A . vu-pd rate constaiitsf257. 262]

^ comparison with experimental i
showed an appreciable aemnw, . ,-oriircs. while the theoretical

gtccmcnt at higher tcmpeiatui ,

6.1 Introduction

results were considerably lower at lower temperatures. In view of this, Zhu et

al.[285] concluded that the effective barrier on the TSH3 surface may be too high

by about 0.01 eV. The other explanation proposed for this discrepancy was the

exclusion of higher rotational states in the calculations, which are included in cal

culation of experimental thermal rate constants. Quantum-classical calculations

performed b^^ Coletti and Billing[287] included the higher rotational states but

the discrepancy still remained thus lending credence to the proposition that the

surface was flawed. The only 6D study including the Coriolis coupling (CC) on

this system is by Zhang and Lee[286]. They calculated the reaction cross sections
for the ro-vibrational ground states of the two diatoms which show a significant

difference from the CS results at high energies. It was also shown that rotational

excitations of CN had essentially no effect on the cross section but H2 rotational

excitations caused a decline in calculated cross sections. Recent studies using

the variational transition state theory performed by Ju et al.[288] concluded that

CN can be regarded as a spectator in the title reaction. Thus it can be summa

rized from previous studies that the exact nature of the CN bond is still highly

ambiguous and merits further investigation.

In the present work, we aim to make a comparison of the reaction cross sections

calculated using an exact form of the kinetic energy operator with the previous

approximate result8[285] for the vibrationally excited states of the two reagents.
This study is justified as it will make us conclude and then explain the overall

enhancing or inhibiting effects of the vibrational excitations. Unlike the H2+OH
reaction, the CC results have been shown to significantly deviate fi^om the CS

results at higher encrgies[286] for the ro-vibrational ground states of the reagents.
This makes the accurate CC calculations extremely important to gain knowledge
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distributions for the H2 + CN reaction were also found to show significant pop

ulation in both CH and CN stretching normal modes. A similar conclusion was

also derived by Bethardy et al.[282] in their QCT studies based on the observa

tion that the CN normal mode of the HCN product does contain some local mode

C-H stretching character which establishes the coupling between the CH and CN

stretching modes.

Manthe and Matzkies[284] computed the rate constants and cumulative reaction

probabilities by carrying out quantum dynamical calculations in five dimensions
using a flux-flux correlation function approach which avoids resorting to the state-
resolved scattering calculations. Six dimensional (6D) wave packet calculations

under the centrifugal sudden (CS) approximation have also been performed for a
few vibrational[285] and rotational[286] states of both the diatoms. These approx
imate calculations[285] reported a slight decrease in the reaction cross section on
the vibrational excitation of CN while the vibrational excitation of H2 considerably
enhances the reaction. A comparison with experimental rate constants[257. 262]
showed an appreciable agreement at higher temperatures, while the theoretical
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results were considerably lower at lower temperatures. In view of this, Zhu et

al.[285] concluded that the effective barrier on the TSH3 surface may be too high

by about 0.01 eV. The other explanation proposed for this discrepancy was the

exclusion of higher rotational states in the calculations, which are included in cal

culation of experimental thermal rate constants. Quantum-classical calculations

performed by Coletti and Billing[287] included the higher rotational states but

the discrepancy still remained thus lending credence to the proposition that the

surface was flawed. The only 6D study including the Coriolis coupling (CC) on

this system is by Zhang and Lee[286]. They calculated the reaction cross sections

for the ro-vibrational ground states of the two diatoms which show a significant

difference from the CS results at high energies. It was also shown that rotational

excitations of CN had essentially no effect on the cross section but H2 rotational

excitations caused a decline in calculated cross sections. Recent studies using

the variational transition state theory performed by Ju et al.[288] concluded that

CN can be regarded as a spectator in the title reaction. Thus it can be summa

rized from previous studies that the exact nature of the CN bond is still highly

ambiguous and merits further investigation.

In the present work, we aim to make a comparison of the reaction cross sections

calculated using an exact form of the kinetic energy operator with the previous

approximate results[285] for the vibrationally excited states of the two reagents.
This study is justified as it will make us conclude and then explain the overall

enhancing or inhibiting effects of the vibrational excitations. Unlike the H2-I-OH

reaction, the CC results have been shown to significantly deviate from the CS

results at higher encrgies[286] for the ro-vibiational ground states of the reagents.
This makes the accurate CC calculations extremely important to gain knowledge
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on the effect of vibrational excitation, given the nature of the CN bond in the

dynamics of the reaction. The quantum calculations have been performed for

the ground as well as for the first vibrational states of the two diatoms using

the wave packet propagation method as implemented in the multiconfiguration

time-dependent Hartree (MCTDH) algorithm[51-54, 66], This is the first full

dimensional study of the vibrational excitation of the reagents without the use of

the CS approximation for total angular momentum .7 > 0. The present quantum

dynamical calculations have been carried out on the TSH3 surface [98],

6.2 Results and discussion

No. of grid points
Grid points for ki,k2
Extension of grid
Extension of Ri grid
Extension of R2 grid

CAP order

CAP strength

CAP strength
Starting point of CAP

CAP length
Center of xo
Width of yo

Initial momentum of yo

NRjNRjNRjN6i/Nd2 80/30/6/28/31
^min/kmax -8/8

3.0/13.5
0-5/6.5
1.85/2.45

Prs/Pri 3
0.001/0.12/0.09

riR^{v=-a)hRi(,vi=i)/VRi q2=i) 0.0003/0.007/0.03
R3JR1, 8.0(12.0)/3.50
Lrs/Lr, 5.5/3.0

Ro 9.0

dR 0.22

po -6.0(6.9)
T  200Propagation time ^00

Table 6.1; Numerical parameters of the MCTDH calculations for the H2(vi = 0,ji
= 0) + OH(v2 ~ 0 j2 = 0) system(in atomic units if not otherwise stated). The
parameters for calcidations involving vibrationally excited reagents H2(vi = 1) and
CN(v2 = 1) are given in brackets if those differ from ground state parameters.

6.2 Results and discussion

6.2.1 Numerical details

Table 6.1 displays the relevant parameters used in MCTDH calculation for the

H2(ui = 0,yi = 0) 4- CN(u2 = 0,42 = 0) reaction. The parameters for vibrational

excited state(ui(2)= 1) calculations have been shown in brackets in the table,

if those differ from the ground state parameters and are also discussed below.

We have carried out extensive test calculations to check the convergence of our

results with respect to the number of SPFs considered or each mode and the

size of DVR grid for each DOE. We have used the optimum number of spfs to

get accurate converged results with minimum usage of computational resources.

Reaction probabilities arc obtained from the wave packet propagations using a
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dynamics of the reaction. The quantum calculations have been performed for

the ground as well as for the first vibrational states of the two diatoms using

the wave packet propagation method as implemented in the multiconfiguration
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= 0) -h OH(v2 ~ 0 j2 = 0) system(in atomic units if not otherwise stated). The
parameters for calculations involving vibrationally excited reagents H^fvi = 1) and
CN(v2 = 1) are given in brackets if those differ from ground state parameters.

6.2 Results and discussion

6.2.1 Numerical details

Table 6.1 displays the relevant parameters used In MCTDH calculation for the
H2(ui = 0,A =r 0) + CN(y2 = 0,i2 = 0) reaction. The parameters for vibrational
excited state(ci(2)= 1) calculations have been shown in brackets in the table,
if those differ from the ground state parameters and are also discussed below.

We have carried out extensive test calculations to check the convergence of our

results with respect to the number of SPFs considered or each mode and the

size of DVR grid for each DOF. We have used the optimum number of spfs to

get accurate converged results with minimum usage of computational resources.

Reaction probabilities arc obtained from the wave packet propagations using a
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flux method and subsequently, the reaction cross sections and rate constants are

calculated.

A set of seven coordinates was used to parametrize the Hamiltonian as has

been mentioned in Chapter 3(See Figure 3.4). The H2 and OH bond distances

are represented by Ri and 722, respectively while Rz is the distance between the

centers of mass of the two diatoms. Oi, O2 are the polar angles. The torsion ano^le

cp is written as ipi and p)2 in the E2 frame of reference.

The Rz and Ri coordinates are represented by sine-DVR grids. The grids for

R3 and Ri extend from 3 to 13.5 and 0.5 to 6.5 uq, respectively. A sine DVR of 80

and 30 points is used for R3 and Ri respectively. For the CN binding coordinate

R2, a harmonic oscillator DVR of 6 points is used to represent the grid For the

angles, a two-dimensional "extended Legendre DVR '[150] has been employed

Optimum CAP parameters arc used to avoid the wave packet being reflected

from the grid ends. The reaction parameters for both the ground and excited state

calculations have been found to be highly sensitive to the CAP parameters The

CAP used to absorb the wave function beyond the analysis point starts at 72{ — 8 0

Go and Rz = 12.0 gq for ground state and excited state calculations, respectively
For Aj, it starts at 3.50 gq for both the states. The strengths and orders of the

CAPs are (0.001,3) and (0.0003,3), along Rz and Rj. CAPs of strengths and

orders of (0.12,3) and (0.09,3) arc used along R3 and Rj, respectively, for the

vibrational excitation of the H2 bond. For the CN excited state calculations the

corresponding values are (0.007,3) and (0.03,3).

Calculations have been carried out to obtain reaction attributes upto a trans-

lational energy range of 0.5 eV. The initial Gaussian is centered at R,= 9 0 uq

6.2 Results and discussion

0.2 0.3 0.4

Translational energy (eV)

Eigurc 6.1.* Eticvqij dzstinhiiiioTi of the xTtitzol wove pocket oti the TSH3 svLvfoce
with a momentum of 6.0 oq and width of 0.22 oq.

while the width of the Gaussian wave function is d.R = 0.22 oq. Having a very

large distribution in the low energy regime ensures a good convergence in that

region. The momentum(po) of the initial wave packet is -6.0 gq for the ground

state calculations while it is -6.9 gq for the excited state calculations. The initial

position, width and momentum of the wave packet significantly affects the reac

tion probabilities and the parameters used have been considered so as to cover the

entire energy range. The momentum and width of the wave packet determines

the energy distribution and detailed calculations have underlined the importance

of a perfect energy distributions on the convergence of reaction probabilities. It
has been observed that a good energy distribution strongly influences proper con

vergence especially at lower energies. The energy distribution of a typical initial
wave packet on the TSH3 surface is depicted in Figure 6.1 over the entire energy

range considered.
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of a perfect energy distributions on the convergence of reaction probabilities. It
has been observed that a good energy distribution strongly influences proper con

vergence especially at lower energies. The energy distribution of a typical initial
wave packet on the TSH3 surface is depicted in Figure 6.1 over the entire energy

range considered.
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Dynamics of H2 + CN Reaction

Mode

{R3.R1)
(i?2, 02: ̂ 2)
(^1,^1)

Primitive Basis nur

Type Size v=i
(sin,sin) (80,30) 45

(HO,KLeg) (6,476) 45

num

KLeg

ber of SPFs

n=0 t'=l

~45 45
45 30

30 15

Table 6.2: Parameters for the p• rimitive basis sets employed for each degree of
freedom. The brackets indicate the mode combinations, and the last column gives
the number of single-particle functions used for the modes. HO is a harmonic
oscillator DVR; KLeg is a two-dimensional extended Legendre DVR [150/.

Number of natural potentials I2/I3 SO/To
Relevant region for coordinate, an R^min/R-.imax 2.50/7.00
Relevant region for Ri coordinate, au Ri,nin/Rimax 0.8/2.30
Relevant region for R2 coordinate, au R2m,nlR2nax 1-90/2.30
Relevant region for 6'i coordinate, 0-10/2.40
Relevant region for 62 coordinate, 102„,ax 0.10/3.00

Number of iterations Niter 10
Potential cutoff(VTnm=0-0 e^) Knax 1.0 eV

Table 6.3: Numerical parameters for the potential fit for the TSHS FES

Mode combinations are used for the propagation. As was the case in the H2 +

OH reaction in the previous chapter, the seven degrees of freedom are combined to

produce three different sets: (R3,Ri),(R2,02,k2),(0i,h)- The parameters for the

primitive basis sets employed for each degree of freedom are shown in Table 6 2

The number of SPFs used for the combined modes are 45, 45, 30 for the ground

state calculations while the numbers are 45, 30, 15 for the excited state calcu

lations. The quality of convergence has been checked by checking the maximum

over time of populations of the least occupied natural orbitals which was close to

10"^ for all calculations.

In the Fourier transformation of the potential, O^ax was set to 1 on the TSH3

surface. Then each transformed potential was fitted separately using 585 terms.

6.2 Results and discussion

The numerical values are tabulated in Table 6.3. Instead of using the whole

region of the surface while applying POTFIT, we have restricted the algorithm to

concentrate on the following space: 2.50 ao < R3 < 7.0 uq, 0.80 ao < < 2.30

Qq, 1.90 ao < 722 < 2.30 oq and V < 1.0 eV. A total of 10 iterations was used to

get an accurate fit. The relative error was found to be less than 4 meV, in the

relevant region defined above.
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Dynamics of H2 + CN Reaction

Mode

(RS; Rl)
(i?2) 02: ̂ 2)
(Ouh)

Primitive Basis

Type Size
(sin,sin) (80,30)

(HO,KLeg) (6,476)
KLeg 527

number of SPFs

45 45

45 30

30 15

Table 6.2: Parameters for the primitive basis sets employed for each degree of
freedom. The brackets indicate the mode combinations, and the last column gives
the number of single-particle functions used for the modes. HO is a harmonic
oscillator DVR; KLeg is a two-dimensional extended Legendre DVR [150].

Number of natural potentials
1  ' r r\ 1* 1

iNumuer oi iiaiurai poLeiiLiais '2/^3 30/10
Relevant region for R^ coordinate, an 2.50/7.00
Relevant region for Ri coordinate, au Rirmn/Rima^ 0.8/2.30
Relevant region for R2 coordinate, au R2^,„/R2,„„, 1.90/2.30
Relevant rerion for coordinate, n in/o /in

eievaiiL region lor 1x2 cuoiaiiiciue, a,u ^2rr,in/ -^2,nao: i.90/2.30

Relevant region for 0i coordinate, 0lm^r^/0l

Table 6.3

ma. 0.10/2.40
Relevant region for (92 coordinate, 02,nin/02ma. 0.10/3.00

Number of iterations Nuer 10
Potential cutoff(V^jn=0.0 eV) 10 eV

6.3: Numerical parameters for the potential fit for the TSHO FES

0.10/2.40
0.10/3.00

10

1.0 eV

Mode combinations are used for the propagation. As was the case in the H2 +

OH reaction in the previous chapter, the seven degrees of freedom are combined to

produce three different sets: (R3,Ri),(R2,02,h),(6i,k). The parameters for the

primitive basis sets employed for each degree of freedom are shown in Table 6 2

The number of SPFs used for the combined modes are 45, 45, 30 for the ground

state calculations while the numbers are 45, 30, 15 for the excited state calcu

lations. The quality of convergence has been checked by checking the maximum

over time of populations of the least occupied natural orbitals which was close to

10~^ for all calculations.

In the Fourier transformation of the potential, Qrnnx was set to 1 on the TSII3

surface. Then each transformed potential was fitted separately using 585 terms.

6.2 Results and discussion

The numerical values are tabulated in Table 6.3. Instead of using the whole

region of the surface while applying POTFIT, we have restricted the algorithm to

concentrate on the following space: 2.50 uq < R3 < f-O oq, 0.80 ao < Ri < 2.30

Go, 1.90 ao < R2 < 2.30 qq and V < 1.0 eV. A total of 10 iterations was used to

get an accurate fit. The relative error was found to be less than 4 meV, in the

relevant region defined above.
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Dynamics of H2 + CN Reaction

6.2.2 Reaction probabilities

Total Energy (eV)

Fi-ure 6 2* Reaction probabiHUes for H2(v, = 0,ji = 0) + CN(v2 = 0,j^ = q)
setected J's as a function of translational energy.

The wave packet propagation has been carried out for J = 0-50. A few selected
reaction probabilities are shown in Figure 6.2 over the energy range 0.1-0.5 eV.
The accuracy of the reaction probabilities has been found to be significantly depen
dent on the initial position and the width of the initial wave packet. As mentioned

previously, proper convergence of the reaction probability is achieved by having
a good energy distribution over the entire energy range considered. The reaction
probability for J=0 shows an energy threshold close to 0.1 eV in accordance with

the reported results[285]. The probabilities for lower ,7's iipto ,7 ̂  10 exhibit small

resonance structures at higher energiCiS, 1 hcsc oscillatory features highlight the

fact that at certain energies the probabilities for ,7=5 arc larger than the proba

bilities for .7=0. These features eventually smoothen out with increase in J. The

reaction probabilities for higher .7 values exhibit a smooth curve without any ma-

6.2 Results and discussion

JZI

03

e  0.06

-0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
Total Energy (eV)

Figure 6.3: Interpolated reaction probabilities for = 0,ji = 0) + CN(v2 =
0,h = 0) for J = 0-50.

jor structural distortions or oscillatory behavior. We have used the J-intcrpolation

algorithm[61| which gives us the interpolated probabilities between two accurately
calculated probabilities. Every fifth reaction probability has been accurately cal
culated and the intermediate reaction probabilities have been obtained using the

J interpolation algorithm. The interpolated reaction probabilities for all the J
values are shown in Figure 6.3. Extensive tests have been carried out to ensure
that the interpolated algorithms are not in substantial variance with the exact
ones for the same.

6.2.3 Integral cross sections

Figure 6.4 displays the reaction cross sections obtained using the MCTDH method
along with the previous wave packet results of Zhang and LcepSfi] on the TSH3
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Dynamics of H2 + CN Reaction

6.2.2 Reaction probabilities

J=0

J=5

J=10

J=15
J=20

J=25

J=30

J=35
J=40

J=45

Vl 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
Total Energy (eV)

Figure 6.2: Reaction probabiUties for H, (v, = 0,:n = 0) + CN(o-, = O.j, = 0) for
selected J's as a function of translational energy-

The wave packet propagation has been carried out for .1 = 0-50. A few selected
reaction probabilities are shown in Figure 6.2 over the energy range 0.1-0.5 eV.

The accuracy of the reaction probabilities has been found to be significantly depen
dent on the initial position and the width of the initial wave packet. As mentioned
previously, proper convergence of the reaction probability is achieved by having
a good energy distribution over the entire energy range considered. The reaction

probability for J=0 shows an energy threshold close to 0.1 eV in accordance with

the reported rcsultspSS). The probabilities for lower J's upto .7=10 exhibit small

resonance structures at higher energies. These oscillatory features highlight the

fact that at certain energies the probabilities for .7=5 are larger than the proba

bilities for d=0. These features eventually smoothen out with increase in .7. The

reaction probabilities for higher J values exhibit a smooth curve without any tna-

6.2 Results and discussion

ca

2  0.06

Total Energy (eV)

Figure 6.3; Interpolated reaction probabilities for Ha (vi = 0,H = 0) + CN(va =
0,ja = 0) for J = 0-50.

jor structural distortions or oscillatoiy behavior. We have used the J-interpolation

algorithm[611 which gives us the interpolated probabilities between two accurately
calculated probabilities. Every fifth reaction probability has been accurately cal
culated and the intermediate reaction probabilities have been obtained using the
J interpolation algorithm. The irrterpolated reaction probabilities for all the J
values are shown in Figure 6.3. Extensive tests have been carried out to ensure
that the interpolated algorithms arc not in substantial variance with the exact
ones for the same.

6.2.3 Integral cross sections

Figure 6.4 displays the reaction cross sections obtained using the MCTDH method
along with the previous wave packet results of Zhang and Lee[286l on the TSH3
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Dynamics of Ho + CN Reaction

° oG  2

MCTDH

Zhang

0.2 0.3 0.4

Translational Energy (eV)

Figure 6.4: Comparison of MCTDH integral cross sections for the H-2(vi = 0) +
CN(v2 ~ 0) reaction as a function of translational energy with results of Zhang et
al.[286].

potential energy surface for ground ro-vibrational states of the reactants. Our

results show an excellent agreement with the full dimensional quantum results of

Zhang and Lee[286], over the considered energy range. It is important to mention

here that the wave packet results of Zhang et ah [286] were obtained by including

the Coriolis coupling in their calculations. Although the H2 + CN system is

heavier and more complicated system than the H2 + OH system discussed in the

previous chapter, the agreement with the previous theoretical results is as good

as it was for the the H2 4- OH system.

The effect of vibrational excitations of CN and H2 on the reaction cross sections

are shown in Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6. The MCTDH results are compared with

the earlier quantum results reported by Zhu et ah [285] using a ./-shifting approx-

6.2 Results and discussion

MCTDH (ViV2)=(01)
Zhu (v.,V2)=(01)

Coletti (v.iV2)=(01) o
MCTDH (VhV2)=(00)

MCTDH (ViV2)=(0f: CSA) .-m--.

£ 2
b

Translational Energy (eV)

Figure 6.5: Comparison of the CC and CSA integral cross sections with the J-
shifting results from Zhu et al.[285] for the H2(vi = 0,ji = 0) + CN(v2 =
~ 0) reaction as a function of translational energy with both the diatoms at their
respective rotational ground states. The mixed quantum-classical results of Coletti
et al.[287] and the present CC cross sections for H^fvi — 0,ji — 0) + CN(v2 = 0,j2
— 0) are also plotted for reference. The reactants are in their respective rotational
ground states.

imation. The present results obtained using an exact kinetic energy operator and

shown in the figures help us to comment on two important aspects regarding the

reaction dynamics of this system: the effect of having an approximate Hamilto-

nian for the propagation and the role played by the CN bond in the reaction. For

the H2 -|- OH system(see Ref. [248] and the references therein), the results ob

tained within the CS approximation show a good agreement with the CC results

for the ground ro-vibrational states of the reagents while for lotationally excited

reagents, the CS cross sections were found to be smaller than the CC lesults in the

whole cnerg}^ range. The present CC cross sections are slightly larger than both
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Dynamics of H2 + CN Reaction

° ocs 2

MCTDH

Zhang

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

Translational Energy (eV)

Figure 6.4: Comparison of MCTDH integral cross sections for the Hi(v\ — 0) +
CN(v2 = 0) reaction as a function of translational energy with results of Zhang et
al.[286].

potential energy surface for ground ro-vibrational states of the reactants. Our

results show an excellent agreement with the full dimensional quantum results of

Zhang and Lee[286], over the considered energy range. It is important to mention

here that the wave packet results of Zhang et al.[286] were obtained by including

the Coriolis coupling in their calculations. Although the H2 + CN system is

heavier and more complicated system than the H2 + OH system discussed in the

previous chapter, the agreement with the previous theoretical results is as good

as it was for the the H2 + OH system.

The effect of vibrational excitations of CN and H2 on the reaction cross sections

are shown in Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6. The MCTDFI results are compared wdth

the earlier quantum results reported by Zhu et al.[285] using a ./-shifting approx-

6.2 Results and discussion

MCTDH (v.,V2)=(01)
Zhu (v.|V2)=(01)

Coletti (VhV2)=(01) o
MCTDH (v..V2)=(00)

MCTDH (ViV2)=(6f; CSA)

y'-m'

0.2 0.3

Translational Energy (eV)

Figure 6.5i l^LiiC U.O:  Comparison of the CC and CSA integral cross sections with the J-
cii/fc -fnrrwin 7.hni P't /ll for thC H'}fv^ 0) ̂  ChJflyt ^ 7 1..
. M/UllLpai lOUlt UJ OlOO ^ ^ou$o LILC. U-

shifting results from Zhu et al.[285] for the H2(vi = 0,ji — 0) + CN(v2 = l,j2
= 0) reaction as a function of translational energy with both the diatoms at their
respective rotational ground states. The mixed quantum-classical results of Coletti
et al.[287] and the present CC cross sections for Hifvi — OJi — 0) -p CN(v2 =
= 0) are also plotted for reference. The reactants are in their respective rotational
ground states.

imation. The present results obtained using an exact kinetic energy operator and

shown in the figures help us to comment on two important aspects regarding the

reaction dynamics of this system; the effect of having an approximate Hcunilto-

nian for the propagation and the role played by the CN bond in the reaction. For

the H2 -t- OH system(see Ref. [248] and the references therein), the results ob

tained within the CS approximation show a good agreement with the CC results

for the ground ro-vibrational states of the reagents while for rotatioirally excited

reagents, the CS cross sections were found to be smaller than the CC results in the

whole energy range. The present CC cross sections are slightly larger than both
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MCTDH (v.V2)=(10)
Zhu (v^V2)=(10)

4 - Coletti (vhV2)=(10) o -
MCTDH (viV2)=(00)

0.2 0.3 0.4

Translational Energy (eV)

Figure 6.6: Comparison of CC integral cross sections with the approximate cross
sections of Zhu et al. [285] for the H2(vi = l,ji = 0) + CN(v2 = = 0) reaction.
The mixed quantum-classical results of Coletti et al.[287] and the CO cross sections
for H2(vi = 0,Ji = 0) -h CN(v2 = 0,j2 = 0) are also shown for reference.

the approximate results in the low energy range, till 0.21 eV of collision energy,

as shown in Figure 6.5 for the CN diatom in its first excited vibrational state.

Beyond this, the exact cross sections are consistently smaller than both the CS

and J-shifting results. For H2 vibrational excitation, the CC results arc again

smaller than the J-shifting results beyond 0.18 eV. A similar behavior was also

observed in the ro-vibrational ground state results by Zhang and Lee[286]. The

J-shifting method used by Zhu et al.[285] to compute the cross sections clearly

overestimates the results in the higher energy region. This is understandable as

the J-shifting approximation involved only the computation of the J = 0 reaction

probability and then the results for higher J's are approximated by a shift in the

collision energy with a rotational constant of 1.2 cm~F As mentioned already, the

6.2 Results and discussion

present cross sections are obtained by a J-interpolation algorithm. But since we

computed the probabilities for every fifth J value in the range 0 < J < 50, we

consider that our interpolation is better converged for direct reactions than the

different versions of the J-shifting algorithm. To check this, we also carried out

exact calculations for two intermediate J values and the interpolated results were

found to be super-imposable with the exact results. The CS approximation, which

disregards the coupling between different /Astates, systematically produces larger

probabilities in the high energy region. The importance of Coriolis coupling in H2

+ CN system for the reactants in ground vibrational state has been discussed by

Zhang et al.[286] and looking at the present results for excited vibrational states,

the same explanations apply here too. The figures also show the mixed quantum

classical cross sections by Coletti and Billing[287] without the error bars. The

results for vibrationally excited CN, surprisingly, show a good agreement with
the CC results between 0.25-0.38 eV. But the results are larger than the present

results in the low energy and high energy regimes. For H2, the mixed quantum

classical results are higher than the CC results in the whole energy range beyond
0.23 eV.

The exact role played by the CN bond in the reaction dynamics has been de
bated over the last two decades in various theoretical and experimental studies.

Our study being the first study on vibrational excitation of reagents which in
cludes the Coriolis coupling, it is expected to confirm the exact nature of the CN
bond. Our study shows a decrease in the value as shown in Figure 6.5 and can be

attributed[281] to a higher adiabatic barrier for V2 = 1 state of CN than the ground
vibrational state. This is consistent with the results obtained by Zhu et al.[285]

within the CS approximation and the results of the mixed quantum classical cal-
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MCTDH (viV2)=(10) -
Zhu (VhV21=(10) --

- Coletti (vhV2)=(10)
MCTDH (ViV2)=(00)

0.2 0.3

Translational Energy (eV)

Figure 6.6: Comparison of CO integral cross sections with the approximate cross
sections of Zhu et al.[285] for the H2(vi = l,ji = 0) + CN(v2 = 0,j2 0) reaction.
The mixed quantum-classical results of Coletti et al.[287] and the CC cross sections
for H2(vi = 0,ji = 0) -h CN(v2 = 0,j2 = 0) are also shown for reference.

the approximate results in the low energy range, till 0.21 eV of collision energy,

as shown in Figure 6.5 for the CN diatom in its first excited vibrational state.

Beyond this, the exact cross sections are consistently smaller than both the CS

and J-shiftmg results. For H2 vibrational excitation, the CC results arc again

smaller than the J-shifting results beyond 0.18 eV. A similar behavior was also

observed in the ro-vibrational ground state results by Zhang and Lee[286]. The
shifting method used by Zhu et al.[285] to compute the cross sections clearly

overestimates the results in the higher energy region. This is understandable as

the J-shifting approximation involved only the computation of the J = 0 reaction

probability and then the results for higher .7's are approximated by a shift in the
collision energy with a rotational constant of 1.2 cm"b As mentioned already, the

6.2 Results and discussion

present cross sections are obtained by a J-interpolation algorithm. But since we

computed the probabilities for every fifth J value in the range 0 < J < 50, we

consider that our interpolation is better converged for direct reactions than the

different versions of the J-shifting algorithm. To check this, we also carried out

exact calculations for two intermediate J values and the interpolated results were

found to be supcr-imposable with the exact results. The CS approximation, which

disregards the coupling between different /\-states, systematically produces larger

probabilities in the high energy region. The importance of Coriolis coupling in H2

-f- CN system for the reactants in ground vibrational state has been discussed by

Zhang et al.[286] and looking at the present results for excited vibrational states,

the same explanations apply here too. The figures also show the mixed quantum

classical cross sections by Coletti and Billing[287] without the error bars. The

results for vibrationally excited CN, surprisingly, show a good agreement with

the CC results between 0.25-0.38 eV. But the results are larger than the present

results in the low energy and high energy regimes. For H2, the mixed quantum

classical results are higher than the CC results in the whole energy range beyond
0.23 eV.

The exact role played by the CN bond in the reaction dynamics has been de
bated over the last two decades in various theoretical and experimental studies.

Our study being the first study on vibrational excitation of reagents which in

cludes the Coriolis coupling, it is expected to confirm the exact nature of the CN
bond. Our study shows a decrease in the value as shown in Figure 6.5 and can be

attributed[281] to a higher adiabatic barrier for U2 = 1 state of CN than the ground
vibrational state. This is consistent with the results obtained by Zhu et al.[285]

within the CS approximation and the results of the mixed quantum classical cal-
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culations by Coletti et al.[287]. Zhu et al.[285] performed wave packet studies and

compared the results of a potential averaged five dimensional calculation, where

the CN is treated as a spectator bond, with a full six dimensional study. The

6D calculation being fully exact for .7 = 0 took into consideration the effect of

coupling between the CN vibration and the motions of other degrees of freedom.

The absence of any significant difference in the two probabilities suggested that

the CN bond can be treated as a spectator bond at least for the ground vibrational

state of CN although a decrease in the values were obtained in the cross sections.

Takayanagi and Schatz[283] arrived at a similar conclusion and suggested that

the CN bond behaves like a spectator bond for the forward reaction than for the

reverse reaction. This was explained by the fact that the H2 + CN PES reaction

has an early barrier along the reaction path. All these results are in sync with

the experimental results by Sims and Smith[262] which resulted in negligible en

hancement of the reaction. But the present results obtained using an exact form

of kinetic energy operator shows a significant decrease from the values for vibra

tional ground states of the reagent CN. Hence, although there is no enhancement,

the decrease still questions the role of the CN bond or rather, the correctness of

the potential energy surface.

The effect of vibrational excitation of H2 is shown in Figure 6.6 and a substantial

increase in reaction cross sections over the entire energy range is clearly evident.

This IS again in accordance with the previous theoretical results obtained using
J-shifting results[285]. The usual behavior of the H2 vibrational excitation to

increase the reaction rate by helping to overcome the activation barrier is again
confirmed m the present case. But there arc large discrepancies betw^een the

appioximatc and the current exact results, particularly at higher energies where

6.2 Results and discussion 141

the J-shifting results clearly overestimate the exact results for the vibrational

excitation of H2. This can again be explained in terms of the inaccuracies involved

in the calculation of the shifting constant.

6.2.4 Rate constants

The initial state selected rate constants obtained from our MCTDH calculations

T{K) MCTDH

200

209

250

251

294.5

296.5

297

300

350

364

368

400

447

450

500

540

568

600

700

740

768

800

1.09E-15

1.62E-15

7.01E-15

7.23E-15

2.27E-14

2.38E-14

2.40E-14

2.57E-14

6.78E-14

8.52E-14

9.08E-14

1.44E-13

2.54E-13

2.63E-13

4.31E-13

6.03E-13

7.43E-13

9.23E-13

1.61E-12

1.93E-12

2.16E-12

2.44E-12

Literature

Theory" Experiment"''^
7.74E-16

2.97E-15"

5.56E-15

8.61E-15"

2.40E-14"

2.55E-14^

2.51E-14"

2.24E-14

6.17E-14 7.18E-14"
8.64E-14"
8.70E-14"

1.35E-13

2.52E-13

4.19E-13

9.20E-13

1.65E-12

2.58E-12

2.30E-13^

5.38E-13"

6.48E-13^

2.45E-12"

1.91E-12"

Table 6.4: Comparison of the present initial state selected rate constants for H2(v\
= 0,ji ^ 0) + CN(v2 = 0,j2 = 0) with theoretical results of "Zhang et al.[286].
Experimental results of ̂ Sims et al.[262] and "Sun et al.[264] are also shown for
comparison.
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culations by Coletti et al.[287]. Zhu et al.[285] performed wave packet studies and

compared the results of a potential averaged five dimensional calculation, where

the CN is treated as a spectator bond, with a full six dimensional study. The

6D calculation being fully exact for J = 0 took into consideration the effect of

coupling between the CN vibration and the motions of other degrees of freedom.

The absence of any significant difference in the two probabilities suggested that

the CN bond can be treated as a spectator bond at least for the ground vibrational

state of CN although a decrease in the values were obtained in the cross sections.

Takayanagi and Schatz[283] arrived at a similar conclusion and suggested that

the CN bond behaves like a spectator bond for the forward reaction than for the

reverse reaction. This was explained by the fact that the H2 + CN PES reaction

has an early barrier along the reaction path. All these results arc in sync with

the experimental results by Sims and Smith[262] which resulted in negligible en

hancement of the reaction. But the present results obtained using an exact form
of kinetic energy operator shows a significant decrease from the values for vibra
tional ground states of the reagent CN. Hence, although there is no enhancement,
the decrease still questions the role of the CN bond or rather, the correctness of

the potential energy surface.

The effect of vibrational excitation of H2 is shown in Figure 6.6 and a substantial
increase in reaction cross sections over the entire energy range is clearly evident.

This IS again in accordance with the previous theoretical results obtained using
J-shiftmg results[285]. The usual behavior of the H2 vibrational excitation to
increase the reaction rate by helping to overcome the activation barrier is again
confirmed in the present case. But there are large discrepancies between the

approximate and the current exact results, particularly at higher energies where

6.2 Results and discussion 141

the J-shifting results clearly overestimate the exact results for the vibrational

excitation of H2. This can again be explained in terms of the inaccuracies involved

in the calculation of the shifting constant.

6.2.4 Rate constants

The initial state selected rate constants obtained from our MCTDH calculations

T{K) MCTDH

200

209

250

251

294.5

296.5

297

300

350

364

368

400

447

450

500

540

568

600

700

740

768

800

1.09E-15

1.62E-15

7.01E-15

7.23E-15

2.27E-14

2.38E-14

2.40E-14

2.57E-14

6.78E-14

8.52E-14

9.08E-14

1.44E-13

2.54E-13

2.63E-13

4.31E-13

6.03E-13

7.43E-13

9.23E-13

1.61E-12

1.93E-12

2.16E-12

2.44E-12

Literature

Theory" Experiment''
T74E46^

2.97E-15"

5.56E-15

8.61E-15"

2.40E-14''

2.55E-14''

2.51E-14"

2.24E-14

6.17E-14 7.18E-14"
8.64E-14''

8.70E-14"
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Table 6.4: Comparison of the present initial state selected rate constants for Hofvi
=  ̂ 0) + CN(v2 = 0,j2 = 0) with theoretical results of ̂ Zhang et al.[286j.
Experimental results of''Sims et al.[262] and "Sun et al.[264] are also shoivn for
comparison.
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Figure 6.7; Comparison of the present initial state selected rate constants for
H^lvi ̂  0,ji = 0) + CN(v2 = 0,j2 = with CS results of Zhang et al.[286] and
experimental results of Smith et al.[262] and Sun et al.[264]-

are plotted in Arrhenius form in Figure 6.7 along with initial state selected the

oretical reference results of Zhang et al.[286], experimental results of Smith et

al.[262] and Sun et al.[264]. The rate constants are tabulated in Table 6.4. We

should keep in mind that our rate constants are obtained for the reagents in their

ground rotational states while the experimental results involve thermal averaging

over the rotational state of the reagents. The thermal averaging over rotational

states of H2 have been seen to decrease the reaction rate as reported and discussed

in literature[286]. The MCTDH rate constants agree reasonably well with both
experimental and reference theoretical results at higher temperatures. At lower

tempeiatures, both the MCTDH and results of Zhang et al.[286j are lower than

the experimental results, which has been attributed to incorrectness in the bar

rier height in the PES used. But certainly, the full-dimensional quantum results
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obtained using MCTDH are closer to the experimental results. The MCTDH al

gorithm is seen to give fairly accurate results for tetra-atomic reactive scattering

systems as was also seen for the H2 + OH system in the previous chapter. The

CS results seem to diverge from the exact results as the temperature is lowered.

At 209 K, the calculated rate constant of 1.62 x 10"^^ cm^ molecule-^s-^ is lower

than the experimental rate constant of 2.97 x 10"^® cm^ molecule by a factor

of 1.8. At an intermediate temperature of 364 K, the calculated rate constant of

8.52 X 10^-1'^ cm^ molecule"M'^ agrees well with the experimental value of 8.64x

10—14 molecule~^s~^. For higher temperatures, the calculated rate constants

are marginally higher in comparison to the experimental results[262].
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Figure 6.8: Comparison of the present initial state selected rate constants for the
reaction H2(viji = 0) + CN(02.32 = ^^^th the theoretical results of Zhang et
al.[286], Zhu et al.[285] and experimental results of Sims et al.[262] and Li et
al.[258].

The rate constants obtained from our MCTDH calculations for vibrational ex-
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citation of reagents are shown in Figure 6.8 along with the theoretical results of

Zhang et al.[286] and Zhu et al.[285]. for both the ground and vibrationallv ex

cited states of the reagents. The corresponding rate constant values are tabulated

in Table 6.5. The vibrationallv excited H2 results in significant enhancement in

the rate constant. As evident from the tabulated values, the enhancement factor

in comparison to the ground state rate constant is 7 at 200 K while it decreases

at higher temperatures to a factor of 3 and 2 at 400 K and 800 K respectively

Vibrational excitation of CN leads to a decline in cross sections. These are in

accordance with the results reported by Zhu et al.[285] although there are obvi

ous differences between the approximate and the exact quantum results For H2

present rate constants are also compared with the available experimental results in

the same figure. Disagreements between the experimental and theoretical results

for CN('(;2 = 1) are clearly seen. At 294.5 K, the experimental rate constant is

about 3 times higher than our calculated result, while at higher temperatures the

difference narrows down to a factor of ̂  1.2 at 768 K. It should be mentioned here
that there are no experimental results available for the vibrational excitations of
TT

There could be two reasons for the discrepancy observed in case of CN as pro
posed by Coletti and Billing[287] ; the barrier height of the TSH3 potential and
the rotational population of the excited vibrational state. The present rate con
stants have been calculated by Boltzmann averaging over translational energy only
and It IS assumed that thermal averaging over reagent rotations has a negligible
effect. The mixed quantum classical results of Coletti and Billing[287] which in
cluded higher rotational states in their calculations showed no improvement in the
theoretical rates. Also the CC results by Zhang and Lee[286] showed that the CN

6.2 Results and discussion
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3.01E-13

4.38E-13
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4.70E-12

{viV2 = 01)

3.47E-16

1.02E-14

l.llE-14
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1.47E-13

2.63E-13

4.81E-13

6.13E-13

1.15E-12

1.62E-12

1.87E-12

Literature

Theoretical"

{viV2 = 10) {viV2 = 01)
5.90E-15 3.10E-16

9.00E-14 1.2E-13

3.90E-13 8.50E-14

l.OOE-12 2.90E-13

2.00E-12 6.80E-13

3.20E-12 1.30E-12

4.70E-12 2.10E-12

Experimental'"

{V-1V2 = 01)

2.96E-14''

3.00E-14"

8.30E-14''

8.20E-14^

2.08E-13^

6.53E-13''

2.01E-12^

Table 6.5: Comparison of initial state selected rate constants for the reaction
= 0) 4- CN(t;2,j2 = 0) obtained using MC TDH with the theoretical

results of "Zhu et al.[285] and experimental results of ''Sims et al. [262] and
^Copeland et al.[274].

rotational excitation up to J2 = 7 has no effect on the cross section. But the H2 ro

tational excitations were shown to decrease the overall cross section and hence, the

rate constants are lowered upon rotational averaging. These wave packet results

by Zhang et al.[286] were obtained by including all important Coriolis couplings.

Hence, the inclusion of the excited rotational states of CN is not expected to con

tribute much to the overall rate constant. But the averaging with respect to H2

rotational excitations will again result in lowering the theoretical rates, although

an explicit study of rotational excitations is not a part of the present study. Thus

it is evident that the TSH3 potential energy surface is probably unable in describ

ing the reaction and a more accurate FES is required to study the dynamics. On
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tational excitations were shown to decrease the overall cross section and hence, the

rate constants are lowered upon rotational averaging. These wave packet resultsrate constants are lowered upon rotational averaging. These wave packet resultj

by Zhang et al.[286] were obtained by including all important Coriolis couplingsby Zhang et al.[286] were obtained by including all important Coriolis couplings.

Hence, the inclusion of the excited rotational states of CN is not expected to con

tribute much to the overall rate constant. But the averaging with respect to H2

rotational excitations will again result in lowering the theoretical rates, although

an explicit study of rotational excitations is not a part of the present study. Thus

it is evident that the TSH3 potential energy surface is probably unable in describ

ing the reaction and a more accurate FES is required to study the dynamics. Oning the reaction and a more
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the other hand, the theoretical rates for the isotopic D2 + CN[289] reaction are in

quite good agreement with experimental results which implies that the effective

reaction barrier is almost right for the D2 + CN reaction but a little too high for

the H2 + CN reaction.

^•3 Summary and conclusions

The study of the H2 + CN system was taken up with the aim of looking into four

important aspects involving the reaction and the methodology. Firstly, a successful

application of the MCTDH algorithm to study H2 + OH system, as shown in the
previous chapter, brings forth the question of the effectiveness and applicability of

6 system for heavier tetra-atomic systems. With our previous study on the H2 +
OH reaction with MCTDH, it was natural to extend the study to heavier systems.
With two out of the four atoms in the system being C and N, this system presented

bigger challenge for proper convergence of the reaction parameters using
HH algorithm. The most important factor for successful application of

MCTDH t ^ system is to achieve a proper balance between numerical accuracv

S  ith minimized usage of computational resources. We have been able to get
Sed results without using a significant higher number of spfs in comparison

Uch simpler H2 + OH system. The use of an optimum number of spfs is

y Tnportant for this system as the time factor shows a huge increase with a
minor enha

ncement in the number of spfs. The energy distribution of the initial
wave Packet and the CAP parameters strongly influence the convergence, both
near the thr

Gshold and at the higher energy range. We have successfully shown
that the MCTnu

algorithm can be applied to tetra-atomic systems having heavy

6.3 Summary and conclusions 147

atoms, using both CS approximation and CC methodology while achieving the

same level of accuracy as obtained for simpler systems.

Secondly, our studies on the importance of using the exact Hamiltonian for

the present reaction system yielded some interesting results. For the H2 + CN

system, it is observed that the present CC results show strong deviations from the

previous approximate results, signifying the importance of inclusion of Coriolis

coupling in the reaction dynamics. It is observed that the CS approximate results

for CN(u2 = 1) strongly overestimate the accurate results which include Coriolis

coupling. It can thus be emphasized that the general notion on the inclusion of

Coriolis coupling for direct reactions is too simplistic and accurate calculations on

similar systems should take the importance of an exact Hamiltonian into account.

Although the inclusion of the Coriolis Coupling makes the calculations prohibitive

for numerically exact wave packet propagations of heavier systems, the MCTDH

algorithm presents a good alternative.

Thirdly, the exact role played by the CN bond in the reaction dynamics has

been investigated by performing CC calculations. It is observed that vibrational

excitation of CN leads to a significant decrease in reaction cross sections. This is

contrary to the negligible effect of CN excitation envisaged by previous approxi

mate calculations. The present observations clearly establish a non-negligible role

for the CN bond on the TSH3 surface.

The accuracy of the barrier height of the TSH3 PES has been debated in var

ious studies over the last two decades. A comparison of rate constants obtained

for both ro-vibrational ground state and CN(n2 = 1) with available experimental

results show that the values obtained at lower temperatures are significantly lower
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previous approximate results, signifying the importance of inclusion of Coriolis

coupling in the reaction dynamics. It is observed that the CS approximate results
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coupling. It can thus be emphasized that the general notion on the inclusion of

Coriolis coupling for direct reactions is too simplistic and accurate calculations on

similar systems should take the importance of an exact Hamiltonian into account.

Although the inclusion of the Coriolis Coupling makes the calculations prohibitive

for numerically exact wave packet propagations of heavier systems, the MCTDH

algorithm presents a good alternative.

Thirdly, the exact role played by the CN bond in the reaction dynamics has

been investigated by performing CC calculations. It is observed that vibrational

excitation of CN leads to a significant decrease in reaction cross sections. This is

contrary to the negligible effect of CN excitation envisaged by previous approxi

mate calculations. The present observations clearly establish a non-negligible role

for the CN bond on the TSH3 surface.

The accuracy' of the barrier height of the TSH3 FES has been debated in var

ious studies over the last two decades. A comparison of rate constants obtained

for both ro-vibrational ground state and CN('i'2 = 1) with available experimental

results show that the values obtained at lower temperatures are significantly lower
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than experimental results. There can be two reasons for the present observation:

an inaccurate barrier height of the TSH3 potential and the rotational population

of the excited vibrational state. The present rate constants have been calculated

by Boltzmann averaging over translational energy only and it is assumed that

thermal averaging over reagent rotations has a negligible effect. Previous theo

retical studies have shown that the inclusion of the excited rotational states of

CN is not expected to contribute much to the overall rate constant. On the other

hand, the theoretical rates for the isotopic D2 + CN reaction are in quite good

agreement with experimental results which implies that the effective reaction bar

rier is almost right for the D2 + CN reaction but a little too high for the H2 +

CN reaction. Thus we can sum it up conclusively that the TSH3 is not accurate

for the study of the Ha + CN system and an improvement in the barrier height
IS required for attaining convergence of theoretical results with the experimental

values.

Chapter 7

Summary and Conclusions

The dynamics of three different systems, a tri-atomic and two tetra-atomic, have

been studied using the MCTDH algorithm. Extensive calculations have been per

formed for both ground and ro-vibrational excited states of the reagents. All the

calculations have been performed with an exact form of the Hamiltonian and the

results have been compared with literature results obtained using CS approxima

tion. In cases where CS results are not available, calculations for the same have

also been performed using the MCTDH methodology. The dependence of the

reaction dynamics on the surface topology and transition state structures have

been explored. The significance of initial orientation of the reagents and the im

portance of a preferred pathway of approach in the reaction dynamics has been

investigated. Reaction probabilities, integral cross sections and rate constants

have been reported and adequate comparison with available experimental data

has been made wherever possible.

For the He -T H+He reaction, the reaction probability curves are characterized
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results have been compared with literature results obtained using CS approxima

tion. In cases where CS results are not available, calculations for the same have

also been performed using the MCTDH methodology. The dependence of the

reaction dynamics on the surface topology and transition state structures have

been explored. The significance of initial orientation of the reagents and the im
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investigated. Reaction probabilities, integral cross sections and rate constants
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Summary and Conclusions

by sharp resonance structures, especially at the threshold, while the intensity of

the peaks decrease followed by subsequent broadening at higher energies. Both CS

and CO studies have been performed using the MCTDH methodology, while the

studies performed using the split operator method have been carried out under CS

approximation. The CS results obtained from both the MCTDH and the split-

operator methodologies, show an excellent agreement with each other for all J

values considered. The CC results are distinctly different regarding the structure

of the peaks and threshold characteristics when compared with the CS results. A

significantly smaller number of resonance peaks are observed in the CC studies

over the entire energy range, compared to the CS results. This has been explained

by the fact that the Coriolis coupling provides an important decay mechanism for

the complex resulting in a sharp decrease in the resonance structures. The CC

cross sections are significantly higher at the threshold and at lower energies, while

the difference narrows down at higher energies. The breaking of the collision

complex to products is much less favorable within the CS approximation. The

presence of a short lived reaction intermediate and the phenomenon of sudden

collisions occurring at higher energies explain the agreement between the CS and
CC cross sections in this regime. Comparison of CC and CS results for u = l
shows larger cross sections for CS at lower energies, while the trend reverses at

g  r energies. Excitation to higher rotational states(y 1 and 2) does not affect

cross sections in a significant manner. But there is a significant decrease in

cross sections for j =1, in comparison to j = 0, for the CS results. This underlines
the inadequacy of the CS methodology in predicting the orientational dynamics
for ' 'or initial rotational excitations. The variations in reaction probabilities and cross

^th m^the initial magnetic rotational quantum numbei of the diatom)
have shown the importance of the initial orientation of the reagents in the reaction

dynamics of this system.

The excellent agreement of the MCTDH reaction probabilities and cross sec

tions obtained for the H2 + OH reaction on the WDSE and YZCL2 surfaces with

the literature values underlines the accuracy of the MCTDH algorithm in study

ing the tetra-atomic reactive systems. The significant difference observed for the

ground state reaction probabilities and cross sections on the three surfaces, have

been explained on the basis of differences in transition state structures and initial

orientation of the reagents. The ni(2) = 1 CC results on the WDSE surface have

been compared with previously reported CS results and no significance difference

is observed. The reaction rate constants for H2(ni = 1) obtained on the most

accurate YZCL2 surface show an excellent agreement with recent experimental

results. Rotational excitation of H2. on the three surfaces, presents an interesting

case. While it leads to a uniform decrease in cross sections in comparison to j ~

0 on the Y'DSE surface, an uniform increase is observed on the WSLEH surface.

On the YZCL2 surface, a marginal increase in cross sections at lower energies is

followed bv a decrease at higher energies. The increase in cross sections at lower

energies on the YZCL2 surface is explained by the attainment of a favorable ge

ometry on rotation, unlike that obtained for the WDSE surface. The observations

nt higher energies are explained on the basis of the ratio of time spent in the

approach coordinate to the time required for appreciable rotation of the diatoms.

This is determined by the presence or absence of wells and van der Waals minima

in the surfaces. The study of the reaction cross sections and rate constants for

the ro-vibrational excited states of the diatoms reveals a significant dependence

of the reaction attributes on the properties of the surfaces considered along with

the pathways of approach and the initial orientation of the react ants.
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cross sections are significantly higher at the threshold and at lower energies, while

the difference narrows down at higher energies. The breaking of the collision

complex to products is much less favorable within the CS approximation. The

presence of a short lived reaction intermediate and the phenomenon of sudden

collisions occurring at higher energies explain the agreement between the CS and

cross sections in this regime. Comparison of CC and CS results for v = 1

shows larger cross sections for CS at lower energies, while the trend reverses at

higher energies. Excitation to higher rotational states(.7 = 1 and 2) docs not affect
the cross sections in a significant manner. But there is a significant decrease in

cross sections for j =1. in comparison to j = 0, for the CS results. This underlines

the inadequacy of the CS methodology in predicting the orientational dynamics
foor initial rotational excitations. The variations in reaction probabilities and cross

sections with m(the initial magnetic rotational quantum number of the diatom)
have shown the importance of the initial orientation of the reagents in the reaction

dynamics of this system.

The excellent agreement of the MCTDH reaction probabilities and cross sec

tions obtained for the H2 + OH reaction on the WDSE and YZCL2 surfaces with

the literature values underlines the accuracy of the MCTDH algorithm in study

ing the tetra-atomic reactive systems. The significant difference observed for the

ground state reaction probabilities and cross sections on the three surfaces, have

been explained on the basis of differences in transition state structures and initial

orientation of the reagents. The vi(2) = 1 CC results on the WDSE surface have

been compared with previously reported CS results and no significance difference

is observed. The reaction rate constants for H2(ci = 1) obtained on the most

accurate YZCL2 surface show an excellent agreement with recent experimental

results. Rotational excitation of H2 on the three surfaces, presents an interesting

case. While it leads to a uniform decrease in cross sections in comparison to j —

0 on the Y^DSE surface, an uniform increase is observed on the WSLFH surface.

On the YZCL2 surface, a marginal increase in cross sections at lower energies is

followed bv a decrease at higher energies. The increase in cross sections at lower

energies on the YZCL2 surface is explained by the attainment of a favorable ge

ometry on rotation, unlike that obtained for the WDSE surface. The observations

at higher energies are explained on the basis of the ratio of time spent in the

approach coordinate to the time required for appreciable rotation of the diatoms.

This is determined by the presence or absence of wells and van der Waals minima

in the surfaces. The study of the reaction cross sections and rate constants for

the ro-vibrational excited states of the diatoms reveals a significant dependence

of the reaction attributes on the properties of the surfaces considered along with

the pathways of approach and the initial orientation of the rcactants.
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Summary and Conclusions

The application of the MCTDH algorithm to study the Ho + CN reaction, ex

plains some ambiguous phenomenon related to the reaction dynamics of the sys

tem. The studies establish conclusively that the TSH3 potential is not accurate

for the study of the Ha + CN system and an improvement in the barrier height

is required for attaining convergence of theoretical results with the cxpciimcntal

values. The exact role of the CN bond in the reaction dynamics on the TSH3

surface is investigated in this study. Although the vibrational excitation of the
CN bond does not lead to an enhancement in reaction cross sections, a significant

decrease is observed for the same. It is concluded that the CN bond plays a sig

nificant part in the overall reaction dynamics and assigning it the nomenclature
of a spectator bond is erroneous. Both CS and CC studies have been performed
for a better understanding of the factors affecting the reaction dynamics in the
vibrationally excited state. It is observed that the present CC results show strong
deviations from the previous approximate results signifying the importance of in
clusion of Coriohs coupling in the reaction dynamics. The CS approximate results
for CN(r;2 = 1) strongly overestimate the accurate results which include Coriolis
coupling. It can thus be emphasized that the general notion on the inclusion of
Coriohs coupling for direct reactions is too simplistic and accurate calculations
on similar systems should take the importance of an exact Hamiltonian into ac

count. Although the inclusion of the Coriolis Coupling makes the calculations

prohibitive for numerically exact standard wave packet propagations of systems
dh higher degrees of freedom, the MCTDH algorithm presents an efficient and

aocurate alternative.
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